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Preface 

A research-and-development (R&D) task on the Design and Operation of Power 

Systems with Large Amounts of Wind Power was formed in 2006 as IEA Wind Task 

25.1 The aim of this R&D task is to collect and share information on the experiences 

gained and the studies made on power system impacts of wind power and to review 

methodologies, tools, and data used. The following countries and institutes are cur-

rently involved in the collaboration: 

1. Canada: Hydro-Québec Research Institute (IREQ)

2. China: State Grid Energy Research Institute (SGERI)

3. Denmark: Technical University of Denmark (DTU); Energinet; Ea Energy

Analyses

4. European Wind Energy Association (WindEurope)

5. Finland (operating agent): VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd

(VTT); Recognis Oy

6. France: Electricité de France Research and Development Center (EDF

R&D); Réseau de Transport d’Electricité - Research and Development

center (RTE R&D)

7. Germany: Fraunhofer Institute for Energy Economics and Energy System

Technology (Fraunhofer IEE); Research Centre for Energy Economics (FfE)

8. Ireland: Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI); University College

Dublin (UCD); Energy Reform

9. Italy: Terna Rete Italia

10. Japan: Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI);

University of Kyoto

11. Norway: Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU);

Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research (SINTEF)

12. Netherlands: Delft University of Technology (TUDelft); TNO

13. Portugal: National Laboratory on Energy and Geology (LNEG); Institute for

Systems and Computer Engineering, Technology, and Science (INESC-

TEC)

1 IEA WIND is a Technology Collaboration Programme (TCP) for Cooperation in the Re-
search, Development, and Deployment of Wind Turbine Systems within the International 

Energy Agency (IEA). 
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14. Spain: University of Castilla La Mancha (UCLM); Universidad Pontificia

Comillas

15. Sweden: Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)

16. United Kingdom: Imperial College London

17. United States: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL); Energy

Systems Integration Group (ESIG); U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

IEA Wind Task 25 produced a report in 2007 on the state-of-the-art knowledge and 

results on wind integration that had been gathered so far, published in the VTT 

Working Papers series. Summary reports of four subsequent phases have also 

been published by VTT: 2009 (VTT Research Notes 2493), 2012 (VTT Technology 

T75), 2016 (VTT Technology T268), and 2019 (VTT Technology T350). These re-

ports presented summaries of selected, recently finished studies. All these reports 

are available on the IEA Wind Task 25 website: https://iea-wind.org/task25/.  

In addition, IEA Wind Task 25 developed guidelines on the recommended meth-

odologies when estimating the system impacts and costs of wind power integration; 

this was published in 2013 as RP16 of IEA Wind with an update in 2018 to also 

include solar photovoltaics. The recommended practices reports are available on 

the website https://iea-wind.org/iea-publications/. The work continues with a sixth pe-

riod (2021–2024), where the aim is to update the Recommended Practices for Wind 

and PV Integration Studies. 

As the work has evolved from wind integration studies to cover both wind and 

solar energy, and both electricity and energy systems, the name of Task 25 was 

changed to Design and Operation of Energy Systems with Large Amounts of Vari-

able Generation in 2018. This report summarizes the main results of the first five 3-

year phases of IEA Wind Task 25 (2006–2020). 

September 2021, Authors 

https://iea-wind.org/task25/
https://iea-wind.org/iea-publications/
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Executive summary 

The design and operation of power and energy systems is an evolving field. As 

ambitious targets toward net-zero carbon energy systems are announced globally, 

many scenarios are being made regarding how to reach these future decarbonized 

energy systems, most of them involving large amounts of variable renewables, 

mainly wind and solar energy. The secure operation of power systems is increas-

ingly challenging. The impact of both increased amounts of variable renewables as 

well as new electrification loads together with increased distribution system re-

sources that require more coordination between transmission and distribution sys-

tems will lead to somewhat different challenges for different systems. Tools and 

methods to study future power and energy systems also need to evolve, and both 

short-term operational aspects (such as power system stability) and long-term as-

pects (such as resource adequacy) will probably see new paradigms of operation 

and design. The experience of operating and planning systems with large amounts 

of variable generation is accumulating, and research to tackle the challenges of in-

verter-based, nonsynchronous generation is on the way. Energy transition and dig-

italization also bring new flexibility opportunities, both short and long term. 

This report brings together experience and study results from 17 countries work-

ing in the international collaboration within the International Energy Agency (IEA) 

Wind Technology Collaboration Programme (TCP) Task 25. Main findings are re-

ported on: 

• How to incorporate wind and solar generation and forecasts within system 

operation and simulations (Section 2) 

• How to plan for the long-term adequacy of transmission grids and genera-

tion capacity (Section 3 and Section 4) 

• How to manage the operation of power systems, including stability aspects 

(Section 5) 

• How to increase the value of wind energy in future power and energy sys-

tems, avoiding unnecessary curtailments, providing system support from 

wind power plants (WPPs), and improving operational practices and flexi-

bility (Section 6) 

• Pushing the limits toward 100% renewable systems, highlighting chal-

lenges and evolving methodologies needed for the assessments (Section 

7).  

The appendix provides links to some ongoing research projects contributing to Task 

25 for 2021–2024. 

The participating countries report increasing shares of wind in electricity con-

sumption on average. In 2020, wind and solar shares were more than 60 % of elec-

tricity consumption in Iowa, North Dakota and Kansas; 50% in Denmark; more than 

35% in Ireland, Oklahoma and South Kansas; more than 30% in Germany and Wy-

oming; and more than 20% in Portugal, Spain, Greece, the United Kingdom, the 

Netherlands, Sweden and in Texas and 5 other states in the United States. During 

certain hours, more than 100% instantaneous shares of wind have been achieved 
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in Denmark (213%) and Portugal (109%), Ireland has seen 95% of demand from 

wind, and more than 80% of wind + solar photovoltaics has been recorded in Italy 

and Germany. Other than the island power systems of Ireland and Great Britain, as 

well as the synchronous system of Texas, these high shares of wind have not been 

power system wide. The share of wind and solar in large continental systems, such 

as Central Europe and the U.S. Eastern Interconnection and Western Interconnec-

tion are still moderate (10%–15%). 

 
Variability and uncertainty of wind power—the challenge and an important in-
put 
Increasing volumes of real and aggregated wind power generation data are availa-

ble for power systems and balancing areas, while meteorological inputs of improv-

ing quality are also providing better simulated data for wind at relevant heights 

above ground level, to capture the smoothing impact and provide representative 

data sets for future simulations. 

The dispersion of WPPs in the power system area will impact variability. Large 

power system-wide data from Europe shows that the occurrence of low wind gen-

eration of less than 5% of rated capacity is very rare (1 hour per year), and the 

longest periods of less than 10% of installed capacity are less than 40 hours dura-

tion. Storm events result in the largest wind generation ramps—and the largest fore-

cast errors. Turbine technology development has resulted in less variations from 

the wind power fleets. Wind and solar have complementarity throughout the day 

and the year, and their aggregated variability is considerably less than that of each 

resource alone. 

Short-term forecasting is still improving in accuracy. Probabilistic forecasts pro-

vide more data for system operation, providing better assessment of the forecast 

uncertainty. Examples of simulating wind forecast errors are given for future power 

system simulations. 

  
Toward regional transmission planning—with offshore grids 
Demand growth due to electrification and retirements of thermal generation, in ad-

dition to the large growth of wind and solar generation, are driving planning scenar-

ios for the future grid. Increasing transmission capacity is seen in all future scenar-

ios. Transmission helps reduce the impacts of the variability of wind, increases the 

reliability of the electric grid, and helps make more efficient use of the available 

generation resources. Although costs for wide-spread expansions of the grid are 

significant, they make up a relatively small component of the total annualized costs 

in the scenarios and provide a good benefit-to-cost ratio. Larger amounts of wind 

and solar give even larger benefits for transmission assets. Investing in intercon-

nectors for regional and continental transmission show increasing value. 

Decarbonizing other energy sectors and sector coupling are expected to further 

increase the importance of offshore wind in the green transition. Offshore grids and 

energy islands are seen as future parts of the interconnected transmission system. 
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Resource adequacy—from estimating capacity value of wind to changing the 
way future system adequacy is assessed 
Wind has a capacity value, which will be higher for larger areas of well-dispersed 

wind capacity. Concerns for generation capacity (resource) adequacy in future sys-

tems where wind and solar energy become dominant are emerging. New metrics 

and methods are needed to account for flexibility in demand and storage that are 

not captured in current tools because at some point the traditional ways of increas-

ing peaking capacity will become costly. Considering power system-wide resource 

adequacy with multi-area methods is important and represents recent practice in 

Europe. Analyses need data from more weather years to capture the extreme 

weather events that might occur more often in the future. 

  
Short-term balancing—from estimating operating reserve requirements to as-
sessing stability 
The impacts of wind and solar energy on short-term reliability involve potential im-

pacts on the short-term balancing of supply and demand and setting a proper 

amount of operational reserves for frequency control. With larger shares of solar 

and wind power, the impact on power system dynamics is increasingly important to 

assess. In addition to assessing the impacts of variability and uncertainty, the non-

synchronous connection of inverters will also need to be considered. 

The impacts of wind and solar on operating reserves was a traditional integration 

study output. The experience from Germany, Texas, and the U.S. Western Inter-

connection show another outcome: Changing operational practices provides greater 

savings in reserves utilization than wind and solar variability adds. Sharing balanc-

ing, moving to faster dynamic reserve setting, and using WPPs for fast response 

have proved to be powerful tools for system operation. 

The first experience of stability issues related to wind and solar was highlighting 

the importance of control and protection settings in wind and solar power plants for 

responses in fault events. The system stability analyses largely began with fre-

quency stability, where new tools have been developed for inertia monitoring. Miti-

gation methods have focussed on ensuring sufficient synchronous power plants re-

main online, faster responding frequency control, and deployment of synchronous 

condensers. Weak grid issues are also studied, as reduced short-circuit current lev-

els, and reduced voltage support, due to displacement of synchronous generators, 

also increase the area affected by voltage depression as a consequence of a grid 

fault. Enhanced capabilities to support the grid can be implemented through grid-

forming converters in WPPs. 

  
Maximizing the value of wind power and minimizing curtailments—improved 
operational practices, flexibility, and offering grid support services 
A more flexible power system can use variable energy sources at higher value, and 

hence the main way forward in maximizing the value of wind power lies outside wind 

power itself; however, wind power can also increase its value by providing system 

services. Particularly in surplus generation situations, this helps all WPPs to avoid 
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sourcing system services from conventional power generation and forcing more cur-

tailment of wind power. 

Although some curtailment can be efficient for system operation, extensive cur-

tailment of variable power is an indication that the flexibility of the power system is 

inadequate. The recent information from curtailments show how the previously large 

curtailments in China have been mitigated, mainly by new grid build-out. In Europe, 

curtailments are gradually increasing with increasing wind and solar shares. Grid 

bottlenecks are the main cause, but also system constraints due to stability issues 

play a role (Ireland, Texas, and Italy). 

Wind and solar power plants have already proved their capabilities for providing 

frequency and voltage support services. Wider use of these services as well as their 

remuneration, instead of mandating them in grid codes is still evolving. Market de-

sign plays a role to enable bidding services in smaller quantities and near real time 

to avoid or reduce the impact of forecast errors. New capabilities are a subject of 

research, and how the future system defines the needs for grid-forming capabilities, 

for example, is yet to be experimented. 

Operating the grid with near-real-time information to determine security margins 

as well as active power management (phase-shifting transformers, dynamic line rat-

ing, power flow controllers) and reactive power management (reactors/capacitors, 

synchronous compensators, STATCOMs) is helping to make the best use of the 

existing grid infrastructure. Congestion management is evolving, and new ways to 

capture flexibility from distribution system-connected resources are developing. 

Increased flexibility, dynamic prices, and market design to allow new flexibility 

providers will impact the main income for WPPs for their energy generated in the 

future. Particularly surplus energy situations, that now see prices plummet, would 

be mitigated by new demand, also through exports and storage. This would retain 

the value of wind during surplus hours. 

Estimating the value of wind energy in future energy systems is replacing older 

efforts for estimating a system integration cost—notion that never reached full ap-

proval for the methods used and has outlived its usefulness. 

  
Pushing the limits toward 100% renewable power systems and net-zero en-
ergy systems 
Many techno-economic studies have examined how hourly energy balances could 

be maintained in a 100% renewable power system. As the ambitious targets toward 

net-zero carbon energy systems are announced globally, many scenarios are being 

made regarding how to reach the future decarbonized energy systems. Although 

the operational details can vary greatly depending on the applied methodology, 

power system stability has generally been overlooked as part of 100% (energy-bal-

ancing) studies, where the main focus is on hourly consumption-generation match-

ing. 

The first studies have been made on the stability of 100% inverter-based sys-

tems, showing promising results. Wind and solar energy will certainly make a large 

contribution to future power systems and provide the added renewable energy 

needed for ambitious increases in electrification demand—150%–300% of current 
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electricity demand. They also have the potential to form the backbone of future 

power systems, when the full range of inverter capabilities are utilised. This is still 

work in progress, where new paradigms of non-synchronous power system opera-

tion and long-term resource adequacy are developed, with a suite of new tools and 

methods being implemented for system operators. 
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1. Introduction 

There is an increasing amount of practical experience from wind integration. In 

2016, wind energy covered approximately 10% of European Union power demand. 

This share increased to 15% in 2020. The yearly wind shares of consumption in 

Europe are presented in Figure 1 and wind and solar share of generation in the 

United States in Figure 2. In 2020, the power mix shifted significantly toward renew-

ables following lockdown measures, mainly due to depressed electricity demand: 

wind and solar shares were more than 60 % of electricity consumption in Iowa, North 

Dakota and Kansas; 50% in Denmark; more than 35% in Ireland, Oklahoma and 

South Kansas; more than 30% in Germany and Wyoming; and more than 20% in 

Portugal, Spain, Greece, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Sweden and in 

Texas and 5 other states in the United States (IEA Wind, 2021; USDoE, 2021). 

Other than the island systems of Ireland and Great Britain as well as the synchro-

nous system of Texas, those high shares of wind and solar have not been recorded 

at the synchronous power system level. The share of wind and solar in large conti-

nental systems, such as in Central Europe and the U.S. Eastern Interconnection 

and Western Interconnection are still moderate, on the order of 10%–15%. 

It is also interesting to see the instant high shares of wind, as presented in Table 

1 and Figure 4. In Denmark, variable renewables exceeded demand for 845 hours 

and reached a high of 213% of demand in 2020. In the Denmark West market area, 

>100% shares were recorded during 2117 hours and reached 350% during that 

most extreme hour (3637 MW wind + solar photovoltaics [PV] and 1041-MW de-

mand). In Portugal, >100% wind events are also occurring; the maximum was 109% 

of demand in 2018. Ireland has seen 95% of demand from wind, against an allow-

able 70% share from nonsynchronous sources (when exporting). High shares were 

also recorded in Spain and Germany. The average share of wind energy does not 

tell us all about the challenges of integrating wind power to power systems; we also 

use a metric where the installed wind capacity is presented as the share of minimum 

load and export capability, shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. Share of wind-generated electricity from total electricity consumption in 
Europe in 2020 (Source of data: IEA Wind TCP Annual Report 2020 and 
WindEurope statistics, https://windeurope.org/). The variable generation shares 
(wind + solar PV) are shown in red.  
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Figure 2. Share of wind and solar generated electricity from total electricity genera-
tion in the United States in 2020. Iowa had more than 50% average share of wind 
energy and Kansas more than 40%, both have mostly wind energy (Source: ACP, 
2021).   

Table 1. Average and maximum wind shares of demand, recorded in 2020 (values 
in red are from previous years).  

 

Country
Wind 

GW

Wind 

TWh/a

solar 

GW

solar 

TWh/

a

Peak 

load 

GW

Min 

load 

GW

Load 

TWh/

a

Inter-

connect-

ors max 

export 

capacity 

GW

wind 

and 

solar 

max in 

an hour

max 

during 

a day

max 

during 

a 

month

Wind 

average 

share of 

energy

wind + 

PV 

average 

share of 

energy

Wind 

share 

of 

peak 

load

Wind 

share of 

min load 

+ max 

export 

capability

Denmark 6.2 16.2 1.3 1.2 6.7 1.6 35 6.3     213 % 138 % 67 % 47 % 50 % 93 % 78 %

Ireland 4.3 11.1 5.3 2.0 29 1.0     96 % 56 % 38 % 38 % 81 % 146 %

Island of Ireland 5.6 13.8 0.3 0.1 6.9 2.4 37 1.0     89 % 56 % 37 % 38 % 81 % 165 %

Texas 31 95 6 75 27      1.2 59 % 24 % 41 % 109 %

Portugal 5.4 12.1 1.3 8.7 5.0 49 3.8     25 % 27 % 62 % 61 %

Germany 62.2 131.0 54.1 51.4 75.7 33.0 553 16.8   74 % 24 % 33 % 82 % 125 %

Spain 27 53.8 14 19 40 16 238      8.1 70 % 59 % 34 % 23 % 31 % 66 % 110 %

GB 23.4 72.9 50.0 18.1 324 4.0     23 % 23 % 47 % 106 %

Sweden 10.1 27.5 26.6 8.9 136 10.0   20 % 20 % 38 % 53 %

France 17 39 10 13 83 29 445    17.0 32 % 26 % 14 % 9 % 12 % 21 % 38 %

Italy 10.6 18.5 56.6 19.0 302 3.6     6 % 6 % 19 % 47 %
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Figure 3. Wind shares of consumed electric energy, peak load capacity, and during 
a critical low-load situation (wind installed capacity relative to minimum load and 
maximum export capacity) in year 2020 (Source: Table 1). 
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Figure 4. Wind energy share in 1 hour, 1 day, and 1 month relative to the average 
share during a year. Recorded values from years 2017, 2019, and 2020 from Den-
mark, France, Germany, Portugal, Ireland, Texas, and Italy (combined wind and 
solar data from 2017, marked with triangles). 

Wind power production introduces additional variability and uncertainty into the op-

eration of the power system, over and above that which is contributed by load and 

other generation technologies. To meet this challenge, there is a need for more 

flexibility in the power system. The increased need for the required flexibility de-

pends on several factors, such as how much wind power is embedded in the system 

and how much flexibility already exists in the power system. Because system impact 

studies are often the first steps taken toward defining feasible wind penetration tar-

gets within each country or power system control area, it is important that commonly 

accepted standard methodologies related to these issues are applied (see Recom-

mended Practices for Wind and Solar Integration Studies Holttinen (Ed.) 2018) The 

summary reports that gather findings from experience and study results give valua-

ble information on the challenges, benefits, and mitigation possibilities for wind in-

tegration (Holttinen et al., 2009; 2012; 2016; 2019). This report is the last in this 
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series, including updates from more recent results, but it keeps some of the previous 

results that are still valid. 

The case study results are summarized in seven sections: First, Section 2 pro-

vides updated information on the variability and uncertainty of large-scale wind 

power. Sections 3 and 4 address the long-term planning issues with wind power: 

grid planning and capacity adequacy. Sections 5 and 6 address the operational im-

pacts: short term reliability (stability and reserves) and maximizing the value in op-

erational timescales (balancing-related issues). Section 7 summarizes recent wind 

integration studies for higher shares of wind power, and Section 8 concludes. The 

appendix provides links to some ongoing research contributing to Task 25 for 2021–

2024. 
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2. Variability and uncertainty of power system- 
wide wind and solar 

Data for wind power generation covering balancing area-wide and system-wide re-

gions is an important input to integration studies. The inability to capture the smooth-

ing effect of variability and uncertainty from aggregated sites and future wind power 

forecasting will result in poor estimates for the power system impacts of wind power. 

Variability in wind power generation causes changes to the operation of other 

generation. Responding to uncertainty in initial plans for wind generation leads to 

changes in shorter timescales. Wind is only one source of variability and uncertainty 

in the electric system. Electric demand, unscheduled equipment unavailability, run-

of-river hydro, or solar PV generation will add their shares to the total aggregated 

variability in the power system. An operator must react to the net system variability 

and uncertainty. Simply adding individually established impacts for each variability 

and uncertainty source will lead to inefficient management of the power system. 

In addition to variability and uncertainty, at larger shares of wind and solar, their 

connection by inverters, in an asynchronous way, brings changes to power system 

operation. This is discussed in Section 5. 

2.1 Variability 

There is a significant smoothing effect in both the variability and uncertainty of wind 

power when looking at power system-wide areas. The extent of the smoothing effect 

will depend on the dimensions of the area, the location and dispersion of wind power 

plants (WPPs) in the area, and the local meteorology, among others. In previous 

work, it has been shown that the smoothing effect is also valid for extreme variations 

and extreme forecast errors, which are relatively smaller for larger areas. It has been 

found that there is a near linear relationship between variability and predictability. A 

lower variability of wind generation also leads to reduced forecast errors. Offshore 

wind power will present more variability and uncertainty if a large part of wind power 

generation is concentrated in a smaller area. Variability is also lower for shorter 

timescales (Holttinen et al., 2016).  

2.1.1 Variability from actual wind energy generation 

Figure 5 depicts an example of wind and load for one country/balancing area show-

ing the general variability of aggregated wind power from Germany. 
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Figure 5. Smoothing impact of wind power production in Germany—the relative var-
iability smooths out as more and more WPPs are aggregated (Source: Fraunhofer 
IEE). 

There is more and more real data for large-scale wind power generation available 

that were previously the subject of research. The variability of actual wind energy 

generation in the European Union has been analyzed by WindEurope with their 

Daily Wind Power Numbers web tool (https://windeurope.org/about-wind/daily-

wind/). Energy generation and demand profiles across Europe and the shares of 

wind in different countries are published every day from the day-before information 

provided via the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electric-

ity (ENTSO-E) transparency platform, and combined with WindEurope annual in-

stallation capacity (Figure 6). The spread in monthly generation values, as well as 

the frequency distribution showing how often different levels of wind power are gen-

erated are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

https://windeurope.org/about-wind/daily-wind/
https://windeurope.org/about-wind/daily-wind/
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Figure 6. Upper graph: daily wind generation in 2017 in the European Union. Lower 
graph: Daily wind generation and demand in 2020 in the European Union and the 
United Kingdom (Source: WindEurope). 
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Figure 7. Spread of hourly generation in 2020 in the European Union and the United 
Kingdom. For each month, the median, P10, and P90 values are shown (Source: 
WindEurope). 

In 2017, the minimum wind generation was registered on June 2nd at 10.00 hours, 

7.8 GW (5% of installed wind capacity) and maximum on October 28th at 20.00, 88 

GW (52% of installed wind capacity). The capacity factor was on average 22.3%. 

Offshore wind generation is more evenly distributed across a larger spectrum of 

values, with values generally larger than for onshore (Figure 8). Since offshore ca-

pacity is much smaller and more concentrated mainly in North Sea, the minimum 

was 0% and maximum 75% of the installed capacity, compared to onshore wind 

with values between 10 and 30%. 

In 2020, one year wind output in Europe (land-based and offshore combined) 

ranged from the low of 8.7 GW on August 27 at 08:00, to the high of 109 GW on 

March 13 at 13:00. The record production was achieved on February 10 when the 

average capacity factor was 60% for the whole fleet for the entire day. Wind met 

24% of the electricity demand for the entire month of February (16.6% over the 

whole of 2020 for EU plus GB). 
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Figure 8. Probability curves for capacity factors (average generation relative to in-
stalled rated capacity) based on hourly wind generation data in 2017, and duration 
curves for hourly generation in 2020 (Source: WindEurope). 

Impacts of turbine technology on variability 

In addition to the geographic distribution of installations, the installed technology 

impacts wind energy variability. Using higher hub heights and lower specific power 

turbines increases capacity factors, and although the variability in megawatt terms 

increases, relative variability tends to decrease (Koivisto et al., 2019). This means 

that the same amount of annual TWh can be generated with lower variability—and 

also with lower installed capacity. 

The chosen wind technology also impacts storm behaviour, which can be espe-

cially important for extreme ramp rates in offshore wind in areas with high installation 

density (Murcia Leon et al., 2021). 
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Periods of low wind generation 

For larger areas, the wind always blows somewhere. This has been proved by the 

hourly data available for Europe; however, there can be low wind periods when the 

generation is much lower than average. 

Periods of low wind for the European Union were analysed by WindEurope for 

different thresholds of low wind for 2017 data (Figure 9). The installed capacity used 

for this analysis was from the end of 2016, which could cause a slight overestimation 

of the capacity factors because the installed capacity at end of December was 10% 

higher than at the beginning of January. There was only one event, during 2 hours, 

when the total wind generation was less than 5% of installed capacity. During 17 

hours, wind generation was less than 6% of installed capacity; this took place during 

individual events shorter than 5 hours. Wind was less than 10% of its installed ca-

pacity during 430 hours. Most of the events lasted less than 10 hours. The longest 

one lasted for 38 hours. 

For year 2019, there was only 1 hour less than 5% capacity, a maximum of 13 

consecutive hours less than 8% of capacity, and 34 consecutive hours less than 

10% of capacity. 

 

Figure 9. Number of events and duration with wind producing below a certain ca-
pacity factor in Europe in 2017 (Source: WindEurope). 

Extreme ramps in storms 

Extreme ramps in storms have been recorded in: 

• Germany: The largest downward ramp, of 12% of installed capacity in an 

hour, was recorded during a storm on February 14, 2014. The largest ramps 

were recorded from 3 years of data: -5.8% to +5.1% of installed capacity 

within 15 minutes, -12.5% to +11.9% within 1 hour, and -38% to +45% within 
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5 hours. In 2019 and 2020, the maximum hourly ramps were less than 10% 

of installed capacity. 

• Portugal: The most severe wind power ramps observed in 2019 were -6.5% 

and +6.9% for 5 minutes; -16.6% and +19.5% for 1 hour, and -48.7% and 

+55% within 5 hours. These were lower than the historically observed ramps 

of -19.2% to +24.6% (within 1 hour) and -50.6% to +63.6% (within 5 hours). 

Source for data: TSO REN. 

• Denmark: System operator Energinet reported the largest storm event in Oc-

tober 2013 when wind power decreased from 3000 to 1000 MW in less than 

2 hours (25% of capacity in 1 hour and 6% of capacity in 15 minutes). 

• Spain: The largest hourly ramps in 2019 were +15.7% and -17.9% of in-

stalled capacity and for 10-minute ramps +4.4% and -4.0% of installed ca-

pacity. The largest hourly ramps in 2018 were +15% and -13.4% of installed 

capacity. 

For Germany, the extreme ramps are from more than 3 years of data (28575 MW 

of wind power in January 2012 to 38104 MW in April 2015). The largest ramps and 

forecast errors occurred during the 130 storm events recorded during that time. 

Specific storm shutdown technologies can be applied to lower expected ramp 

rates during storms—this would impact especially large concentrated areas of (off-

shore) WPPs (Murcia Leon et al., 2021). 

2.1.2 Smoothing impact and metric for system size and wind dispersion 

Checking the variability and smoothing impact in the data might be necessary to 

make sure that the input data are not over- or underpredicting the variability. This 

could be when up-scaling existing wind generation data or when simulating future 

wind generation from sites not yet deployed. 

Kiviluoma et al. (2014) calculated an index for wind power variability for multiple 

power systems. The index is a composite of wind power ramps in three different 

timescales at three ramp exceedance levels. A regression model using wind power 

capacity factor and mean distance from the center of wind power capacity was able 

to explain most of the variability (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Realized variability index (blue circles) and predicted variability index (red 
crosses) with leave-one-out using capacity factor, mean distance, and logarithm of 
mean distance as the dependent variables (Source: Kiviluoma et al., 2014). 

The equivalent system radius (REQ) is proposed in Olauson et al. (2016) for a met-

ric for system size and WPP dispersion. The idea is that a wind power system can 

be represented by a uniform wind power disk with the same variance as the actual 

system, assuming an exponential decline of correlation of output with separation 

distance (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Illustration of the equivalent system radius (REQ) for Germany and BPA. 
Note that BPA (Bonneville Power Administration in the US) power plants are con-
centrated in a relatively small area, which gives a small REQ compared to the total 
system dimensions. In particular, the small power plant at (-300,100) does not im-
pact REQ much (Source: Olauson et al., 2016). 

2.1.3 Variability from simulated wind energy generation 

Reanalysis data sets are routinely used to model wind power for integration studies. 

As real measured data for power system-wide wind power started to emerge, it was 

shown in 2016 that estimated data had higher variability than real data: Using wind 

speed data from reanalysis (Germany) or measurements (Netherlands) resulted in 

higher hourly variability than actual, measured, large-scale wind power production 

data, even if using well-dispersed data to simulate large-scale wind power produc-

tion (Kiviluoma et al., 2016). 

However, the new European reanalysis ERA5 from the European Centre for Me-

dium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) performs considerably better than the 

often-used Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Ver-

sion 2 (MERRA-2), both for countrywide generation and for individual wind turbines 

(Olauson et al., 2016). On average, the errors are approximately 20% lower for 

ERA5, but the reduction varies between countries. 

In the United States, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) uses a 

combination of the National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) for solar time-se-

ries data and the Wind Integration National Dataset (WIND) Toolkit for wind data 

(https://www.nrel.gov/grid/wind-toolkit.html). Both provide coverage for a number of 

years over the continental United States. 

In France, Jourdier (2020) compared simulations of wind generation using differ-

ent reanalysis products and models: MERRA-2 from the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration and ERA5 from the ECMWF, more high-resolution regional 

https://www.nrel.gov/grid/wind-toolkit.html
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ones (COSMO-REA6 reanalysis from the German Weather Service DWD and the 

AROME numerical weather prediction model from Météo-France), and the New Eu-

ropean Wind Atlas (NEWA) mesoscale data. A comparison of modelled and meas-

ured wind-power production for France and different areas in 2015 is shown in Fig-

ure 12. Figure 12(a) shows, for each region (identified by marker style) and each 

model (identified by marker color), the bias in percentage of the installed capacity 

(model – observation, on the y-axis) versus correlation coefficient (on the x-axis) of 

the 30-minute wind power time series. Figure 12(b)–Figure 12(e) show average di-

urnal cycles of the observed (in black) and modelled (in color) wind-power capacity 

factors for all of France (b), Brittany (c), center-summed with Ile-de-France (d), and 

Occitanie summed with PACA (e). In Figure 13, bias (model – observation) is in 

average power expressed in percentage of the installed capacity. The data year is 

2015, and loss factor is 15%. 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of modelled and measured wind power production for 
France and different areas in 2015 (Source: Jourdier, 2020). 
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Figure 13. Local biases of wind power production simulations based on (a) MERRA-
2, (b) ERA5 (forecasts), (c) COSMO-REA6, (d) NEWA, and (e) AROME compared 
to DSO database at city scale (Source: Jourdier, 2020). 

Time-series simulation tools are especially useful for future scenarios with varying 

wind and solar installations. The temporal and spatial interrelations of wind and so-

lar at different timescales need to be captured. In addition, it is important to use 

renewable generation time series in neighbouring areas with correct correlation. 

The Technical University of Denmark wind energy tool Correlations in Renewable 

Energy Sources (CorRES) is generating joint wind and solar time series over a large 

transcontinental system, Figure 14 (Nuño et al., 2018). This is used for long-term 

planning of the transcontinental European power system in the Ten Years Network 

Development Plan published biannually by ENTSO-E.2 

For storm shutdowns, especially for large, concentrated, offshore WPPs, the 

most important timescales can be higher frequency than hourly, and accurate mod-

elling of subhourly ramp rates is needed (Koivisto et al., 2020a). 

 
2 https://tyndp.entsoe.eu/  

https://tyndp.entsoe.eu/
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Figure 14. Schematic diagram for the PV power and wind power time-series gener-
ator CorRES (Source: Nuño et al., 2018). 

2.1.4 Wind and solar complementarity 

There is considerable complementarity in wind and solar energy—low solar re-

source days can have high wind resource and vice versa. An example from France 

is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Example of wind and solar time series for 3 weeks during 2020 in France 
(Data source: ENTSO-E Transparency: https://transparency.entsoe.eu/). 

The complementarity of wind and solar energy generation can be used to improve 

their capability to meet demand. Optimized shares of wind and solar for power sys-

tems that consider the variability of load and net load have resulted in 2020 MW 

https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
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solar PV + 3560 MW wind in the Portugal case, Figure 16 (Couto & Estanqueiro, 

2020). 

 

 

Figure 16. Optimizing the share of wind and solar for maximum complementarity, 
example from Portugal: top: identification of the wind/solar PV power capacity in 
each scenario and bottom: daily profile for all scenarios for a 5% annual energy 
surplus. STD and HSC represent the minimization criterion, net load annual varia-
bility based on the annual standard deviation and the 1-hour net load step change 
standard deviation, respectively (Source: Couto & Estanqueiro, 2020). 
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2.2 Uncertainty 

As with variability, for power system operation, extreme forecast errors are im-

portant for the operating reserve setting. Forecasting ramping events as well as low 

wind and solar occurrences are useful. Simulated forecasts are needed for power 

system simulations when considering that future forecast errors will be smaller than 

today—and when simulating a wind power fleet sited in new areas where existing 

data are not available. 

The uncertainty in wind power production will be reduced for aggregated, dis-

persed wind power (Figure 17). Future wind power will see a reduction in uncertainty 

as more accurate forecasting methods are developed and operational practices 

evolve toward faster decisions with better forecast accuracy. For short time hori-

zons, accurate and representative measurements in real time, directly from WPPs 

or weather stations, will improve accuracy. 

 

Figure 17. Example of aggregation benefits for wind power forecast errors from Ger-
many. The relative forecast error for all forecast horizons (measured as root mean 
square error) are reduced when more WPPs are aggregated (Source: Fraunhofer 
IEE, adapted from Dobschinski, 2014). 

2.2.1 Now-casting for observability 

Observability is another challenge for distributed generation and will mean that part 

of the generation will need to be forecasted in real time. Due to cost considerations 

or technical requirements at the time of their construction, individual PV panels, first-

generation wind turbines, or even some small hydro units often lack any real-time 

metering device. In Germany, the transmission system operators (TSOs) directly 

monitor only a small part of the wind (and solar) generation, and a large part of the 
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generation has been estimated in real time using now-casting (Biermann et al., 

2005). 

In Spain, the requirement for all small-scale power producers to report through 

dispatch centers has led to more than 98% of wind and solar being monitored in 

real time. (Holttinen et al., 2011). The system operator REE receives, through the 

Control Centre of Renewable Energies (CeCre), the telemetry of 98.6% of the wind 

generation installed, of which 96% is controllable (able to adapt its production to the 

given set point within 15 minutes). The telecommunications deployment to almost 

800 wind power plants spread throughout Spain has been achieved as a result of 

the aggregation of all the distributed resources of more than 10 MW in renewable 

energy control centers and the connection of them with the Control Centre of Re-

newable Energies. Supervising and controlling the wind generation in real time al-

lows for maintaining the quality and security of the electricity supply while maximiz-

ing renewable energy integration, reducing curtailments. 

In France, 81% of wind generation is directly measurable in 2021. This also 

means that short-term forecasts are largely based on a large amount of real-time 

monitoring and are therefore very accurate. For solar PV, however, it is not possible 

today to measure or estimate real-time output for more than one-third of the installed 

capacity in France. When a significant correlation between the plant output and 

other monitored plants, located nearby, has been identified, it is possible to estimate 

the real-time generation without directly connected measurement devices. If it is not 

possible to estimate a generator’s output, the real-time generation is usually con-

sidered to match the most recent forecast. In France, this is the case for most small-

scale, distributed PV generation units, which are treated as a whole. The use of 

imaging satellites, which provide estimates of the solar radiation at ground level with 

a spatial resolution of approximately 5 km by 5 km over France, refreshed every 15 

minutes, can be combined with machine learning methods, or "physical" models, to 

allow for quality estimation of local PV generation in real time in the future. Combin-

ing satellite images with cloud motion vector methods would improve very short-

term PV forecast adequacy (Kasmi, 2021). 

2.2.2 Extreme forecast error events 

Extreme forecast errors give rise to an increased need for operating reserves; see 

Section 5.1. Forecast errors are usually lower on low wind days, and extreme errors 

often coincide with storm events. 

In Germany, the forecast errors for the 3-year time period from 2012–2014 show 

a seasonal dependency with larger or more frequent errors during colder months 

and a mean absolute error of 2.3% of installed capacity. Subjective analysis on the 

synoptic scale revealed that in 60.2%, of the 88 days with large wind power forecast 

errors, a cyclone or a trough moved over the North Sea, the Baltic Sea, or directly 

over Germany (Figure 18). The maximum observed day-ahead forecast errors were 

-19.2 and +21.5% of installed wind capacity (the 0.01% and the 99.99% quantiles -

18.5% and 18.3%) (Dobschinski et al., 2016). The large error events have been 
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balanced by a continuous intraday trading based on additional intraday power fore-

casts that use recent wind power measurements in addition to weather forecasts. 

 

Figure 18. Subjective evaluation of synoptic scale weather elements during dates 
with large wind power forecast errors. The outermost green lines label the cases 
where small-scale, low-pressure systems or troughs could be linked with large fore-
cast errors (60.2%) (Source: Steiner et al., 2017). 

2.2.3 Ramp forecasting 

In Germany, the project EWeLiNE developed an automated cyclone-detection al-

gorithm to recognize the challenging weather situations described in Section 2.2.2 

(Steiner et al., 2017). The cyclone detection is based on mean sea level pressure 

and uses the Laplacian of the pressure field as a proxy for the quasi-geostrophic 

relative vorticity to indicate areas of cyclonic influence. Subjectively chosen thresh-

olds for curvature values as well as for spatiotemporal movement complete the au-

tomated cyclone-detection algorithm. 

In Portugal, the wind power ramps driven by windstorms and cyclones were an-

alysed in (Lacerda et al., 2017). In this work, the authors applied common meteor-

ological cyclone- and windstorm-detection algorithms to understand the underlying 

role and key features (e.g., location, intensity, and trajectories) of these phenomena 

in triggering wind power ramps (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. (a) Resulting trajectories for Xynthia storm with a cyclone- (green) and 
windstorm (blue) detection algorithm implemented by LNEG, official trajectory 
(black); (b) aggregate observed normalized wind power production in Portugal. 
Source: adapted from Lacerda et al., (2017). 

2.2.4 Forecasting low wind and solar events 

Forecasting the decrease in wind speeds, especially for longer low-wind-speed pe-

riods, is important for the system. In Li et al. (2020), it was shown that the wind 

speed decline seen during a so-called Dunkelflaute event (simultaneous low wind 

and solar energy production) was well captured in April 2018 in the Netherlands by 

the mesoscale Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model predictions when 

it was initialized less than 3 days in advance driven by the Global Forecast System 

(GFS) operational data. Another pair of Dunkelflaute events that occurred less than 

1 week apart in Belgium during 2017 were studied to see how well prediction of 

those events could be made up to 10 days in advance. The first period was well 

captured by WRF runs but needed a WRF model run (WRF–GFS+) initialized much 

closer to the second event to predict its timing and duration (Figure 20, Li et al., 

2021), confirming a prediction horizon of only approximately 3–4 days. Through val-

idation using a variety of measured data covering land-based and offshore areas, 

wind speed is shown to be more predictable than cloud cover in these two case 

studies. For solar, more validation work, potentially involving satellite remote-sens-

ing-based radiation data, is needed. 

a) b)
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Figure 20. Measured and simulated wind power production data during Dunkelflaute 
periods of January 14–28 (left panel). The simulated results from the WRF–GFS+ 
run, initialized on January 21, are shown in the right panel. The daytime Dun-
kelflaute periods are represented with lightly shaded gray regions. The weak wind 
conditions, occurring during nighttime hours (no solar power generation), are de-
marcated by a darker shade. The measured wind power data are obtained from 
Elia. 

2.2.5 Improvements to forecasting 

The forecast methods and numerical weather prediction are still improving. In Spain, 

examples of average absolute forecast errors for different (day-ahead) forecast ho-

rizons are shown in Figure 21. The average errors for each year of operation still 

show a reducing trend: approximately 20% improvement in mean absolute error in 

5 years, leading to values for 24-hour-ahead forecasts of approximately 2% of the 

installed total wind power capacity. 
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Figure 21. Forecast accuracy improvement: average forecast error for different look-
ahead horizons from recent years of operation, example from Spain (Source: Spain 
REE). 

With higher shares of wind energy, there will be involuntary or voluntary curtailments 

in WPPs due to system constraints or market prices (zero or negative). If this is not 

properly considered, it could be seen in forecast errors. For example, in Figure 22, 

the forecast of “available generation” was good but producers reduced voluntarily 

output from their WPPs. 
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Figure 22. Impact of curtailments, storm cutoffs, and negative prices on forecasting 
accuracy (Source: Fraunhofer IEE Gridcast). 

To optimize weather and power forecasts, the following points for improvements 

have been identified with respect to the numerical weather prediction (Dobschinski 

et al., 2016; Siefert et al., 2017): 

• Improvement of the initial state of numerical weather prediction models by 

assimilating newly available data such as wind turbine and PV system power 

data or wind speed measurements at hub height 

• Improved physical parameterizations of the relevant atmospheric processes 

within the numerical weather prediction 

• Improved post-processing procedure of the forecast results, called model 

output statistics, which consider measurements 

• Improved ensemble prediction systems 

• Improved calibration of the probabilistic forecasts. 

The conversion of wind to power must be considered in the assimilation of wind and 

PV data to ensure that this process does not deteriorate the conventional weather 

and power forecast skills. With respect to power forecasts, the following improve-

ment potentials have been identified: 

• Better basis of wind and solar power data that comprise more locations and 

consider the status of the power plants (e.g., in operation, power reduction, 

maintenance) 

• Using off-site measurements as input into the power forecast models 

• Classification of weather situations 
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• An improved aggregation of wind and solar power plants to larger regions 

• Improved mapping of wind and solar power plants to grid nodes 

• Using calibrated probabilistic forecasts to assess the forecast uncertainty in 

advance 

• Improved methods to convert ensemble information into probabilistic fore-

casts 

• Improved methods to combine different forecast models with respect to the 

existing weather situation and network state. 

The IEA Wind TCP Task 36 on Forecasting for Wind Energy (https://iea-

wind.org/task-36/) highlights how the use of forecasts depends on the use case. In 

some cases, improved accuracy of the forecast might result from getting the right 

forecast for the right application. There is also work on the use and improvement of 

seasonal forecasts. 

2.2.6 Forecast error data simulations 

Simulated forecasts are needed for power system simulations when considering 

that future forecast errors will be smaller than today—and when simulating a wind 

power fleet sited in new areas where existing data are not available. Simulating 

synthetic forecasts with purely statistical methods has challenges, especially when 

several forecast horizons are needed, and also when combining them with the real-

time wind generation. 

In the EU project Optimal System-Mix of Flexibility Solutions for European Elec-

tricity (OSMOSE) D2.1, a new methodology for simulating forecast errors was used, 

reflecting the different fundamental characteristics of wind, solar, and load (OS-

MOSE D2.1, 2019). The various look-ahead times corresponding to the sequences 

of markets and operational decisions is important to capture (Figure 23). The time 

series produced for the market simulations should converge to the infeed time se-

ries, which mimics real time behavior; hence, the future forecast errors are simu-

lated and added on top of the infeed time series, which has been generated by 

another approach, typically using meteorological data (Figure 24). The method re-

lies on the availability of a high amount of forecast error observations, measured at 

different look-ahead times. For modelling forecast paths, this results in a multivari-

ate formulation of the corresponding distribution function, implemented using a cop-

ula-based approach. 

The methods for assessing forecast errors have proven generally applicable; 

however, further research is needed on calibration and ability to accurately model 

geographic correlations of forecast errors between market zones. 

In Olauson (2018), generation is simulated from reanalyses, and up to 1-week-

ahead synthetic forecasts are based on meteorological “reforecasts” and some sta-

tistical post-processing. 

Miettinen et al. (2020) proposed a method for estimating distributions of forecast 

errors. It is based on the area size and dispersion of WPPs in the area. 

https://iea-wind.org/task-36/
https://iea-wind.org/task-36/
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Figure 23. Normalized root mean square error (nRMSE) on wind generation in 
France for observed (left) and simulated forecasts paths (right) for every delivery 
period and forecast horizon (Source: OSMOSE D2.1, 2019). 

 

Figure 24. Simulated forecast paths for a single scenario and adjacent delivery pe-
riods (Source: OSMOSE D2.1, 2019). 
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3. Transmission planning 

Technically, the secure integration of renewables will need substantial grid devel-

opment efforts as one condition, in addition to stability, system adequacy, and op-

erational reserves, as discussed in sections 4 and 5 (IEA-RTE, 2021; EU-Sysflex 

D2.1, 2018). The need for reinforcements will depend on the existing grid and loca-

tion of the wind resource exploited. New tools, uncertainty analyses, and regional 

collaboration will be needed for future systems with higher shares of wind power 

(Statnett, FG, Energinet, SvK, 2016). A trend toward larger installations at sea, off-

shore grids, and hybrids such as energy islands are affecting many countries and 

power systems and will add to the grid planning challenge. Decarbonizing other 

energy sectors and sector coupling is expected to further increase the importance 

of offshore wind in the green transition. 

Studying a future year, new transmission will be required for all future wind sce-

narios, often also including the reference case (such as for the U.S. Eastern Inter-

connection; EWITS, 2010). Transmission helps reduce the impacts of the variability 

of wind, helps increase the reliability of the electric grid, and helps make more effi-

cient use of the available generation resources. Although costs for aggressive ex-

pansions of the existing grid are significant, they comprise a relatively small piece 

of the total annualized costs in the scenarios studied (EWITS, 2010). In comparing 

the alternative transmission build-out scenarios, a common “core” of transmission 

corridors can be identified, indicating that these corridors represent a robust selec-

tion of lines that will be useful regardless of the future scenario that will evolve. 

Grid reinforcement costs from national studies have been published before as a 

summary graph (Holttinen et al., 2009); however, investments in the transmission 

grid have multiple benefits. In addition to reducing bottlenecks, they will improve 

system flexibility and the security of supply. This means that the costs should not 

be fully allocated to wind power. In previous studies, the effort to allocate costs 

among different needs was made only in Portugal. Quantifying the benefits for reli-

ability and added flexibility is difficult, which has resulted in TSOs highlighting only 

estimates for main benefits for the proposed grid reinforcements: The European 

TSOs combined efforts for the Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) de-

picted on the general level the parts of the grid that will be needed for renewa-

bles/markets/security (Holttinen et al., 2016). As shown in the National Develop-

ment Plan 2020 in Italy (Terna, 2020), most lines contribute to all three key drivers: 

decarbonization, market efficiency, and security of supply (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. Planned (in blue) and already permitted (in green) transmission grid in-
vestments in Italy. Key drivers for each investment are marked: decarbonization, 
market efficiency, and security of supply (OHL: overhead lines) (Source: Terna, 
2020). 

3.1 Regional transmission planning 

Regional transmission planning shows the benefits of expanding and reinforcing the 

transmission grid to neighbouring regions and power systems. There is clear benefit 

over costs in building more of the grid, which is realized through sharing generation 

resources and flexibility across regions. This will be even more pronounced with 

high shares of wind and solar, shown by both European and American studies.  

In recent U.S. studies, an extrahigh-voltage super grid has also been shown to 

be cost-effective (NREL, 2020), to move massive amounts of remote renewable 

resources very long distances across synchronous zones to load centers. In the 

European research project e-Highways, an overlay macro grid was not seen as nec-

essary, and the proposed architectures are based on integrating the present pan-

European transmission grid (Sanchis et al., 2015). 

Benefits for transmission expansion and reinforcement, such as added flexibility 

for power systems, is also discussed in Section 6.6. 

3.1.1 European grid scenarios for high shares of wind power 

Transmission planning in Europe has evolved toward regional, European-wide ef-

forts by ENTSO-E. The TYNDP is published every second year. They are conducted 

with intense stakeholder involvement related to all phases: (1) the scenario devel-

opment, (2) the identification of system needs, and (3) the cost-benefit analysis. In 
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all phases, the methodologies used have evolved over time. Reports, interactive 

maps, and interactive data tools are published in ENTSO-E TYNDP (2020). 

The “identification of system needs” process identifies needs, which are trans-

lated into infrastructure corridors between the European countries. Other solu-

tions—such as storage, demand-side management, smart grid solutions, and sector 

integration solutions—might be possible as well, but they have not been directly 

assessed. The identified corridors have the highest value, meaning that their bene-

fits are higher than their costs. For the most robust expansion plans, the lines would 

have higher benefits in several future scenarios of demand and generation (Figure 

26, ENTSO-E TYNDP, 2020). 
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Figure 26. The most robust Europe-wide grid architecture for a low-carbon future 
(Source: “Completing the Map 2020 – Power System Needs in 2030 and 2040; EN-
TSO-E, Nov 2020). 

3.1.2 Regional grid studies in North America 

The North American Renewable Integration Study (NARIS) analyzed pathways to 

modernize the North American power system through the efficient regional planning 

of transmission, generation, and demand. The interconnection of the U.S., Canada, 

and Mexico power systems was examined from planning through operation and bal-

ancing at 5-minute resolution. Coordinated grid planning and operation, cross-bor-

der transmission, grid flexibility, and other strategies and technologies to enable 
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high penetrations of renewables were assessed. NARIS was the largest study of its 

kind, which meant that it developed state-of-the-art methods, scenarios, and data 

sets—which are also relevant for future analysis (Brinkman et al., 2021). 

The main findings for transmission planning are that regional and international 

cooperation can provide significant net system benefits through 2050. Increasing 

electricity trade between countries can provide from $10 billion to $30 billion net 

value to the system. Interregional transmission expansion achieves up to $180 bil-

lion in net benefits. Although these values are a small percentage (less than 4%) of 

the total $5 trillion to $8 trillion total system costs (which include all capital and op-

erating generation and transmission system costs), transmission plays an important 

role in minimizing costs, and it is one of the main flexibility providers for the future 

system operation, Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. Continent-wide net value of transmission expansion for the four scenar-
ios in the NARIS study (Source: Brinkman et al., 2021). 

The Interconnection Seams Study conducted by NREL for the U.S. Department of 

Energy (NREL, 2020) examined the potential economic value of increasing electric-

ity transfer between the U.S. Eastern Interconnection and the U.S. Western Inter-

connections using HVDC transmission and cost-optimizing both generation and 

transmission resources across the United States. The results show benefit-to-cost 

ratios that reach as high as 2.9, indicating significant value to increasing the trans-

mission capacity between the interconnections under the cases considered, real-

ized through sharing generation resources and flexibility across regions. Studies 

from independent system operators further demonstrate that benefits of more re-

gionally planned projects would greatly exceed costs (MTEP, 2019; SPP, 2020) 

The NREL Seams study laid the foundation for investigating an HVDC overlay 

for the U.S. grid, augmented by HVAC links. The idea is driven by the need to move 

massive amounts of remote renewable resources very long distances across 
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synchronous zone seams to load centers in an economic and reliable fashion. There 

is good agreement that the existing transmission infrastructure is inadequate for the 

purpose and that it will need to be expanded by a factor of 2 or more to achieve the 

ambitious goals of the Paris climate agreement and the policy goals of the new U.S. 

administration.  

Subsequent transmission plans for U.S. clean energy scenarios include major in-

traregional expansions in the wind-rich areas of the regional networks of the South-

west Power Pool (SPP) and the Midcontinent Independent System Operator 

(MISO); interregional ties between SPP, MISO, and SERC (the Southeast Reliability 

Corporation); and the strong east-west connections from MISO and SPP to PJM 

(Brown & Botterud, 2020). Energy Systems Integration Group (ESIG) white paper 

(ESIG, 2021a) reviewed a decade’s worth of transmission expansion studies. It re-

vealed the essential role of transmission expansion in supporting decarbonisation 

goals at lowest cost. Building on the Seams study scenario, individual links are 

added as part of a coordinated national plan so that over time a continental-scale 

HVDC overlay grid is constructed. A coordinated, nationwide planning process is 

recommended, introducing designated renewable energy zones that receive priority 

development, and the macro-grid design plan to unite the country’s power systems. 

(Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28. Conceptual macro-grid to unite the US power systems (Source ESIG, 
2021a). 
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3.2 National transmission planning studies 

Both high- and medium-voltage-level investments will require strong proactive steps 

and public engagement in long-term planning, assessing costs and working with 

citizens on social acceptance. In Ireland and Germany, a stepwise process has 

been developed to increase transparency. Investments in the network can be partly 

integrated in renewals of ageing network assets. In France, Germany, the Nether-

lands, and Denmark, the system operators are also responsible for connecting off-

shore WPPs. 

In France, a 15-year timescale (2021–2035) is covered in RTE TNDP (2019) with 

several scenarios for geographic distribution of renewable energy sources, con-

sumption, changes in the nuclear fleet, etc. (Figure 29, Figure 30). The future instal-

lation of offshore wind power plants in the North Sea, the Channel, the Atlantic 

Ocean, and the Mediterranean Sea, for a total of 10 GW–15 GW of offshore wind 

power during the next 15 years, is also investigated. A high share of variable renew-

ables will have different effects on four distinct parts of the network: 

• Regional high-voltage networks will be strongly affected by further develop-

ment of variable renewables. These 63-kV, 90-kV, and 225-kV networks, op-

erated by RTE in France, were historically built to supply most demand and 

have been adapted in recent years to interconnect small and medium solar 

PV and land-based wind generation. The main grid investments before 2030 

are seen in this network. 

• Very high-voltage networks (400-kV backbone) connect large-scale genera-

tors, interconnectors, and major load centers and help to balance variable 

renewable generation distributed across the national territory. The capacity 

of these power lines is optimized for the present location of generators, load 

centers, and interconnectors. The best potential locations for renewable gen-

eration, however, are seldom close to load centers, even if generation is dis-

tributed. The development of renewable generation (and the decommission-

ing of conventional generation) can therefore be expected to increase trans-

mission flows across the whole system and require the expansion of the 400-

kV infrastructure. Some weak corridors have been identified in 400-kV net-

works in France, but most investment needs are seen after 2030. 

• Interconnectors allow for the optimization of the European mix of generation, 

demand, and flexibility while improving the security of the supply. They also 

help to balance variable renewable generation at the European scale. The 

need for interconnectors depends on the evolution of the different national 

generation, demand, and flexibility mixes in Europe. 

• Offshore networks are not only necessary to connect offshore facilities, 

which can play a key role in a generation mix with high variable renewables, 

but also to create interconnections, even between mainland countries if the 

social acceptability of land-based, large overhead power lines is low. 
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Beyond 2030, as the development of renewables continues, transmission invest-

ment needs would be even more structural and higher than estimated for the previ-

ous decade, possibly on the scale experienced when the nuclear fleet was devel-

oped from the 1970s to the 1990s (Figure 31). The investment needs in this period 

are expected to increase regardless of the kind of the network considered—re-

gional, very high voltage, interconnectors, or offshore. Between 2035 and 2050, 

very high-voltage and offshore networks, as well as possibly interconnectors, should 

account for a larger share of investment than between 2020 and 2035. 

 

Figure 29. Influence of wind generation in Germany on the transmission grid in 
France (Source: IEA-RTE, 2021). 
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Figure 30. Typical distributions of electricity production and load, 2019 and 2035. 
Note: 2035 scenario based on France’s Multiannual Energy Plan. 
(Source: IEA-RTE, 2021). 
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Figure 31. Expected evolution of flows on a north-south axis of France’s transmis-
sion grid, today and for 2035 (Source: IEA-RTE, 2021). 

The island of Ireland will have a decade of significant change in terms of demand 

growth (including large data centers), retirements of significant volumes of thermal 

generation, and the growth of renewable generation (EirGrid & SONI, 2019): 

• Renewable generation capacity across the island is expected to increase 

from approximate 6 GW in 2020 to between 9 GW–12 GW, depending on 

the future scenario considered. Mostly, this will be in the form of new land-

based wind generation, supported by repowering projects, connected at the 

transmission and distribution voltage levels, but also in the form of offshore 

wind generation located in the Irish Sea, along with grid-scale and small-

scale solar generation (most noticeably in Northern Ireland, at present). 

• Much of the land-based wind generation will be connected to the west, lead-

ing to a need for network reinforcement in the northwest, west, and south-

west. 

• Short-circuit level and other studies show that there are particularly good 

opportunities for new generation in the east of Northern Ireland and north 

Dublin (aligning with large energy user locations). 

• Providing expanded import/export opportunities for variable renewable en-

ergy (VRE), and participation in external electricity markets, further HVDC 

interconnection (500 MW) with Great Britain is planned, along with a 700-

MW HVDC project to France. 

• A second north-south AC (400-kV) transmission overhead interconnection 

between Ireland and Northern Ireland is planned for the next 5 years, which 

is seen as an essential element of improving the security of the supply and 

generation adequacy across the island. This particular project has faced 

many planning delays and court proceedings, with a wide range of options 

having been proposed and studied, including underground cabling. 
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In Germany, there is broad consensus regarding the need for grid expansion. New 

route construction and the precise location will be done following a five-step-process 

with significant public involvement (www.netzausbau.de): 
• The regulator Bundesnetzagentur will approve the scenario framework and 

resulting network development plan and environmental assessment, which 

has rounds of stakeholder participation. 

• The state governments start the legislative process for the network projects 

inside their federal state. 

• If the planned extrahigh-voltage cable crosses national or federal borders, 

the Bundesnetzagentur decides on the corridors proposed by the TSOs, in 

Federal Sectoral Planning, which includes a strategic environmental assess-

ment. The TSOs must consider several alternative routes for each corridor. 

Their proposals are discussed publicly and assessed for their environmental 

compatibility. At the end, a planning approval decision is reached with the 

routes that have the least impact on people and the environment. 

Within the grid extension plan for years 2019–2030, executed by the German TSOs, 

approximately 10150 km must be developed until 2030, of which 3300 km are DC 

new construction, 500 km are AC new construction, 300 km are DC interconnec-

tions, 5750 km are AC grid reinforcement, and 300 km are AC/DC conversion. Cur-

rently, 7850 km of the 10150 km has already been approved and serves as the draft 

for the federal requirement plan (Bundesnetzagentur, 2019) 

3.3 Offshore grid infrastructure 

The offshore strategy of the European Union (EC, 2020) foresees a total of 300 GW 

of offshore wind to be connected by 2050 (without Great Britan installations), of 

which the highest share is expected in the northern seas. Offshore wind deployment 

has started with the classic radial offshore connection and point-to-point intercon-

nections, but there is also potential to combine a number of individual offshore 

WPPs to form meshed structures in offshore hybrid projects. This would allow for 

an increase in the interconnections between countries. 

The European research project PROgress on Meshed HVDC Offshore Transmis-

sion Networks (PROMOTioN, 2016–2020) presented a small number of large off-

shore hubs as the most likely topology. Recommendations related to economic and 

regulatory frameworks include creating individual price zones for offshore wind hubs 

(PROMOTioN, 2020). 

Similar studies also exist for the Baltic Sea (EC/COWI, 2019). 

Offshore electrical networks carry a sizeable share of the cost for offshore wind, 

especially when they include a grid connection. In the quest to reduce the levelized 

cost of energy (LCOE) of offshore wind, optimization of the electrical network design 

is an emerging field in research and development, facilitating the further develop-

ment of offshore wind power and its economic connection and integration into the 

land-based grids (Pérez-Rúa et al., 2020). The data basis for transmission 

http://www.netzausbau.de/
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expansion optimization with a focus on technologies for the connection of offshore 

wind was reviewed and HVDC cost input data has been processed to form an im-

proved input cost data set (Vrana & Härtel, 2018). Technical HVDC transmission 

link constraints have been addressed (Vrana, 2016). Also, the long-distance capa-

bilities of subsea-cable AC transmission have been investigated in this context 

(Vrana & Mo 2016; Gustavsen & Mo 2017). 

HVDC technology is being further developed to make offshore grids more cost-

effective, reliable, and capable of providing the land-based grid support. The EU 

project PROMOTioN (2016–2020) demonstrated two essential technologies for 

gaining operational experience with the required protection and fault-clearance 

technologies associated with HVDC grids: HVDC grid protection systems and 

HVDC circuit breakers (PROMOTioN, 2020). The EU project BestPaths (2014–

2018) tackled issues of interoperability for electric components such as voltage 

source converter (VSC) HVDC converters and recommended drafts for TSOs to be 

discussed with suppliers within standardization bodies (BEST PATHS D9.3, 2018). 

3.3.1 Grid planning studies with offshore grids 

The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (EN-

TSO-E) Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP): Different designs using 

both AC and DC technologies are currently used in planning studies: 

• Point-to-point interconnections 

• Radial offshore wind connections (single or via hubs) 

• Hybrid projects (combination of offshore wind connections and interconnec-

tions)  

• Multiterminal offshore platforms combining interconnections. 

A modular and stepwise offshore grid development is assumed, with choices being 

made on a case-by-case basis by evaluating the technical and economic parame-

ters. A compact hybrid offshore design could be envisaged in some cases where 

scheduling and technology required for interconnection and wind connection (DC or 

AC/voltage level) match. A decision on which option to go for is taken at the political 

level. 

The follow-up European planning TYNDP18 and TYNDP20 summarized the in-

dividual projects being scheduled before 2030 crossing the northern seas and ana-

lyzed them as if they were one big project. These analyses showed that the benefits 

exceed the costs. However, as the methods applied do not focus on optimised gen-

eration connection, offshore hybrid projects have not been identified in the identifi-

cation of needs exercise (ENTSO-E TYNDP, 2020). This is expected to evolve for 

ENTSO-S’s upcoming TYNDPs. 

The North Seas Countries' Offshore Grid initiative (NSCOGI): The collabora-

tion of related member states, the European Commission and TSOs, analyzed the 

integration of offshore generation and related implications on the infrastructure 

(NSCOGI, 2012). The main conclusions for the offshore grid were that the amount 

of offshore WPPs should be very high to get the benefits of a meshed offshore grid. 
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The country-level targets were further decreased in later years, but the EU targets 

released in 2020 again show high offshore infrastructure development, and previous 

results from the NSCOGI studies are still valid even if the location of some of the 

elements, and the year of realization, might have changed. 

The North Seas Energy Cooperation (NSEC): This follow-up organization of 

the NSCOGI identified potential hybrid project clusters based on the neighbourhood 

of planned offshore wind power plants and infrastructure (Kern et al., 2019). Twenty 

potential clusters have been investigated further, resulting in a list of five to six pro-

jects that could be realized before 2030. For this, cooperation among all stakehold-

ers of all countries involved is essential. The NSEC target is to pave the way for 

such projects that would help realize the European climate goals. 

The North Sea Offshore Network (NSON-DK): This research project in Den-

mark (www.nson-dk-project.dk, 2016–2020) studied how the future offshore grid de-

velopment will affect the Danish power system. The meshed grid scenario—inte-

grating offshore WPPs and transmission infrastructure in the North Sea—shows 

lower system costs compared to a scenario with only radial connections between 

countries and from offshore WPPs to land-based WPPs (Gea-Bermúdez et al., 

2020). The meshed grid scenario slightly favors offshore wind compared to land-

based wind and solar PV, but a combination of wind and solar PV is found to be 

beneficial on a European scale in all scenarios (Koivisto et al., 2020b). Average 

electricity prices in 2050 are expected to be lower and more volatile, but no signifi-

cant difference between the price volatility in the radial and meshed grid scenario 

was found. In the meshed grid scenario, the feasibility of energy island solutions 

was shown. 

Sector coupling is expected to further increase the importance of offshore wind 

in the green transition (Koivisto et al., 2020c). The main conclusions and recom-

mendations for system balancing as well as adequacy, policy, and regulatory as-

pects are presented in NSON-DK (2020). Real-time imbalance in the Nordic network 

is lower in the meshed grid scenario than the radial scenario. Adequacy results for 

Denmark are very similar in the radial and meshed scenarios. Quantitative analyses 

confirm that integrated offshore solutions connecting different North Sea countries 

will create total net societal benefits. The benefits and costs, however, are not 

equally shared among the countries, and cost- benefit sharing mechanisms will be 

needed to achieve a fair allocation and therewith adequate incentives for the reali-

zation of interconnected offshore hubs in all countries. Creating a separate offshore 

bidding zone can lead to a more efficient energy system. 

The North Sea Offshore Network (NSON-NO): This research project in Norway 

published a review and gap analysis of the technologies, including storage offshore 

(Vrana & Torres Olguin 2015). The power electronic technologies for DC grids have 

been reviewed in detail (Adam et al. 2019). As a follow-up to the 2015 report, the 

optimization and simulation approaches for multinational transmission expansion 

planning using the North Sea area as a case study found that (1) a high level of 

granularity in input data is needed to capture variations in operational conditions in 

transmission expansion planning models, (2) scenarios should be exploited to ac-

count for long-term uncertainty and its information value in terms of hedging and 

http://www.nson-dk-project.dk
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timing, and (3) important additional gains can be achieved in the offshore grid plan-

ning process by combining traditional transmission expansion planning optimization 

tools with methods from cooperative game theory and systems engineering. A 

framework for multinational cost-benefit allocation schemes has been proposed to 

incentivize cooperation within grid planning considering market integration and the 

utilization of renewable energy research and flexibility assets (Kristiansen, 2019). 

3.3.2 Energy islands 

The North Sea Wind Power Hub (NSWPH) is a joint initiative started by system 

operators TenneT TSO B.V. (Netherlands), Energinet (Denmark), and TenneT TSO 

GmbH (Germany). Cost-saving potential related to offshore platforms is assumed 

to be gained by building artificial islands, potentially merging cross-sectorial assets 

as well. Large amounts of offshore wind located nearby could be connected to these 

islands via AC technology, and from the island, multiple HVDC connections will con-

nect to surrounding North Sea countries. The advantages of this conceptual idea 

include: 

• Allowing for synergies in infrastructure by combining wind power plant con-

nections and regional interconnectors 

• Enabling the construction of traditionally costly offshore equipment in a land-

based environment—for example, offshore HVDC platforms  

• The allocation of offshore wind power plant logistics, assembly centers, and 

crew on the island. 

The concept is demonstrated in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32. North Sea Wind Power Hub concept with Energy Island concept (left) 
and the option of increased regional interconnection (right). 

The concept would involve up to three islands, each covering an area of 6 km2, and 

facilitating approximately 30 GW of offshore wind generation, connected via AC 

connections. The islands themselves would be interconnected via 15 HVDC links, 

each 2 GW in size. Overall, between 70 GW and 100 GW of offshore wind 
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generation, covering an area of between 11,000 km2 and 20,000 km2, could be con-

nected to these islands. Hard substrates would cover an area of approximately 4.4 

km2. The implementation of a project of this scale would require considerable stud-

ies into the environmental impact of such infrastructure. This concept is estimated 

to provide a 7% LCOE reduction for offshore wind when compared to present near-

shore, AC-connected offshore wind. Engineering challenges, suitable market ar-

rangements, necessary regulatory frameworks, necessary flexibility, and the poten-

tial reduction in costs associated with the concept are still being analyzed. 

The Danish government intends to establish two energy islands by 2030: one in 

the North Sea, connecting 3 GW of offshore wind; and another one in the Baltic 

Sea, connecting 2 GW of offshore wind, which is equivalent to 75% of today’s peak 

load. These islands might integrate sectors as well, e.g., applying power to gas 

(P2G) solutions. The island in the North Sea will be an artificial island, which later 

could be extended to connect 10 GW of offshore wind and will be connected to 

neighbouring countries. 

3.4 Overplanting wind capacity to transmission line 

Capacity optimization can lead to a so-called overplanting, where a larger wind 

power capacity will be installed at the site than stipulated in the connection agree-

ment with TSOs. A technically straightforward concept (Figure 33), overplanting’s 

value is mainly determined by the regulatory regime. Offshore WPPs in the United 

Kingdom show benefits in overplanting (Wolter et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 33. Illustration of the concept of overplanting (Source: Wolter et al., 2016). 

The overplanting concept, also referred to as overcapacity, has been applied to 

WPPs in Portugal since 2007, allowing for the installation of wind capacity of a max-

imum of 120% of the original grid connection permit. In 2019, this overplanting ap-

proach was extended to the possibility of adding more than one primary energy 
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source—for example, adding solar PV instead of wind—and also installing energy 

storage within so-called hybrid power plants. This will enable the benefits of local 

complementary resources and potentially increase the load factor of the electric in-

frastructure (DL-76/2019, Diario da Republica. Presidência do Conselho de Min-

istros, Lisboa, pp. 2792–2865, 2019). 
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4. Ensuring long-term reliability and security of 
supply 

Wind power will provide more capacity and thus increase the reliability of the power 

system; however, the benefits of added capacity vary depending on how much wind 

resource is available during times of peak loads. In most countries, this is not a 

critical question in the start of deployment; however, there is already experience 

from conventional power plants withdrawing from the market due to reduced oper-

ating times to such an extent that their economics deteriorate. This will raise the 

question of resource (or generation) adequacy in the power system. 

To assess resource (generation) adequacy, capacity value of wind power needs 

to be assessed. The capacity value has a decreasing trend unless new areas are 

added where the generation of wind does not correlate with the existing wind. So 

far, wind has not been considered in many countries when assessing capacity pay-

ments or strategic/planning reserves, although wind power should have an impact 

on the size of the strategic reserve with its capacity value. It is recommended that 

the adequacy analysis should adapt to reflect wind power capacity value in both 

studied and neighbouring areas (considering feasible import possibilities). Wind 

power could be paid in relation to its contribution to adequacy in the same way as 

other power plants (Söder et al., 2020). 

Addressing concerns of generation capacity (resource) adequacy in future sys-

tems where wind and solar energy become dominant, new metrics and methods are 

needed to account for flexibility in demand and storage that are not captured in 

current tools. Considering power system-wide resource adequacy with multi-area 

methods is also important. Analyses need data from more weather years to capture 

extreme weather events, which will increase in the future. 

Revenue sufficiency from future energy-only markets is a related concern; this is 

discussed in Section 6. 

4.1 Estimating capacity value of wind power 

Wind power capacity value is based on the estimation of power system adequacy, 

i.e., the risk of capacity deficit, for different situations. The recommended practice 

for capacity value calculation is effective load-carrying capacity, based on loss-of-

load probability (LOLP) (Holttinen et al., 2012). The analyses are based on statisti-

cal metrics and risk analysis. Due to variability and uncertainties related to wind, 

solar, and demand, it is important to cover the spatial and temporal correlations 

between weather-dependent data. 

The summary of capacity value for wind power from different studies is presented 

in Holttinen et al. (2016). The first few percentages of wind energy in the system 

have a capacity value close to its capacity factor (average generation). If the capac-

ity factor is higher or lower than average during times of peak load, this will be re-

flected in the capacity value. This has been seen especially in U.S. studies compar-

ing the capacity value of offshore and land-based wind. Offshore wind’s significantly 
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larger capacity value is due to a higher capacity factor and stronger correlation with 

system needs. 

An extensive quantification of both land-based and offshore wind capacity value 

in the western United States was made in 2020, adding marginal amounts of wind 

to the wind shares of 8.4% land-based and 0% offshore (Jorgenson et al., 2021). 

The analysis, which leveraged NREL’s probabilistic resource adequacy tool called 

the Probabilistic Resource Adequacy Suite (PRAS), used 7 years of system load, 

wind, and solar profiles to calculate the wind capacity value across years and loca-

tions. Average wind capacity value was 16% for land-based turbines and 41% for 

offshore turbines, with large regional variations. The average wind capacity value 

increases to 20% for land-based and 53% for offshore when considering only the 

sites in the top 25th percentile of capacity factor. 

Adding wind power to the system will result in decreasing capacity value. The 

smaller the power system area is, the faster the capacity value will decline with 

higher shares of wind energy (Holttinen et al., 2016). 

4.1.1 Multiple-year data sets needed for capacity value estimates 

Multiple-year data sets significantly increase the robustness of capacity value re-

sults compared to assessments from 1–5 years. This is due to interannual variability 

in the wind resource. In Ireland, 8 years was considered sufficient to reach robust 

results for a capacity value of wind (Hasche et al., 2011). In some systems, more 

than 10 years of data are needed to get robust results on the capacity value of wind 

power (see example from Finland in Figure 34). In France, Electricité de France 

considers a year with hourly resolution of time-synchronized demand, hydro, wind, 

and PV for 55 weather years (real data) combined with scenarios of generation 

availability (from outage simulations). This produces 165 year long simulations rep-

resenting different climatic conditions and plant outages (EU-SysFlex D2.5, 2020). 
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Figure 34. Capacity value of wind power in Finland using different number of years 
for evaluation. The data are based on 35 years of NASA (National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration) MERRA data. Blue markers signify independent time series, 
and green markers have partial overlap with some of the other time series (Source: 
Milligan et al., 2017). 

4.2 Assessing resource adequacy in power systems with 
wind power 

To assess resource adequacy, as well as the planning reserve margin needed for 

security of supply, having a larger area makes a difference. For example, the plan-

ning reserve margin requirement estimated for SPP in the United States was greater 

than 17% before 1998 (EWITS, 2010), reduced to 13.6% in 2016, and further re-

duced to 12% in 2017 (Nickell, 2017) due to calculations including interconnection 

with an aggregated, larger area. The benefits will be further increased with larger 

shares of wind and solar. 

Capturing extreme events is also important, and here the use of spatially, tem-

poral, and inter-modal (i.e., between demand, wind, and solar) hazard correlations 

is crucial, as is covering longer time series of data for robust results. In France, the 

system operator RTE uses 200 weather scenarios (wind at 100 m, temperature at 

2 m, global irradiance, and cloud cover) for Europe with a 50-km resolution to de-

termine wind and PV production per area/country. 

For future wind- and solar-dominated power systems, current resource adequacy 

tools would end in recommending a build-out of peaker plants for security of supply. 
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New methods and metrics are needed, starting with including flexibility from storage 

and demand to the tools. 

4.2.1 Capturing extreme events 

In the United States, the impact of extreme weather events—such as hurricanes, 

winter storms, and heat and cold waves—on increasing shares of wind and solar 

resource availability was assessed based on years 2007–2013. A subset of the 

events was also studied using production cost modelling to evaluate system opera-

tions during stressful meteorological events. Robust conclusions would require the 

investigation of a wider set of events, but some observations from the limited data 

set show that mild weather events can produce extended periods of low wind and 

solar resource, and they should be a focus of planners. During cold waves energy 

adequacy risk is greatest in the days that follow the initial cold front due to the un-

certainty of the spatial and temporal extent of the wind speed lull. During heat 

waves, solar PV capacity will drive operational changes, but total energy contribu-

tion from wind, especially after sunset, will also impact the level of system stress. 

Tropical storm impacts on renewable resource availability are often localized and of 

less impact than direct damage to generation, transmission, and distribution infra-

structure. Understanding the characteristics and diversity of wind and solar re-

sources—at small and large geographic scales—is key to ensuring that they con-

tribute to resource adequacy (Novacheck et al., 2021). 

In the United Kingdom, Dawkins (2019) summarized the key findings from the 

studies relevant for understanding U.K. weather and climate-related sensitivities 

and risks associated with a highly renewable energy system. The findings, similar 

to those reported in the United States, suggest that extreme stress on the energy 

system results from extreme magnitudes and fluctuations in energy demand, shown 

to vary with temperature, and renewable electricity supply, shown to vary with wind 

speed. Wind-related adverse weather conditions include wintertime peak residual 

demand (demand net of renewable supply), wintertime wind power ramping (large 

fluctuations in power generation in a short time window), and summertime wind 

drought. To cope with the extreme events, adequate backup capacity will be 

needed, including energy storage and firm (non-weather-related) power generation 

capacity plus demand flexibility. This involves all types of energy storage—from 

thermal, electrical, to gas, including hydrogen storage, and including several alter-

natives for long-duration energy storage. 

4.2.2 Multi-area methods 

When assessing the adequacy of a studied area, the possibility to import from neigh-

bouring areas is often not considered, even if that is usually available in real scarcity 

events, before considering any involuntary load disruption. With larger volumes of 

wind power, more transmission between areas will become increasingly beneficial. 
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To consider the value of this import in the adequacy calculations is still an area of 

research with evolving methodologies. 

In Sweden, a method for power system reliability in multi-area systems has been 

developed and applied to the Nordic power system considering correlated wind 

power in the different areas. LOLP per area is estimated considering possible import 

and with the limitations of import from nearby regions to the studied area. This 

means an estimation of multi-area power system adequacy (Tomasson & Söder, 

2017; Tomasson & Söder, 2018). It also means that wind power in one area gets a 

slightly higher capacity value when the possibility to increase the adequacy in neigh-

bouring areas is also considered (Crosara et al., 2019). Simulations for three future 

scenarios (2020, 2025, and 2030) point out that the weakest areas (Finland and 

southern Sweden) are also the ones that will face nuclear decommissioning in the 

years to come, and they highlight that the investments in interconnections and wind 

power considered in the scenarios are not sufficient to maintain the current reliability 

levels. If today’s reliability levels are considered necessary, then possible solutions 

include more flexible demand, higher production capacity, and/or more interconnec-

tions (Terrier, 2017). 

ENTSO-E releases a Mid-term Adequacy Forecast (MAF) report every year 

(https://www.entsoe.eu/outlooks/midterm/). This is a pan-European assessment of 

power system adequacy spanning the next 10 years. It is based on a probabilistic 

analysis that aims to model and analyze possible events with potentially adverse 

consequences for the supply of electric power. The results illustrate the minimum 

and maximum loss-of-load expectation (LOLE) per region obtained using a state-

of-the-art Monte Carlo simulation methodology. The availability of generation and 

transmission resources are probabilistically assessed. Random outages represent 

different availability of capacity resources and transmission lines, which are subject 

to failures that cannot be predicted beforehand and might have a significant impact 

on resource adequacy. Monte Carl sample years combine the climate-dependent 

variables and random outages as follows: (1) Climate years are first selected one 

by one; (2) Each climate year is associated with random outage samples, i.e., ran-

domly assigned unplanned outage patterns for thermal units as well as for intercon-

nectors; (3) The combination of the climate years and the random unplanned outage 

patterns defines the Monte Carlo sample years analyzed. The number of Monte Carl 

sample years ensures convergence of the results. Explicit and implicit demand re-

sponse is considered in the assessment, with data on potential for demand reduc-

tion, postponement, or shifting based on the best forecast in the modelled zone (EU, 

2019). For the 2020 edition, all demand profiles for target years 2025 and 2030 were 

derived by combining historical data from 2012 to 2016 and forecasted based on 

the climate years from 1982 to 2016 (MAF, 2020). 

ENTSO-E also uses resource adequacy tools for shorter, week-ahead assess-

ments. If there is lack of energy—at any given time—in a country, potential help 

from other countries depends on the overall availability of electrical energy and the 

grid capacity to transmit it to the country in need of energy. Coreso, the centralized 

regional security coordinator, provides coordination services to Western Europe 

TSOs, carrying out a short-term adequacy assessment service. A regional 

https://www.entsoe.eu/outlooks/midterm/
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diagnosis of short-/medium-term active power adequacy is made in line with agreed 

ENTSO-E methodologies. This adequacy review shall be made comparing local ad-

equacy inputs, forecast scenarios for VRE and load, and grid capacity to carry 

cross-border exchanges. This diagnosis can include recommendations such as re-

medial actions to optimize cross-border exchanges and requests to balancing ser-

vice providers in the coordinated balancing area to change their availability status. 

4.2.3 New metrics and methods 

Traditional resource adequacy methods and metrics based on conventional gener-

ation and fixed load are no longer adequate for the changing generation mix, con-

sisting of wind, solar, battery storage, and flexible demand. With more demand-side 

participation and increasingly flexible resources, the adequacy metrics need to be 

updated to properly reflect the needs of society. For example, the most common 

metrics (e.g., loss of load probability LOLP) are arbitrarily employed with respect to 

the societal requirements. Data and methods are evolving to account for greater 

operational representation, and there is a growing consensus that the resulting met-

rics should capture the size, duration, frequency, and timing of potential loss of load 

events. Metrics like expected unserved energy (EUE) might be more meaningful if 

the energy, as opposed to capacity, limitations become more dominant (ESIG, 

2019). 

Metrics for LOLP and EUE make sense if there is a fraction of the demand that 

is totally inflexible—that is, that “must” be served. If there is enough flexible or re-

sponsive demand, the classic adequacy problem recedes and is replaced by a cost-

minimization problem, where the investment cost is balanced against the expected 

cost of compensating consumers for reducing or shifting their demand. The tradi-

tional methods aim to quantify the amount of peaking generation (such as gas tur-

bines) that needs to be added to keep the system adequate. With high shares of 

wind and solar, this will result in a costly system compared to enhancing demand 

flexibility and storage and considering neighbouring area imports (ESIG, 2019). 

Adapting and enhancing the adequacy calculation methodologies will be needed 

because traditionally they do a poor job of representing the impact of important en-

ablers of moving toward 100% renewables: transmission, generation embedded in 

the distribution system, storage, demand participation, and sector coupling. A set of 

new guiding principles have been developed for modern power systems by the 

ESIG project Redefining Resource Adequacy (ESIG, 2021b): 

• Principle 1: Quantifying size, frequency, duration, and timing of capacity 

shortfalls is critical to finding the right resource solutions. 

• Principle 2: Chronological operations must be modeled across many 

weather years. 

• Principle 3: There is no such thing as perfect capacity. 

• Principle 4: Load participation fundamentally changes the resource ade-

quacy construct. 

• Principle 5: Neighboring grids and transmission should be modeled as ca-

pacity resources. 
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• Principle 6: Reliability criteria should be transparent and economic 

In addition, the Task 25 collaboration paper on the first recommendations toward a 

future with 100% renewables (Holttinen et al., 2020) lists: 

• Consider reliability levels: A common loss of load target (loss-of-load expec-

tation LOLE, quantifying the expected number of days when capacity is in-

sufficient to meet load) is one event in 10 years, but a lower reliability target, 

such as two events per year, could be appropriate. Rolling brownouts could 

be allowed when load (price) responsiveness is insufficient. 

• Consider the impact of interannual resource variability in the yearly energy 

reliability. 

• Improve data and the sensitivity to capture extreme events. Current models 

capture correlated events if represented in the data, which means data 

should be from 10+ years. 

• Include neighboring areas, with some recent model developments using 

Monte Carlo techniques. 
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5. Ensuring short-term system reliability 

The impacts of wind and solar energy on short-term reliability involve the potential 

impacts on the short-term balancing of supply and demand: setting the amount of 

operational reserves for frequency control. With larger shares of solar and wind 

power, the impact on power system dynamics is increasingly important to assess. 

And in addition to assessing the impacts of variability and uncertainty, asynchro-

nous connection by the inverters will need to be considered. 

Wind power has possibilities to support the grid. Together with other new flexibil-

ity options, this should be considered when studying larger shares of variable gen-

eration in future power and energy systems (see sections 6.2 and 6.5). 

An example of a large wind and solar integration study is the Eastern Renewable 

Generation Integration Study (ERGIS) in the United States. The operational impacts 

of up to 30% VRE shares on an annual basis in the Eastern Interconnection were 

examined in several scenarios of transmission build-outs (Bloom et al., 2016). The 

Eastern Interconnection was modelled with a unit commitment and economic dis-

patch model with more than 5,600 generating units and 60,000 transmission nodes 

at a 5-minute temporal resolution to understand the subhourly impacts of the large-

scale adoption of wind and PV power. Significant changes in system operations 

were observed in the operation of thermal and hydro generation, in the power flows 

on transmission lines, in the operations at sunrise and sunset, and in the balancing 

area operational practices; however, the system was found to be able to be oper-

ated reliably in all studied scenarios. 

The results of seven integration studies with a wind power share of 30%–40% of 

yearly energy show that additional storage for system-level demand-generation bal-

ancing was not necessary; the possibility to balance wind and solar in a larger area 

decreased the balancing challenges, and more transmission reduced the curtail-

ment challenges (Söder et al., 2017). More integration study results are summarized 

in previous Task 25 reports (Holttinen et al., 2009; Holttinen et al., 2012; Holttinen 

et al., 2016 and Holttinen et al., 2019). 

5.1 Operating reserves 

The impact of wind power on operating reserves for balancing and frequency control 

has been the focus of many integration studies for decades. Power systems balance 

the load and generation in a balancing area with operating reserves. Wind power 

imbalances will be merged with other imbalances in the power system. Operating 

reserve for balancing and frequency control is divided into several timescales of 

response—with a very general division, we can talk about automatically activated 

reserves (in a timescale of seconds) and manually activated reserves (in a timescale 

of 10 minutes or so). This section summarizes the experience and studies regarding 

the allocation and use of operating reserves in systems with high shares of wind 

power. Wind power can also provide operating reserves; this is described in Section 

6.2. 
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5.1.1 Experience of operating reserves in regions with high shares of 
wind power 

Solar and wind power will add uncertainty and variability to system operation. This 

will first be seen as an increase in the use of operating reserves and at some point 

also as increased amounts of allocated reserves in the system. Surprisingly, recent 

experiences of decreasing reserve requirements have also been reported (in Ger-

many and Texas), mainly due to changes in operational practices that offset any 

increase that wind and solar pose to the use of reserves. This highlights the im-

portance of changes in operational practices where inefficiencies might exist as a 

strong mitigation for increased balancing efforts due to wind and solar. 

In France, the anticipation strategy to assess the required reserves and available 

margins used by the system operator RTE has been well suited to managing the 

system with increasing shares of VRE sources, provided the computation is fre-

quently updated. A new tool called MAUI automatically computes the required re-

serve and the available margin on a rolling horizon. The available margin assess-

ment considers the minimum advance notice resulting from the dynamic constraints 

of each generation unit (Figure 35). 

 

Figure 35. Automated assessment by RTE on a rolling horizon of required and avail-
able margins (Source: RTE internal report). 

There is also experience in the benefits of changing operational practices from shar-

ing balancing between system operators, exceeding the increased balancing needs 

from wind and solar energy. In Germany, the benefit of sharing balancing responsi-

bility between the four system operators has been much larger than the increased 

impact wind and solar have had on their system (Kuwahata & Merk, 2017). The 

dramatic decrease in the activation of secondary frequency control reserves is 

shown in Figure 36. Another example of the powerful benefits of sharing balancing 

is the Western energy imbalance market (EIM). Since its launch in 2014, the energy 

imbalance market has enhanced grid reliability, generated millions of dollars in ben-

efits for participants, and improved the integration of renewable energy resources. 
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Gross benefits are estimated to exceed $1 billion and a savings of half a million 

metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (www.westerneim.com). 

 

Figure 36. Decrease of secondary reserve activation (SRL) in Germany thanks to 
new operational and market rules—and despite the increase in the share of renew-
ables (Source: Kuwahata & Merk, 2017). 

In Texas, the main driver for decreased secondary reserve requirements was the 

transition from a 15-minute zonal to a 5-minute nodal market on December 1, 2010. 

The decrease is shown in Figure 37. Interestingly, there is another effect reported 

from the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) due to the effective primary 

frequency response available from WPPs: As wind capacity has continued to in-

crease, regulation reserve requirements have continued to decline (Figure 38, see 

also example Figure 41 on how reserve products responding at different time scales 

are working together). Note that in mid-2017, up-regulation requirements had de-

creased further to 350–400 MW (wind capacity was almost 19 GW). ERCOT found 

a significant positive impact from introducing the requirement that all generators, 

including wind and solar, provide primary frequency response (PFR, governor or 

governor-like response). At the time the requirement was introduced, existing gen-

erators were required to be retrofitted, if possible. Wind plants always provide 

overfrequency response when they are operating (i.e., they curtail if frequency is 

high), but they only provide underfrequency response if they are curtailed for some 

other reason (i.e., they are not precurtailed specifically to provide the up-response 

but rather will provide the up-response if they are curtailed because of oversupply 

reasons or due to transmission congestion). 

http://www.westerneim.com/
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Figure 37. Up-regulation secondary reserve requirement in ERCOT (blue) and total 
wind power capacity in ERCOT (red) (Source: The University of Texas at Austin 
energy institute, 2017). 

 

Figure 38. Average up-regulation requirements during 2011–2015 for ERCOT, 
Texas. The cumulative wind capacity increased from 9.4 to 15.8 GW during the 
same period (Source: Julia Matevosjana, ERCOT). 

5.1.2 Estimating requirements for operating reserves 

The prevailing practice in integrating variable renewables is to procure a certain 

amount of reserve to compensate for the uncertainties in the net load. Such re-

serves are mainly affected by demand, wind and solar forecasting errors, and un-

planned outages of power plants or interconnectors (Figure 39). 
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Figure 39. Example of combining the uncertainties from generation and demand 
and from using reliability (LOLP) as a confidence level to determine the impact of 
additional wind power to the amount of operating reserves needed (Source: Fraun-
hofer IEE). 

There are a lot of estimates on the increase in operating reserve due to wind power. 

The main impact, for studies considering 10%–30% shares of wind, has been on 

the slower responding, manually activated reserves (10 … 15 minutes), and the 

impact to fast-response reserves is smaller (Holttinen et al., 2016, Section 5.2). The 

timescale of uncertainty has the largest impact on the results—when day-ahead or 

4-hour-ahead uncertainty is accounted for, the impact of wind power will be more 

substantial. For example, a Nordic study (Miettinen & Holttinen, 2018) shows the 

importance of intraday corrections to forecast errors once the share of wind in-

creases. Another major impact in the study results is the size of the balancing 

area—or whether balancing areas will share balancing. The experience from Ger-

many confirms these findings (see previous section; Figure 36). 

The quality of the wind and solar forecast will influence the reliability and opera-

tion efficiency—and the amount of operating reserve allocated. To procure exces-

sive reserve leads to inefficient operation, whereas an inadequate amount of re-

serve could result in a potential reliability issue; however, because the wind and PV 

forecast errors are time-varying, some judgment should be applied to determine an 

appropriate trade-off between the economics and the risk management. Dimension-

ing operating reserves with the help of deterministic criteria that determine the ca-

pacity for a long period (several months) works out quite well with traditional power 

systems; however, increasing shares of variable generation introduce higher vola-

tility to future power systems, which leads to a more volatile need for balancing. 

Dynamic reserve setting (such as the example of France in the previous section) 

will result in more cost-efficient and reliable system operation. 
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In Ireland, a method proposed for dynamically determining the operating reserve 

requirement considers the non-normal nature of wind power uncertainty and varia-

bility as well as their stochastic dependence on wind power forecasts (Mousavi & 

Flynn, 2018). Unlike existing methods, the probability density of wind power uncer-

tainty and variability is characterized at distinct wind power forecast levels. It is 

shown that the obtained results for the Ireland case are sensitive to normality and 

independence assumptions, which can lead to over-/underestimations of operating 

reserve requirements. The errors, which mostly occur during periods of high wind 

power forecasts, can range from −95% (underestimation due to normality assump-

tion) to +400% (overestimation due to independence assumption) at a wind power 

share of 37%. The resulting errors have the potential to reduce system reliability 

and increase operational costs due to more frequent cases of load shedding and 

wind curtailment as well as the part-loading of conventional power plants. 

In Germany, a method proposed for the dimensioning of reserve (Jost et al., 

2015) uses quantile regression based on artificial neural networks to forecast the 

reserve capacities to meet the desired security level. The method was tested for the 

day-ahead dimensioning of frequency restoration reserve capacities in Germany 

and compared to static ex-post dimensioning results that (1) have the same loss of 

time (percentage with insufficient reserve capacity), (2) have the same average re-

serve capacity, and (3) exactly meet the loss-of-time target. The dynamic dimen-

sioning shows advantages concerning all criteria for both negative and positive fre-

quency restoration reserve. Compared to the static dimensioning for the loss-of-

time target, the average scheduled reserve capacity as well as the loss of time is 

less.  

Probabilistic tools for determining the impact of forecast errors on operation mar-

gins and reserve requirements can be used both during operation and in future 

analysis for long-term reserve needs. In the EU-SysFlex project, a dynamic proba-

bilistic method has been used to estimate the automatic frequency restoration re-

serve (aFRR) requirement according to shares of renewables. Principles of the 

methodology are based on a probabilistic approach that aims to evaluate the power 

margin needs for a given time horizon (e.g., 15 minutes for aFRR), while considering 

a predefined risk level, at the scale of a country and for each hour of the year con-

sidered. The fundamental part of the tool (OPIUM) lies in the modelling of the un-

certainty sources, roughly divided into two main types: (1) forecast-based error (de-

mand, PV, and wind generation) and (2) outage-based uncertainty. Considering two 

high shares of variable generation (>50%) scenarios, an estimation of aFRR re-

quirements in Europe is given (Figure 40). Two main conclusions can be pointed 

out: (1) The risk level chosen by the TSO plays a major role in the aFRR require-

ment, and (2) the massive development of renewable energy sources will lead to a 

significant increase in aFRR sizing (EU-SysFlex D2.4, 2020; Morin et al., 2019). 

This approach addresses the sizing of 15-minute reserves, with the choice to first 

address aFRR. In fact, it could also cover partly manual frequency restoration re-

serve (mFRR). It depends on the share (for a specific country) of 15-minute reserves 

between aFRR and mFRR (Morin et al., 2019; also shown in Figure 41). 
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Figure 40. Evolution of mean upward margins in Europe considering several risk 
levels (in different colors). FRA = France; IBR = Iberia (Portugal and Spain); ITA = 
Italy; EAST = Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia; NTH = Germany, 
Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Denmark, Switzerland, and Austria. The Renew-
able Ambition scenario has a 66% share of wind and solar in Europe (Source: EU-
SysFlex project). 
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Figure 41. Example of how operating reserves are activated and divided between 
two reserve types: automatically and manually activated frequency restoration re-
serves, aFRR and mFRR (Source: Morin et al., 2019). When assessing needs for 
several timescale reserves, there is a danger to double count, with overlapping re-
sponses. 

In the North Sea region, the power imbalances increase substantially toward 2050 

with the addition of high offshore wind, requiring much higher volume of reserves. 

Although most of the imbalances can be handled through manual balancing re-

serves, much higher volumes of aFRR will be required to handle the real-time im-

balance. For efficient utilization of resources, aFRR are recommended to be dimen-

sioned probabilistically (NSON-DK, 2020). 

In Japan, a loss-of-reserve capacity probability has been proposed to assess the 

adequacy of reserve capacity using duration curves on the magnitude and speed of 

a net load ramp. An example of weekly/daily duration curves of the magnitude and 

speed of a net load ramp (i.e., occurrence probability of each necessary flexible 

capacity level) is shown in Figure 42 (Tanabe et al., 2017). 
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Figure 42. Duration curve of net load ramps and flexibility for managing them 
(Source: Tanabe et al., 2017). 

5.2 Stability and grid security 

Larger shares of wind and solar generation will change the power system charac-

teristics because of the increased inverter-based resources (IBR) connected via 

power electronics interfaces; however, wind and solar power plants can also offer a 

promising and viable option for defence against short-term voltage and frequency 

instability in emerging situations. Through intelligent coordination of power elec-

tronic-based controls, system capabilities can be further enhanced. 

The issues of concern for a particular system will depend on system size, wind 

distribution relative to the load and other generation, along with the unit commitment 

and network configuration (Flynn et al., 2017). 

For challenges to reach 100% renewable, and IBR based generation see Section 

7. 

5.2.1 Experience on stability issues with variable generation 

This section includes events where system stability has been risked, in systems with 

considerable amounts of wind and solar power plants. The capabilities of WPPs to 

improve stability are described in Section 6.2, including real experience from system 

operation. 

Wind and solar power plants’ response to fault situations has been found to be a 

critical issue to manage. WPP fault ride-through capability has been added to grid 

codes since 2005, when German and Spanish studies showed that WPP could be-

come a maximum tripping event for the European power system (Holttinen et al., 

2009). For solar power plants, the 50.2-Hz issue was discovered in Germany when 

several tens of gigawatts of distributed solar was added to the system at a fast pace 
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requiring all solar panels to be disconnected at the same overfrequency of 50.2 

Hz—should this be reached, the system would experience a huge loss of power 

simultaneously (https://www.modernpowersystems.com/features/featuredealing-

with-the-50.2-hz-problem/).  

In Southern California, the August 16, 2016, Blue Cut Fire event resulted in a 

700-MW solar PV power plant tripping and led the North American Electric Reliabil-

ity Corporation (NERC) to set up the Inverter-Based Resource Performance Joint 

Task Force to investigate this reliability issue and propose mitigation (NERC, 2017). 

It has evolved to Inverter-based Resource Performance Working Group (IRPWG) 

looking at many different aspects related to IBRs including standards (P2800); reli-

ability guidelines for hybrid power plants, EMT modeling, interconnection processes 

and studies for IBRs, etc.  

In a South Australia extreme storm event, six system faults occurred in 2 minutes 

on September 28, 2016. Most wind turbines successfully rode through three voltage 

disturbances, then either reduced output or disconnected due to the activation of 

repetitive low-voltage ride-through protection. The existing generator performance 

standards did not include specific minimum requirements that would have prevented 

or mitigated those responses. The WPPs’ fault ride-through settings were too low, 

not anticipating that so many subsequent faults could occur. More specific require-

ments for the enhanced fault ride-through capability of WPPs have been imple-

mented since (AEMO, 2017). 

In August 9th, 2019, significant storms with lightnings across the UK resulted in a 

series of events that ultimately caused the disconnection of approximately 1 million 

electricity consumers. During the event, unexpected control system response hap-

pened in the largest offshore wind power plant, due to an insufficiently damped elec-

trical resonance in the sub-synchronous frequency range, triggered by the event. 

Since the event, the control system software has been updated to mitigate the ob-

served behaviour of Hornsea One to stabilise the control system to withstand future 

grid disturbances in line with grid code and connection agreement requirements 

(NGET, 2019).  

System-wide oscillations at 7 Hz and 19 Hz have been observed in the Australian 

grid supplying the southern and eastern region of the country. These were a result 

of increased penetration of IBRs in the West Murray region and reduction in the grid 

strength due to the displacement of synchronous generators (Modi et al., 2021). 

The current strategy to mitigate these oscillations and avoid any reliability event is 

to curtail IBRs in the West Murray regions (Badrzadeh et al., 2021). Investigations 

are ongoing to determine the role of different IBRs in the observed oscillations 

modes, i.e. to determine which IBRs contribute negatively to the system damping 

versus the IBRs contributing positively to the system damping (See also Section 

7.3.3). 

Figure 43 depicts a frequency instability event (Central Europe CE 3.12.2017) by 

the frequency measurements of a wide-area monitoring system in Italy. The incident 

occurred during very low consumption (resulting in a decrease of load contribution 

to damping) and a huge import in the southern part of the European power system. 

There were high voltage angle differences inside Italy and unavailability of some 

https://www.modernpowersystems.com/features/featuredealing-with-the-50.2-hz-problem/
https://www.modernpowersystems.com/features/featuredealing-with-the-50.2-hz-problem/
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generators, leading to non-standard power flows in the system (ENTSO-E, 2018). 

The incident highlighted the role of fast and correct reactions and measures to block 

oscillations. Although the role of VRE was not reported to be pronounced in this 

particular incident, development and implementation of suitable measures are re-

quired at high shares of VRE in order to ensure good damping performance and 

avoid severe oscillation incidents. 

 

Figure 43. Frequency measured by wide-area monitoring system (WAMS) (100-ms 
sampling rate) on December 3, 2017 (Source: Terna).  

Most stability events involving IBRs have been local in nature where a stability 

problem can be characterized as an unstable interaction between two systems—for 

example, interaction of a wind or PV power plant with the grid at its terminal because 

of low short-circuit strength of the grid or the presence of a series-compensated 

transmission line (ERCOT resonance event in the US, Adams et al., 2012; UK 2019 

event NGET, 2019); an offshore wind power plant forming an unstable resonance 

with the offshore HVDC converter station (BorWin1, Germany, Buchhagen et al., 

2015); and an HVDC converter or a STATCOM oscillating against the ac network 

at its terminal (China, Xie et al., 2017). Dynamic stability events involving wider net-

work and numerous IBRs, however, are becoming more common because of ever 

increasing levels of IBRs and reduction in the grid stiffness due to the displacement 

of synchronous generators (Badrzadeh, et al., 2021; ERCOT, 2018; Shah et al., 

2021b). See Sections 7.3.3 and 7.6 for studies towards 100% IBR systems. 
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5.2.2 Studies on frequency stability 

The power system will experience times of lower inertia levels due to higher shares 

of asynchronous wind and solar generation. Both increasing asynchronous gener-

ation and decommitting synchronous generation lead to decreased inertia (Daly et 

al., 2019). The inertia in a power system has an influence on the dynamic behavior 

of the frequency after any unbalance of generation and consumption. After a sudden 

generator loss, in the case of low inertia (Figure 44): 

1. The frequency decreases faster—that is, the rate of change of frequency 

(ROCOF) is higher and leads to a risk of triggering load-shedding plans. 

2. The frequency minimum (nadir3) is lower, which could result in activating 

some generators protection relays and lead to the risk of the system fre-

quency collapse. 

 

Figure 44. Illustration of nadir and ROCOF concept (Source: Prime & Wang, 2019). 

Frequency stability challenges depend on system size, share of wind power, and 

applied control strategies. This was first studied in smaller systems, such as Ireland, 

but it is increasingly being studied for larger areas with higher shares of wind power. 

Options to manage low inertia levels include keeping the inertia at a higher level 

with the must-run generators or synchronous condensers, procuring faster fre-

quency response to arrest the frequency decline, or limiting the generation of the 

largest contingency in the system. The most cost-effective mix of grid-stabilizing 

solutions is system topology dependent and country specific. Advanced methodol-

ogies must be deployed to determine such an optimal mix. The evolution of costs 

for inertia solutions, according to shares of variable generation, can be depicted as 

in Figure 45 (Prime & Wang, 2019). 

 
3 nadir: minimum value of frequency reached during the transient period 
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Figure 45. Mitigating low-inertia situations due to increasing shares of wind and so-
lar. SC: synchronous condenser; MRG: must-run (synchronous) generation; FFR: 
fast frequency response (Source: Prime & Wang, 2019). 

A detailed techno-economic comparison between synchronous condensers and 

STATCOM equipped with a battery energy storage system (BESS) show that both 

technologies can supply inertial response, but with existing BESS technology and 

prices, synchronous condenser inertial response appears much cheaper than that 

of BESS. Synchronous condensers can provide voltage regulation services and 

short-circuit power in a more cost-effective manner (Biellmann et al., 2020). 

In the island system of Ireland, the frequency stability concerns resulted in setting 

a constraint in 2011, limiting the instantaneous share of non-synchronous sources 

of generation (wind power and HVDC imports) to 50% of demand plus HVDC ex-

ports, the so-called system non-synchronous penetration (SNSP) (O’Sullivan et al., 

2014). This limit has been increased step by step, reaching a 70% trial in January 

2021, and progressing further with a 75% SNSP trial in April 2021 (EirGrid & SONI, 

2021; Holttinen et al., 2021 IEEE PES Magazine). Reaching high SNSP required 

wind and conventional generation to remain synchronized to the system at ROCOFs 

exceeding 0.5Hz/s. In 2021, the ROCOF limit was increased to 1 Hz/s, having pre-

viously individually investigated and assessed the ability of all generators, including 

embedded generation, to meet the higher ROCOF standard. Also, a suite of ex-

panded system services has been introduced by EirGrid and SONI under the Deliv-

ering a Secure, Sustainable Electricity System (DS3) program, which aimed to in-

centivize the provision of faster frequency and voltage support services as well as 

longer-term (hours) ramping margin products. Of particular relevance to enhancing 

frequency stability, a synchronous inertial response product and a fast frequency 

response (FFR) product were introduced. The synchronous inertial response sys-

tem service rewards synchronous plants based on their rotational energy (inertia) 

relative to their minimum stable generation level, which encourages generators to 
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reduce their minimum output, such that under low system demand conditions, more 

generators can be “squeezed” online to meet the target demand. In this way, the 

online rotational energy of the system is increased, and the robustness to system 

disturbances is improved. The FFR product encourages a “fast” contingency re-

serve response for a period of 8 seconds. The default response time is 2 seconds 

after the triggering event, but a scalar mechanism increases payments by up to a 

factor of 3 for response times within 0.15 second. The FFR service is open to all 

certified technologies, including BESS and wind power plants, although a post-

event energy recovery phase must be respected, which can place limits on the initial 

response provided. 

The future inertia levels of the Nordic synchronous system have been estimated 

to be 1%–19% of time below the required 120 GWs–145 GWs for different hydro-

logical years (on average 8%) in 2025 due to added wind and solar power (Figure 

46) (Statnett, FG, Energinet, SvK, 2016). The high number of HVDC links to the 

Nordic system also impacts the future inertia levels (Nordic TSOs, 2018). 
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Figure 46. Duration of estimated total kinetic energy for all climate years (1962–
2012) for a dry year and a wet year in the market simulation scenario for 2025 
(Source; Statnett, FG, Energinet, SvK, 2016). 

In the U.S. MISO area, frequency response was found to stay stable up to 60% 

instantaneous shares of variable renewables but might require additional planned 

headroom beyond. 

A frequency stability study of each region of the Continental Europe system 

looked at the interconnected incidents in each zone and system splits (EU-SysFlex 

D2.4, 2020). A multi-area dynamic model, PALADYN, computes the frequency in 

response to imbalances. Lower frequency nadir values and higher ROCOF values 

were especially visible in the Iberian Peninsula, mainly because of its large share of 

renewables and its low connection to the rest of Europe. ROCOF values can over-

shoot 1.3 Hz/s in this area, which raises concerns about the stability of the Iberian 

generators. Other than that, no clear situation of blackout was encountered during 
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the year in either the Renewable Ambition scenario, which contains a 66% renew-

able energy share in electricity consumption (RES-E) in Europe, or the Energy Tran-

sition (RES-E share of 52%). 

System splits in Continental Europe were also studied (Figure 47). The imbal-

ances could reach very high values (+/-12 to 18 GW for the peninsulas and +/-20 to 

30 GW in the “Europe in 3” split). Consequently, load shedding and the limited fre-

quency sensitivity mode at overfrequencies mechanism appears to be the only op-

tions to maintain frequency stability. In some cases, especially for both peninsulas 

splits, the activation of these mechanisms could still be insufficient to avoid blackout 

situations (EU-SysFlex D2.4, 2020; Fournel et al., 2020). 

 

 

Figure 47. System splits assessed in the frequency stability study of the EU-SysFlex 
project (Source: EU-SysFlex D2.4, 2020). 

Concrete remedies to address these issues (EU-SysFlex D2.4, 2020) include: 

• Ensuring that DC links stay connected in case of system splits. In all the 

presented simulations, system splits imply the disconnection of both AC and 

DC interconnectors, which could be deemed pessimistic. Indeed, DC links 

could be controlled to remain connected in case of system splits. This pos-

sibility could drastically reduce the severity of the consequences of the splits 

and should be thoroughly explored. 

• Limiting the cross-border flows to reduce the imbalances caused by the sys-

tem splits 

• Curtailing IBRs such as wind and solar and increasing the inertia level with 

conventional plants, preferably with decarbonized generation, such as hy-

dropower, biomass, or nuclear 

• Encouraging alternatives for the provision of inertia, such as synchronous 

condensers, grid-forming control of wind and solar power plants, or batteries. 
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The most cost-effective solution is likely to be an optimal mix of all these measures. 

5.2.3 Studies for other stability issues 

Voltage stability relates to maintaining an acceptable voltage profile in steady state 

and following a disturbance, such as an increase in load or a network fault. Voltage 

instability is mainly associated with an inability to meet (local) reactive power re-

quirements, so it is dependent on the reactive power capability of generators and 

the reactive power demand of loads, but it is also influenced by implemented voltage 

control strategies, such as interactions with transformer tap changers. Conse-

quently, when assessing voltage stability at high wind penetrations, the potential to 

use the reactive power capabilities of the turbines is a key determining factor. 

In general, voltage stability is likely to be unaffected or enhanced by the presence 

of wind turbines (You et al., 2013) if the turbine reactive power control capabilities 

are deployed to manage voltage (Vittal et al., 2010); however, it might be appropri-

ate, particularly in network regions where (conventional) generation has been dis-

placed, to introduce static VAR compensators (SVCs), synchronous compensators, 

or similar equipment, or even to make certain generators “must run” for voltage sup-

port reasons. 

As an example, Figure 48 illustrates the issue of decreased short-circuit currents 

due to the replacement of rotating generators with inverter-based generators in Italy 

by showing the widening area of the voltage disturbance. 

  

Figure 48. The replacement of rotating generators with inverter-based generators 
decreases the short-circuit currents and widens the area of the voltage disturbance. 
Example from Italy (Source: Terna). 
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For the island system of Ireland, it was estimated that voltage and transient sta-

bility issues can be mitigated for the anticipated near 40% wind shares, and small-

signal stability was not seen as an issue (Eirgrid & SONI, 2010). With new targets 

for renewables (70% of demand) and wind power dominating the mix, transient sta-

bility issues with a reduction in synchronizing torque are also foreseen (EU-SysFlex 

D2.4, 2020). Also, voltage control is becoming more challenging due to the reduc-

tion in the available reactive power resources (through displacement of conventional 

power plants) and the disperse location of wind power plants (with different capabil-

ity characteristics), combined with increasing installation of high-voltage cables. 

Currently, an active transmission constraint dictates that there must be a minimum 

of eight large synchronous machines on-load at all times in the all-island system. 

To accommodate increasing amounts of non-synchronous renewable generation, 

this constraint must be relaxed. To provide guidance to control center operators on 

the best methods to manage system voltage, a new Voltage Trajectory Tool is cur-

rently being developed to determine the optimal reactive targets for different types 

of devices and will deliver voltage trajectory plans secure against contingency 

events for intraday and day-ahead time horizons (Holttinen et al., 2021 IEEE PES 

magazine). 

In the United States, MISO performed a Renewable Integration Impact Assess-

ment (RIIA) looking at annual renewable energy shares of up to 50%. The key find-

ings of the study for dynamic stability are (MISO, 2021): 

• The potential for dynamic stability issues due to a weak grid increases 

sharply beyond shares of 20% renewables. 

• Small-signal stability might become a severe issue beyond the 30% renew-

able share and can be addressed by specially tuned batteries or must-run 

units equipped with power system stabilizers. Interconnection-wide small-

signal oscillations ranging from 0.1 Hz–0.8 Hz can appear with high shares 

of renewables. Through detailed analysis, strategic locations can be identi-

fied where installing appropriately tuned and designed supplemental power 

oscillation damping (POD) controllers on renewable resources, batteries, 

static VAR compensators, STATCOM, or HVDC can help to improve small-

signal stability. 

• Overall, critical clearing time improves as large units are displaced, but some 

locations might observe a decrease and require the installation of new pro-

tection techniques or transmission devices. 

• Grid technology needs evolve as renewable penetration increases, leading 

to an increased need for integrated planning and a blend of transmission 

solution types. 

The analysis also indicates that to reduce the cost of grid integration at high pene-

tration levels, there is benefit to improving the characteristics of IBRs. Better control 

techniques (such as deploying grid-forming inverter technology) can have the effect 

of reducing the need for synchronous condensers and transmission lines—both AC 

and DC. 
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ERCOT conducted dynamic stability assessment in 2018 using EMT (PSCAD) 

and transient stability (PSSE) simulations for operating the Texas grid with more 

than 70% instantaneous penetration from renewable energy resources (ERCOT, 

2018). The study found several dynamic stability problems causing system-wide 

oscillations during operation with high levels of renewable generation. Many of 

these problems were attributed to the inability of existing IBRs to operate stably 

under low system strength conditions. The study recommended control tuning of 

IBRs to enable operation with weaker grids. The use of synchronous condensers 

was also explored to improve system strength and fault current levels to mitigate 

dynamic stability concerns that result from the displacement of synchronous gener-

ators by IBRs.  

The role of grid strength in reactive power oscillations in wind power plants was 

investigated in a 4-MW wind turbine prototype from GE using impedance measure-

ments on the turbine. Based on the extensive impedance measurement and PHIL 

(power hardware in the loop) testing, it was determined that the reactive power os-

cillations were a result of an underdamped resonance mode inside the 4-MW wind 

turbine (Koralewicz et al., 2020).   

Key performance indicators to quantify the distance and the tendency of a power 

system to move to instability have been made in the EU project Massive Integration 

of Power Electronic Devices (MIGRATE) (Rueda Torres et al., 2017). Stability phe-

nomena in systems with high shares of wind generation displacing bulk conven-

tional (fossil fuel fired) power plants include frequency stability, rotor angle stability, 

voltage stability, and sub-synchronous controller interactions. The indicators are 

mapping information from key variables (e.g., power electronics-to-load ratio) into 

metrics (e.g., normalized voltage stability index) that reflect the sensitivity of the 

system to structural changes (due to increasing penetration levels of renewables) 

affecting its dynamic performance. The key performance indicators were tested on 

the reduced-size model of the Great Britain system and the Irish system, which in-

cluded high shares (more than 50% from the total power share) of wind power gen-

eration. 

5.2.4 Impact of HVDC connections on stability 

The impact of HVDC connections on the stability of the Nordic power grid has been 

studied in Vrana et al. (2017a), where wind power is predominantly outside the Nor-

dic power system, but Norway is balancing the wind power in other North Sea coun-

tries through a large number of HVDC links. Power flow simulations for a future 

scenario indicate that capacity and voltage constraints within the Nordic power grid 

will be a limiting factor for the power exchange. The dynamic simulations indicate 

that future high-import scenarios can give more oscillations after disturbances com-

pared to scenarios with less import, considering generic converter controllers that 

are not tuned to damp these oscillations. The general system vulnerability of the 

Nordic grid with regard to the HVDC links has also been investigated (Sperstad et 

al., 2018). 
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6. Maximizing the value of wind power in 
operations 

The value of wind power comes largely from the energy it replaces. Wind power can 

also help to decrease the capital cost of the rest of the generation fleet. A more 

flexible power system can use variable energy sources at higher value; hence, the 

main factor in maximizing the value of wind power lies outside wind power itself. 

However, wind power can also increase its value by providing system services. Es-

pecially in surplus generation situations, this helps all WPPs as sourcing system 

services from other power generation sources would force more curtailment of wind 

power. Meanwhile, extensive curtailment of variable power is an indication that the 

flexibility of the power system is inadequate. 

In addition to the experience and results of curtailments and grid support, this 

section describes measures to enhance the balancing task with high shares of wind 

power: operational practices of grids and markets as well as different flexibility op-

tions (storage, demand-side flexibility, and thermal power plants with sector cou-

pling). 

6.1 Estimating the value of wind energy 

The value of wind energy is often assessed as savings in the operational costs of 

the system operation as wind energy replaces fuel in conventional power plants. 

This also results in CO2 reductions, which might not be accounted for unless a CO2 

price is set (Holttinen et al., 2015).  

It was previously common to try to estimate a so-called integration cost of wind 

power. All the methods have been found to have serious drawbacks (Milligan et al. 

2012; Milligan & Kirby, 2009; Milligan et al. 2011; Müller et al., 2018). The main 

caveats have been the use of benchmarking technology (finding costs needs a ref-

erence simulation to find a cost difference) as well as a way to allocate costs to wind 

power (for example, adding transmission will result in other benefits in reliability than 

only connecting and transporting wind energy). A result from a specific system can-

not be generalized and cannot be used for another system. Making changes in 

power systems in a different order (for example, adding wind, solar, batteries, and 

flexible demand) has been shown to result in different costs (Söder, 2021). 

Instead of trying to add a system integration cost to the generation cost (LCOE), 

policymakers and other stakeholders should assess the total system costs and ben-

efits for the entire system for different scenarios. This will allow for identifying the 

investment needs, total operational costs, and overall system value without the 

need to allocate costs to specific users/technologies. The total system cost-benefit 

approach avoids the challenging task of isolating and quantifying wind- or solar-

specific system integration costs and does not require defining a benchmark tech-

nology (WindEurope, 2018; Müller et al., 2018). This approach was applied in the 

Irish wind integration study (AIGS, 2008) and has been the recommended practice 

from Task 25 (Holttinen et al. 2018). 
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Recent work on a range of competitiveness metrics aims to capture the value 

and/or cost components of wind and other technologies. These include non-com-

prehensive existing metrics, such as the LCOE and the levelized value of energy 

and also a new category of profitability-based metrics that provide a comprehensive 

representation of both value and cost. By placing all grid services on an equivalent 

monetary basis, these new metrics provide a more effective economic comparison 

across different electricity system technologies. Examples include cost-benefit ratio, 

system return on investment, and system profit margin (Mai et al., 2021). As more 

and more costs are reflected in market pricing, the costs will be seen as a lower 

system value for wind energy—provided the market design is cost-reflective and 

transparent. This will incentivize the actors to make correct decisions regarding the 

most system-friendly way of building more wind power.  

Measures to avoid or mitigate the value drop of increasing wind and solar shares 

can be found both in the way wind power is built, and in the way the future power 

and energy systems are built and operated (Wiser, 2017). System friendly wind has 

larger rotors and taller tower have proven to provide more system value of wind 

energy, as well as geographical diversity in siting and providing system services 

(Hirth & Müller, 2016). Wind friendly systems have flexibility in generation, demand, 

transmission, and storage with a market design to allow for flexibilities from all 

sources. The impact of electrification in stabilizing market values will also be im-

portant of capture in future assessments (Ruhnau, 2021). 

6.2 Curtailments 

Reduction in the available wind energy can be used in critical moments when there 

is a surplus of energy that the power system has no other means to absorb. This 

form of system balancing can also be used locally to accommodate local congestion 

when there is not enough grid capacity to transmit energy (see Section 6.4.1, Con-

gestion management). 

Where balancing markets exist and are open to WPPs, curtailment can be per-

formed as a service of dispatching-down power (downward regulation); see also 

Section 6.2. Today, most WPPs have the capability to provide downward regulation 

(in line with national grid codes), and it is already offered and used in the market 

mechanisms in Denmark, Great Britain, and Spain, as well as MISO, ERCOT, and 

NYISO in the United States. 

From an economic perspective, the main difference between production curtail-

ment for system balancing and the provision of downward regulation is that down-

ward reserve providers are settled at the balancing market price, which is usually a 

higher income for the generators—and reflects the real-time balancing cost—and 

thus it sends the right price incentive. Deciding to dispatch-down wind power when 

wind resources are available is a lost opportunity (at a zero marginal cost because 

no fuel is used). In some countries, WPPs are required to curtail at a zero or nega-

tive spot price—or they will not get subsidized during those hours, giving them an 

incentive to shut down when there is a surplus energy situation in the power system. 
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Any larger amount of curtailment will indicate a lack of flexibility to accommodate 

wind power in the power system. In addition to experience in curtailments, this sec-

tion reviews how curtailment can be used as a metric of inflexibility in integration 

studies. 

6.2.1 Experience in curtailments 

Experience in curtailments have been reported in Bird et al. (2016) and Yasuda et 

al. (2021). Curtailed energy from WPPs has been plotted against the share of wind 

energy in Figure 49 and Figure 50. 

Curtailment is a significant challenge for renewable energy integration into 

weakly interconnected systems (such as Ireland); where grid infrastructure is lag-

ging the development of WPPs (China, Germany); or where a large number of con-

ventional generators have must-run obligations, making the supply side very inflex-

ible (China, Japan). Italy and Texas have managed to reduce curtailments as new 

transmission infrastructure has come into place. The large curtailments in China 

have been mitigated mainly by optimizing the yearly development layouts and 

schemes as well as by improving the flexibility of coal-fired power plants, new power 

grids, and hydropower pumped storage build-out. The challenge remains to accom-

modate higher shares of wind where demand-side flexibility will also play a role. 

 

Figure 49. Wind energy curtailment in China, ERCOT (Texas), and Europe—curtail-
ment map (Source: Yasuda et al., 2021).  
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Figure 50. Curtailments in China as a function of wind energy share. A rapid in-
crease in wind resulted in high curtailments due to inflexibilities in coal-based gen-
eration and their tariffs and bottlenecks of transmission. The curtailments were well 
mitigated by grid reinforcements (Source: Yasuda et al., 2021). 

Figure 51 shows an example of curtailments broken down by the cause of cur-

tailment for the whole island of Ireland from 2011 to 2019. The two high-level causes 

are system constraints and network congestion due to delays in building network 

reinforcements associated with wind power projects.  System constraints include 

the SNSP limit as well as constraints such as high-frequency run-back and minimum 

stable generation constraints. The SNSP constraint was introduced into Ireland in 

2011 as a result of studies suggesting stability problems at high instantaneous 

shares of wind power. This was originally set at 50%, increased to 65% in November 

2017 (EirGrid & SONI, 2018), and further increased to 70% and 75% in 2021. In 

2020, system constraint caused 5.3% curtailment and when local network conges-

tion is also considered, the overall dispatch-down level in 2020 was 11.4% (Holt-

tinen et al., 2021; Yasuda et al., 2021). 
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Figure 51. Wind (and solar) curtailment by year for the island of Ireland (Source of 
data annual reports at http://www.eirgridgroup.com/library/ ). Wind power capacity 
increased from 1.6 to 5.4 GW (15% to 31% of annual demand) from 2011 to 2019, 
with 246 MW of solar capacity installed by 2019. 

Denmark has coped with high shares of wind energy with minimal curtailments so 

far, but in 2020 wind was down-regulated by 1.46 TWh, or 9% of the potential wind 

production in the Energinet area. This happened due to three different reasons: (1) 

92% was due to “special down-regulation,” which is caused by congestion in the 

German grid and a cross-border agreement, (2) 6% was down-regulated by the 

owner due to negative spot prices, which is normal market behavior; and (3) 2% 

was curtailment according to classic understanding, i.e., due to congestion in the 

Danish grid. Curtailment and negative spot prices have been rather stable in recent 

years, whereas the special down-regulation has constantly increased. In general, 

surplus generation leading to curtailments can be mitigated by trade with neighbor-

ing areas (such as Denmark to Norway and Sweden). However, some surplus situ-

ations in close vicinity can also aggravate the curtailments seen (such as in Den-

mark and Germany). 

In Germany, the delays in grid reinforcements have resulted in increasing curtail-

ment and redispatch measures, as shown in Figure 52. The congestion manage-

ment in Germany has been executed in two steps. The first step is a day-ahead 

redispatch process where conventional power plants are up- and down-regulated in 

deficit and surplus areas to relieve congestion; see more in Section 6.4.1. The sec-

ond step is the so-called feed-in management process (German “Einspeisemanage-

ment”), when renewables are instantaneously down-regulated due to grid conges-

tion as the final emergency action. There is no equivalent up-regulation. Any re-

maining imbalance must be balanced by reserve power. Within the feed-in manage-

ment process, approximately 5.4 TWh of renewables were curtailed in 2018. This 

http://www.eirgridgroup.com/library/
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corresponds to approximately 2.8% of total renewable energy generation being 

down-regulated—in nearly all cases, wind energy (land-based 72% and offshore 

25%) (see Figure 53). The total estimated compensation payments claimed by the 

operators amounted to approximately €635.4m. Of all curtailments, 87% result from 

congestion within the transmission grid, but only 26% have been executed by TSOs 

for renewable energy sources connected to the transmission grid, whereas distribu-

tion system operators (DSOs) have executed 74% of all curtailments (Bundesnet-

zagentur, 2019). Starting in 2021, WPPs will be included in the redispatch process. 

Consequently, down- (but also up-) regulations of renewable energy units can be 

planned in a predictive way. 

 

Figure 52. Development of costs for congestion management in Germany (the de-
crease of curtailments in 2016 is due to low wind speeds). 
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Figure 53. Curtailed renewable energy in Germany (mostly wind energy). 

6.2.2 Estimating future curtailments in integration studies 

Wind curtailments are also often calculated from wind integration study simulations 

for power system dispatch, showing the challenges of wind integration. For increas-

ing shares of wind and solar, the curtailments would increase, unless new flexibility 

measures are introduced or transmission infrastructure is reinforced. 

Curtailment of wind, and VRE in general, can be part of optimal dispatch, helping 

to increase the ramp capabilities and flexibility of the system. Forcing the maximum 

wind output could simultaneously increase costs and emissions if a more pollutive 

unit needs to be kept online. On the other hand, optimally dispatching wind allows 

wind to supply flexibility to the system, e.g., ramping wind can reduce the (residual) 

ramping needs of the system, thus replacing the flexibility previously provided by a 

more pollutive unit (Morales-Espana et al., 2021). 

The results of seven integration studies with a wind power share from 30%–40% 

of yearly energy show that curtailments are in the range of single-digit percentages 

and that more transmission reduces the challenges of curtailment (Söder et al., 

2017). 

In Canada, the curtailment of wind energy evaluated in the Pan-Canadian Wind 

Integration Study was approximately 6.5% to 6.9% with 20% wind penetration. The 

amount of curtailment was higher in the scenarios with more wind energy, primarily 

due to transmission congestion. In addition to building transmission, options for re-

ducing curtailment in Canada include shifting hydropower use where large hydro 

reservoirs allow for storage capacity to be used and providing more operational flex-

ibility in thermal generation (PCWIS, 2016). 
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In North American Renewable Integration study (NARIS), curtailments were as-

sessed as part of the results. For the low-cost VRE scenario in 2050, 9.3% of the 

potential wind and solar generation in the United States was curtailed. The bulk of 

the curtailment occurs in a small percentage of the hours, but curtailment occurs 

somewhere in the United States almost every hour, even if mainly during daytime, 

which coincides with the solar pattern. Curtailment represents a trade-off between 

the capital costs of wind and solar (or transmission and storage) compared to the 

fuel costs of thermal generators. 

6.3 Using wind power plants for grid support services 

Power systems need essential reliability services (so called ancillary services for 

grid support) to operate reliably. During hours of high wind and PV penetration, and 

with fewer synchronous generators online, it is important that wind and solar power 

plants provide grid support services, otherwise they risk being curtailed to commit a 

synchronous generator to provide services. 

WPPs already provide frequency support services for different timescales (pri-

mary/secondary/tertiary) in several places. For example, in Ireland, a key trend ob-

served is that each procurement round results in an increased percentage of overall 

system service contracted capabilities being provided by non-synchronous technol-

ogies. It is now common knowledge among utilities and market operators that WPPs 

can provide equivalent services to conventional power plants, and they often pro-

vide them more rapidly and accurately. There is also increasing experience in wind 

plants providing ancillary services very economically during curtailment periods. 

As the share of wind power in the generation mix is increasing, WPP developers 

and wind turbine manufacturers are increasingly facing requirements similar to con-

ventional power plants, which are based on synchronous generators. The develop-

ment is not a “wind” issue, even though that might be the focus here, because solar 

PV and other sources will also need to provide system support services. The adap-

tation process of grid codes as well as market setting for WPPs is not yet complete, 

and this is expected to evolve further in the future. There is still room for improve-

ment, especially concerning international harmonization of requirements. In Can-

ada, the gaps in provincial grid codes, which are based on international experience, 

were assessed in 2021 for inverter behavior during faults, ancillary service require-

ments, generator modelling requirements, and potential interactions with distribu-

tion-connected generation (GE, 2021). European grid codes with relevance for wind 

power have been reviewed, and a future outlook was derived by Vrana, Flynn et al. 

(2017). A generic wind power grid code to enable compliance assessment in future 

scenarios without deciding the geographic location was developed by Vrana, Trilla 

& Attya (2017) and published by Vrana, Attya & Trilla (2020). 
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6.3.1 Balancing services with 10- … 30-minute response times 

Manually (not automatically) activated frequency control service is used for balanc-

ing, replacing faster responding automatic reserves. This is often called tertiary fre-

quency control (mFRR in Europe), and often sourced from balancing (real-time) 

markets. 

In the Nordic countries, the market rules for manually activated frequency re-

sponse (regulation power market) enable WPPs to also participate—services from 

WPPs are regularly procured in Denmark. 

In Spain, the participation of wind power in balancing services started in 2016, 

and by the by end of March 2021, 17.3 GW of the total of 27 GW of wind power 

capacity installed in Spain had successfully passed the operational capability tests 

for imbalance management and tertiary reserves services. Wind power has had an 

increasing contribution, especially in tertiary reserves, with an hourly participation 

that reached -1911 MWh and 350.3 MWh for downward and upward, respectively, 

in 2018. For downward reserves, wind energy accounted for 14.4% of the total re-

serves in 2018 and 14.8% in 2019. For upward reserves, wind energy contribution 

is less than downward reserves, with 4.8% in 2018 and 7.5% in 2019. 

6.3.2 Regulation/AGC/secondary response 

Tests for both wind and solar power plants show very good, fast, and accurate re-

sponses to the regulation signal. In California, a test of a PV plant in CAISO (the 

California System Operator) following a regulation signal showed that PV can follow 

a regulation signal more accurately than conventional generation (Loutan et al., 

2017). In Canada, tests undertaken at the Wind Energy Institute of Canada have 

demonstrated similar up- and down-regulation capabilities (Rebello & Watson, 

2019; Rebello et al., 2020), and also value from the service provision (Rebello et 

al., 2019). 

Secondary control for frequency often involves a symmetric provision, providing 

both up- and down-regulation. Wind and PV can provide down-regulation when in 

operation, but they need to be precurtailed to provide up-regulation. Enabling the 

provision of only down-regulation will enable wind and solar PV to provide more 

services. 

In Colorado in the United States, Xcel requires all WPPs to provide AGC (Auto-

matic Governor Control) (Chernyakhovskiy et al., 2019). Figure 54 shows an exam-

ple of how a WPP being curtailed due to a surplus energy event starts providing 

AGC control (both up- and down-regulation to manage frequency). 
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Figure 54. A WPP in the Xcel Public Service Company is first manually block cur-
tailed and then put on AGC regulation. The Y-axis is MW. The resulting area control 
error is shown in yellow. (Source: Drake Bartlett, Xcel). 

6.3.3 Primary frequency response from wind power 

Primary frequency response (PFR) corresponds to frequency containment reserve 

(FCR) in Europe. As with all frequency services, wind and PV need to be precur-

tailed to provide the up-response (underfrequency). If they are operating, they can 

always provide the down-response (overfrequency). 

This service is often required in the grid code but not always remunerated for 

providing the service—for example, ERCOT, Hydro-Quebec, and IESO require PFR 

from wind. In the United States, FERC (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) 

Order 842 requires all newly interconnected generators to have the capability to 

provide PFR to help provide system operators with greater confidence regarding 

the ability of wind and solar (and other resources) to provide additional reserve prod-

ucts. 

An example of the WPP capability to provide FCR service in Europe is shown in 

Figure 55 from a demonstrator in the EU-SysFlex project (Gomes et al., 2020). 
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Figure 55. Illustration of symmetrical reserve provision by wind in the EU-SysFlex 
demonstrator (Source: Gomes et al., 2020). 

In addition to operating WPPs in deloaded mode to provide grid support services, a 

fast active power increase in case of a frequency event can be provided, making 

use of the rotational energy stored in the moving parts of the wind turbine. The basic 

idea is to extract—for a limited period of time—an active power that is larger than 

the available power in the wind speed. During this, naturally, the wind turbine will 

slow down, and when the control is released, the power output from the wind tur-

bines will drop below the available power level due to the need for the wind turbine 

to accelerate back. Ways of minimizing this recovery period—either by limiting the 

release or by modifying the wind turbine control—were investigated with good re-

sults in Sakamuri et al. (2017). 

6.3.4 Fast frequency support from wind power 

Wind and PV can provide a faster, more aggressive response than the typical 5% 

droop. For low-inertia cases, the system needs a more aggressive response. This 

service has also been called inertia emulation or synthetic inertia (even if it is actu-

ally a fast control response, not a physical response like inertia). FFR is the ability 

of non-synchronous generators to inject real power into a grid upon sensing a 

change in frequency. For wind, FFR can be provided by either extraction of kinetic 

energy from the turbine or increased output from precurtailed wind (Denholm, 2019). 

As with primary frequency control, wind/solar PV should be allowed to provide this, 

and it should be compensated for it. 

In North America, IESO and Hydro-Quebec have required fast frequency control 

(synthetic inertia) from wind since 2005. An event in the synchronous system of 

Hydro-Quebec on December 28, 2015, caused by a generation loss of 1700 MW 

caused a frequency nadir of 59.08 Hz on the system. Most WPPs that are required 

to provide fast frequency (inertial) response contributed significantly to the recovery 

of the system frequency (Asmine et al., 2016). Demonstration of enhanced fre-

quency control capabilities in Canada are reported in (Rebello & Rodgers, 2021) 
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In Texas in the United States, system operator ERCOT has conducted simula-

tions to show the benefits of faster frequency response over primary frequency re-

sponse (PFR). This faster frequency response in ERCOT is provided by large in-

dustrial loads and enabled within 0.5 second of system frequency reaching 59.7 Hz. 

Under low inertia conditions (during high-wind, low-load), 1,400 MW of this faster 

response provide the same response as 3,300 MW of PFR (i.e., 1 MW of faster 

frequency response provides the same reliability impact as 2.35 MW of PFR). ER-

COT has recently implemented an additional frequency response service market 

product called FFR (0.25 seconds response to 59.85 Hz trigger). Although wind and 

solar have the capability to provide FFR, they will not be eligible to participate in this 

new market product until December, 2021. Until then, battery storage (charging por-

tion only) is the only resource eligible to participate. This limitation is to allow time 

for changes that are needed to ERCOT control room tools to enable FFR services 

from generation resources (Matevosyan, 2019). 

Ireland requires a similar fast-responding capability, and its capability has been 

demonstrated in qualification trials for the time frame from 2 seconds to 5 minutes, 

encompassing fast frequency, primary, secondary, and tertiary reserve time frames 

(EirGrid & SONI, 2017). Financial incentives for the FFR service promote responses 

faster than the 2-second requirement (x3 scalar for response times within 0.15 sec-

ond). The FFR system service has been live on the Irish system since 2018. Note, 

however, that in addition to wind turbines providing fast responses, solar PV plants, 

energy storage, HVDC systems, and demand response can offer similar capabilities 

(Karbouj et al., 2019). 

6.3.5 Services for voltage support 

Wind power can also provide voltage control. Procuring steady-state voltage control 

from transmission-connected WPPs is already state of the art, and it is used for 

example in Ireland; however, providing voltage support from distribution system-

connected WPPs is still new, as is providing dynamic voltage control (Sun et al, 

2019). 

Wind power can contribute to minimizing the losses in the distribution network by 

controlling the reactive power from WPPs. Analysis done in the NetVind project on 

a realistic 60-kV distribution system model indicates reductions of approximately 3% 

of the annual losses (Das et al., 2017). When combining this with the 60/10-kV on-

load tap-changing DSO transformers, and 150/60-kV onload tap-changing 

TSO/DSO transformer, the loss reduction can be in the range of 16% compared to 

the base case, as shown in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56. Active power loss reduction by controlling the reactive power from WPPs 
(Source: Das et al., 2017). 

6.3.6 New services for stability support 

Advanced ancillary services will be required from WPPs in future power systems 

where wind and solar will (at times) dominate the total system generation. Both in-

dividual new services, such as POD, and synchronizing power from WPPs are pro-

posed, as well as having part of the WPPs as grid-forming converters, enabling 

system operation where most WPPs would still be operated as grid-following invert-

ers. Restoration services, such as black start, are also studied for future systems. 

Power oscillation damping 

For potential issues with rotor angle stability, WPPs can be used as a damping de-

vice for power oscillations in a power system—similar to power system stabilizers 

in conventional power plants. The typical waveforms for these control functionalities 

implemented in WPPs are shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57. Overview of typical in/out waveforms of the new control functionalities 
from WPPs for synchronizing power (SP) and POD (Source: Sakamuri). 

A WPP can be used as a damping device by modulating either active or reactive 

power output. The input to the POD controller can typically be a signal that reflects 

the power system oscillations. Two input signals—current magnitude and active 

power flow—were used in Hansen et al. (2015). The simulations conclude that 

WPPs can contribute with POD control functionality; however, the tuning of the POD 

control parameters is very important and depends on the input/output pair combi-

nations and the input measurement location (remote or local). In addition, if multiple 

WPPs are required to provide POD at the same time, a coordinated POD parameter 

tuning between WPPs (by TSOs) is crucial for the small-signal stability of the power 

system even with the conventional power plants’ power system stabilizers (PSS). 

Synchronizing power 

Synchronizing power is an embedded feature of synchronous generators that re-

duces the load angle between groups of synchronous generators. If the load angle 

becomes too high, the synchronous generators lose torque, and the system be-

comes unstable. The idea of synchronizing power from WPPs is to improve the 

steady-state stability of the power system by giving additional power to the system 

from the WPP in cases when the rotor angle increases beyond a safe limit. Typically, 

the change in rotor angle is determined by a load change. Based on the rotor or 

voltage angle deviation, the synchronizing power controller increases the active 

power output of the WPP and thus compensates with active power the lack of syn-

chronizing power in the system (Hansen & Altin, 2015). 

One way of designing a synchronizing power controller is to use as input signals 

(assuming their availability) either the rotor angle difference between two synchro-

nous generators or the voltage angle difference between two bus bars (Hansen & 
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Altin, 2015). Based on the simulation results presented in detail in Hansen & Altin, 

(2015), the synchronizing power functionality can be provided by WPPs. 

Grid-forming capabilities 

Grid-forming inverters will be needed in the future to maintain stability in converter-

dominated grids. It is likely that this will be required from variable inverter-based 

renewable energy source (VIBRES), such as wind turbines (ENTSO-E et al., 2020). 

System operator concerns include the low supply of system inertia and fault cur-

rent infeed, described as the fault level, and affecting the short-circuit ratio. The 

combination of these two elements is summarized by the term low system strength. 

The seven topics of concern in this context examined by ENTSO-E et al. (2020) are: 

1. Creating system voltage 

2. Contributing to fault level 

3. Sink for harmonics 

4. Sink for unbalance 

5. Contribution to inertia 

6. System survival to allow for effective operation of low-frequency demand 

disconnection  

7. Preventing adverse control interactions. 

These critical capabilities or behavioral characteristics must continue to be ade-

quately delivered—even when operating near 100% penetration of IBRs—to con-

tinue to ensure stable voltage, frequency, and system angle under all operating con-

ditions (steady state and disturbed). There still remain many gaps in knowledge in 

how to best use these capabilities in the power system: How effective can installa-

tions delivering some rather than all the grid forming seven characteristics be? Will 

having some installation with a large grid forming capability or having many instal-

lations with a lower grid forming capability be optimal? What is the minimum stored 

energy required for grid forming converters? Would the value be universal or varied 

across power systems? (ENTSO-E et al., 2020). 

Today, most installed grid-connected inverters are grid-following—they measure 

the grid voltage as an input signal to which they synchronize with a phase-locked 

loop. As they follow the already existing grid voltage, they rely on something else to 

form it. It is intuitively understood that not all grid-connected devices can follow be-

cause there needs to be a leader as well. A grid-forming inverter produces (or forms) 

the sinusoidal waveform independently, and therefore it enables operation without 

dependence on another grid-forming entity. It also offers the potential to provide 

faster stability services to the grid because the response to a disturbance comes 

naturally and is not delayed through control loops (Hodge et al., 2020). 

This capability to provide a fast and natural response is often mentioned with 

regard to frequency stability (virtual inertia), but it is also relevant regarding voltage 

stability. To provide dynamic voltage support with high short-circuit currents, how-

ever, a grid-forming converter must be rated accordingly, which significantly 
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increases the costs. This is in contrast to synchronous machines, which always 

have the needed short-term overload capability. 

Drivers for studying grid-forming inverters are managing weak grids and manag-

ing events of 100% VIBRES generation. The practical feasibility of grid-forming con-

trol was studied in the EU project MIGRATE and is currently experimented in the 

EU project OSMOSE WP3. Basic capabilities from grid-forming inverters in wind 

turbines have been demonstrated in field trials in the UK (Roscoe et al., 2019). 

An interesting concept for the realization of grid-forming converter control is the 

virtual synchronous machine, which could be a viable practical implementation. With 

this approach, the dynamic characteristics of the electric grid can be maintained to 

some degree while replacing synchronous generators with VIBRES, making the 

transition smoother and avoiding drastic changes in the operational strategy. Grid-

forming converter control is also well suited for coping with stricter future grid codes, 

which could contain specifications for dynamic behavior (Vrana et al. 2017a). 

Restoration service from offshore wind power plants 

Modern wind turbines can meet some of the black-start and islanding requirements 

specified in network codes (Jain et al., 2019; Martínez et al., 2018). As larger off-

shore WPPs with larger wind turbines are being commissioned and developed far-

ther from shore, HVDC transmission technology is gaining momentum over the cur-

rently more prevalent HVAC. HVDC transmission technology based on VSCs has 

shown excellent voltage and frequency control performance and the potential to 

help reduce restoration time while facilitating a safer and smoother restoration pro-

cess. Denmark and Ireland already use their VSC-HVDC interconnections with Nor-

way and Great Britain, respectively, for black-start service (Elia, 2018). 

HVDC-connected offshore WPPs with black-start-capable or grid-forming Type 4 

wind turbines (interfaced by fully rated power electronic converters) can be expected 

to perform fast voltage ramp-up and tackle the challenges in energizing cables, 

transformers, converters, and loads while maintaining stable, synchronized, parallel 

operation (Jain et al., 2018). For HVDC-connected offshore WPPs to successfully 

provide green black-start service during power system restoration, they must be 

able to deal with the reactive power requirements of inter-array cable energization; 

withstand the transformer magnetic inrush currents, especially those from the large 

HVDC transformer; and stably operate the offshore island to ultimately cater to land-

based block loading after energizing the HVDC export link (Aten et al., 2019). 

For large, grid-forming, offshore WPPs, the energization of the offshore network 

can be done using the traditionally prevalent hard-switching approach or the more 

complex soft-start method (Figure 58 and Figure 59). There are implications of the 

different natures of the approaches. Hard switching can lead to significant transi-

ents, but it provides a clear, bounded structure of the energization sequence. Soft 

starting can allow for a significantly faster energization process, with smaller transi-

ents, but it results in delayed fault detection and clearing, with all the implications 

that this entails (Jain et al., 2019). 
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Figure 58. System under study: (a) point-to-point HVDC link, with grid-following off-
shore terminal and grid-forming land-based terminal; (b) partially aggregated off-
shore WPP representation; (c) grid-forming wind turbine grid-side network (Source: 
Jain et al., 2021). 

 

Figure 59. This figure shows (a) WPP instantaneous (blue) and RMS (orange) volt-
age, (b) WPP frequency, (c) WPP real (blue) and reactive (orange) power output, 
(d) offshore modular multi-level sum of capacitor voltages (upper/lower arm of each 
phase leg), (e) HVDC link voltage, (f) land-based modular multi-level sum of 
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capacitor voltages (upper/lower arm of each phase leg), and (g) instantaneous 
(blue) and RMS (orange) land-based AC voltage (Source: Jain et al., 2021). 

6.4 Operational practices: Grid 

Managing wind power in grid operation is getting more attention. All measures to 

reduce bottlenecks causing curtailed wind generation will contribute to maximizing 

the value of wind. Using near-real-time information to determine security margins, 

as well as active power management (phase-shifting transformers, dynamic line rat-

ing [DLR], power flow controllers), and reactive power management (reactors/ca-

pacitors, synchronous compensators, STATCOMs) is helping to make the best use 

of the existing grid infrastructure. Congestion management is evolving, and new 

ways to capture flexibility from distribution system-connected resources are being 

developed. 

These can also be considered in transmission planning: For example, in Ireland, 

the network planning process includes a range of measures, including DLR, utiliza-

tion of high-temperature, low-sag conductors, and the implementation of power flow 

controllers to better use existing networks. 

Operational practices can also help in giving connection permits to WPPs. In Ja-

pan, ways of expanding renewable energy while making maximum use of the exist-

ing power networks were proposed in a concept called the Japanese version of 

“connect and manage”: 

• For “rationalization of anticipated current,” calculate the anticipated current 

of the transmission lines on a scenario close to the status of actual usage 

rather than on the premise of all power sources operating at full capacity, 

and use the available capacity. 

• For “N-1 power control,” restrict connection to the transmission lines instan-

taneously at the time of the fault, and use part of the capacity reserved for 

emergency use. 

• For “non-firm connection,” provide a connection on the premise that the 

transmission is enabled when the current is small to leave available capacity 

in the transmission lines, but restrict it when the operation capacity is ex-

ceeded (allowing curtailments). 

6.4.1 Congestion management 

Flexibility levers used for congestion management can be divided into costly and 

non-costly remedial actions. Costly remedial actions such as the redispatch of gen-

eration units are used to alleviate network congestions by decreasing the generation 

upstream of a given congestion and increasing it downstream. This action tends to 

de-optimize the dispatch and generate additional costs (“congestion costs”). Wind 

and solar curtailment used for congestion management belongs to this category. 

Non-costly remedial actions include acting on some network elements to alter the 
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power flows on a meshed network. Modifying the set points of flexible AC transmis-

sion system units, phase-shifting transformers, or HVDC lines belong to that cate-

gory. These flexibility possibilities also include topological changes (opening or clos-

ing transmission switches, splitting or merging buses, among others). These 

measures induce wear-and-tear costs, but their order of magnitude is much smaller 

than costs associated with redispatch actions. 

In Germany, the need for redispatching due to congestion has been at a high 

level in recent years. In 2018, there were total decreases of generation of nearly 8 

TWh, increases of almost 7 TWh, and the use of reserve power plants of 0.7 TWh. 

Redispatching measures were taken on nearly all days (354 days), and costs for 

operational and grid reserve power plants amounted to approximately €803m. In 

2021, the redispatch process in Germany will undergo a substantial modification, 

allowing the renewable generators to be part of the day-ahead redispatch process, 

not only the real-time second step, as is the current practice. 

In Italy, the challenge for large wind and solar generation is seen as the number 

of congested hours increases (up to 25% per year, most notably between the South 

and Centre South bidding zones). The increase in overgeneration from non-dis-

patchable renewable energy will further stress the system—estimated to reach 1 

TWh for year 2030. There will also be limited availability of sources that provide 

voltage regulation (reactive power) and frequency regulation (rotational inertia). As 

a mitigation, investments in the transmission lines for the South-North backbone 

grid (see Section 3.2), as well as investments in active power management (phase-

shifting transformers, DLR) and reactive power management (reactors/capacitors, 

synchronous compensators, STATCOM) have already been applied and are further 

planned (Figure 60). Smart grid solutions are also important, such as Wide Area 

Monitoring Systems (WAMS) with 120 phasor measurement units (PMUs) installed, 

automatic tripping devices, and real-time configuration changes as well as improv-

ing the observability of distributed generation. Distributing new investments of 

peaker plants and storage as well as market design to enable distributed resources 

flexibility will potentially alleviate congestion. 
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Figure 60. Example of grid investments in active and reactive power management 
in Italy (DTR = dynamic transmission rating) (Source: Terna). 

In Italy, electrical battery storage pilots for congestion management tested a wide 

variety of technologies available on the market. The potential offered by the rapid 

response times of storage systems to increase the operating security margins of the 

high-voltage grids was demonstrated. The program tested “small-scale” solutions, 

so it did not show significant benefits in terms of congestion management. 

Optimal topology control (OTC) is increasingly being considered as a future op-

erational method to foster renewable integration. There is increasing value in the 

optimization of the transmission grid when the share of variable renewable energy 

increases. This is shown by Little et al. (2021) for an academic data set: the RTS-

96 network, with California-like wind and solar conditions. Figure 61 compares the 

total cost in three different situations: copper plate (as a baseline situation overlook-

ing grid congestion), base network with congestion management limited to redis-

patch (no OTC), and base network with OTC integrated into the congestion man-

agement practice. Production cost decreases as the amount of renewables in-

creases; however, the plot shows the benefit of using grid flexibility (in blue) over 

alleviating congestion by only changing the generation pattern (in red). The differ-

ence in annual production cost between these two variations moves from $40 thou-

sand to $66 million, more than 18%, as lower-cost energy sources are included in 

the system. 
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Figure 61. Total cost gained due to topological control actions as the amount of 
renewables increases. X-axis: Percent Wind Capacity Compared to Base Case [%] 
(Source: Little et al., 2021). 

Figure 62 focuses on hours where thermal generation is compulsory to supply de-

mand without OTC, either due to insufficient total renewable energy generation or 

insufficient grid capacity to transmit it to the consumers, and it shows the wind cur-

tailment reduction of OTC. Under these circumstances, the copper plate case is 

shown to have zero wind curtailment for all scenarios (because the optimal solution 

is to use all renewable energy generation available), whereas any curbing of wind 

generation in the other two cases is due solely to network constraints. The grid flex-

ibility actions allow for a reduction in curtailment of up to 20%. The difference in the 

curves continues to increase as more wind is introduced into the system. 
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Figure 62. Sum of wind curtailment across all hours with thermal generation 
(Source: Little et al., 2021) 

6.4.2 Security margins and forecasting for transmission 

In France, security margin dimensioning is made in the week ahead using both de-

terministic and stochastic weather forecasts. Scenarios for wind, solar, and load (50 

available up to 15 days) are combined with scheduled and forced outages. For these 

hundreds of scenarios of stochastic simulations, system balances and exchanges 

are performed (considering dynamic constraints), and according to levels of risks, 

statistical analysis are performed (Figure 63). Information that can be used from 

such calculations are available margins (upward and downward), “forecasts” on in-

ternational exchanges, and the efficient identification of network solutions with co-

ordination between countries. 
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Figure 63. Weekly margins analysis—process illustration (Source: RTE, France). 

In Germany, forecasting methods have been adapted to provide network operators 

with input data and information on uncertainty for real-time and anticipatory grid 

security calculations. Potentially available measurement data and weather forecast-

ing and “now-casting” models optimized for the power industry by the German 

Weather Service (DWD) were used by Fraunhofer IWES building models that esti-

mated maximum possible values, actual values, and expected values of wind and 

solar PV generation during the next hours and days at nodes of the German electric 

grid. Transmission and distribution system operators applied the system in grid 

management while also considering explicit measures for reducing power genera-

tion that are not weather-dependent. 

6.4.3 Dynamic line rating 

The main limiting factor for the transmission capacity of overhead lines (OHLs) is 

usually defined by a thermal constraint. The static line rating methodology, tradition-

ally used by system operators to ensure that the grid does not operate over the 

maximum predefined conductor temperature, determines the line’s ampacity using 

seasonal weather conditions. These conditions usually underestimate the real 

transmission capacity of overhead lines. Wind speed has the greatest impact on the 

conductor thermal balance, followed by wind direction, and ambient temperature, 

with solar radiation (Duque et al., 2018). Because the wind also blows over the local 

power lines, besides energy production, the wind cooling effect provides additional 

power line capacity when it is most needed; thus, operational DLR analysis tools 

are increasingly used (Fernandez et al., 2016) to reduce potential line congestion. 

A rough analysis for DLR benefits for European interconnectors was made in 

Kuwahata et al. (2019). And evaluation of hourly back-casted DLRs for the cross- 

border lines showed that typically a 10%–20% capacity gain can be expected 90% 

of the time. 
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In Italy, system operator TERNA operates a model for multi-span overhead lines 

with a direct measurement on the conductor (Figure 64). The model considers the 

actual weather conditions (wind, sun, ambient temperature) to assess the real con-

ductor temperature at each single span of the power line. The impact of weather 

uncertainty on the DLR of a transmission line is assessed using a Monte Carlo tech-

nique with tuned probability distribution functions based on the actual weather fore-

casting errors made in the proximity of the line. For the mechanical interaction be-

tween adjacent spans due to different loads and temperatures, a complex multi-

span mechanical model of the line is included. Several case studies relevant to It-

aly’s existing 400-kV and 150-kV overhead lines show that the steady-state rating 

is extremely precautionary: Dynamic ampacity is from one-third to two-thirds higher 

than what was suggested by steady-state calculations, depending on the season 

(the higher increase is in summer) and on the voltage level (the higher increase is 

in the transmission link). For real-time operational purposes, the dynamic rating as-

sessed by the tool is employed in maximum current mode, and it is used by the TSO 

as an input for N and N-1 security analysis and optimal power flow. 

There is a significant reduction in the curtailment of wind power generation due 

to local congestion when applying the DLR. The yearly trends of the wind energy 

producibility and of its curtailment in the case of two 150-kV sub-transmission lines 

located near big WPPs in southern Italy show that—thanks to the DLR procedure 

(Figure 64) applied from September 2012—the real rating of the line was systemat-

ically fully exploited, and the curtailed wind production was reduced by one order of 

magnitude with respect to the previous years. In 2013, the total annual producibility 

curtailed fell by 95% for one of the lines and 70% for the other line compared with 

2012. In following years, energy curtailments remained below the 2013 level despite 

a 12% increase in installed capacity along the second line. 
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Figure 64. System architecture of Dynamic Line Rating adopted by Terna (Source: 
Terna). 

In Portugal, a DLR analysis based on year 2016 grid and meteorological data 

showed that the DLR power capacity values are above the design limit approxi-

mately 66% of the time in a region with high wind power potential and approximately 

82% of the time in a region with high solar PV potential; see Figure 65 and Figure 

66 (Couto et al., 2020). 
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Figure 65. Line capacity differences for a region with (top) high wind power and 
(bottom) solar PV potential in Portugal. 
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Figure 66. Normalized ratio between DLR analysis against the design limits for (top) 
Case Study A (high wind power) and (bottom) B (high solar PV)— percentiles of 
lines (green and orange scale) and percentage of time associated during an entire 
year. Example from Portugal. 

In Germany, two different methods enabling a high degree of accuracy in the rele-

vant meteorological parameters along power circuits with as little as possible 

weather measuring stations were analysed. One approach focuses on the individual 

circuit and determines meteorologically caused bottlenecks, so-called hot spots, 

along the considered power line, at which weather measurement stations should be 

subsequently implemented. With the other method, an entire network area is con-

sidered, and representative measuring locations are identified that are suitable for 

as many circuits as possible in the network area. For the development and validation 

of the methods, different earthbound and satellite-based meteorological measure-

ment and model data are used as inputs into an optimization algorithm. For the two 

methods, it has been investigated how much benefit can be obtained when the tem-

perature, wind speed, and solar radiation are known, depending on the length of the 

line and the topography of a region. The results show that up to 75% of the time, 
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the circuits can be used at approximately 20% higher capacity when using one of 

the methods. For individual circuits, increases of more than 50% are even possible 

many times; however, such an increase must also conform with all other grid assets. 

Parts of the new methods are already being used in network operation and have 

proven their suitability (Dobschinski & Kanefendt, 2020). 

6.4.4 Transmission and distribution system operators’ coordination 

Many flexibility levers used by TSOs to balance the system or to solve transmission 

grid congestion are connected at the distribution level (such as distributed genera-

tion and demand-side management). With the increase in distributed renewable en-

ergy (especially PV and/or prosumers), coordinating congestion management and 

balancing between TSOs and DSOs will need more focus. 

DSOs have expressed concerns that activating sources of distributed flexibility 

are beyond their control could jeopardize the security of the distribution grid. In ad-

dition, DSOs plan to use these new sources of flexibility for their own needs to avoid 

or delay investments in the distribution network; however, restricting the use of local 

flexibility for local grid management would represent a huge loss in balancing op-

portunities at the national (and European) level. Balancing is essential to ensure the 

safe operation of the power system (and hence the security of supply). Switching 

from a zonal to a local balancing would theoretically induce higher balancing costs 

because achieving a large-scale optimum is always better than the sum of local 

optima. 

In parallel, other actors could seek to take advantage of local flexibilities. This is 

typically the case of aggregators who will try to value them on national (or even 

European) markets—for example, on the spot or on the future reserve-sharing plat-

forms in Europe (TERRE and MARI). Although their impact is currently quite limited, 

it will probably increase with the massive development of electric vehicles or self-

consumption (RTE-Avere, 2019). Further, the development of aggregators will offer 

new balancing opportunities for market players, reducing the balancing costs for the 

benefit of all customers. 

The key issue is to strike a balance between local congestion management and 

the efficient and flexible access to balancing parties’ offers. Discussions are ongoing 

between TSOs and DSOs to ensure the secure operation of the distribution network 

without restricting the access of nonlocal actors to distributed flexibility. General 

guidelines for their common action have been published by TSOs and DSOs in 2019 

(TSO-DSO, 2019). In France, RTE is investigating the technical means of coordi-

nation with the French main DSO Enedis to ensure that distribution network levers 

remain available for balancing purposes without inducing unmanageable local con-

gestion. In this respect, France is a special case in Europe, with a low-voltage level 

limit between TSOs and DSOs. This implies that RTE operates parts of networks in 

other European countries that are considered to be distribution grids. 

A flexibility hub platform was developed in EU-SysFlex to coordinate the provi-

sion of active and reactive power connected on the distribution grids to cope with 

TSOs’ requests on a market-oriented and social welfare basis. The flexibility hub 
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also performs as a data exchange platform for characterizing the transient response 

(voltage and frequency) of distribution grid-connected renewable energy sources in 

an anonymous and aggregated form. To achieve such fulfilment, a module for de-

riving the dynamic equivalent of distribution grids has been developed, allowing for 

annual updates of characteristics to be further considered by TSOs (EU-SysFlex 

D6.3, 2019). 

Local flexibility markets are also emerging, as discussed in Section 6.5.1. 

6.5 Operational practices: Market design 

Operational practices can enable larger shares of variable renewables in the power 

system and can reduce extra costs seen in the operational timescale. One way to 

change operational practices is through markets. In this section, the challenges for 

market design are presented from both the system and WPP operator point of view. 

Market design to enable system services from wind and solar power plants provides 

not only a system-level benefit but also a potential new revenue streams for wind 

and solar power in market environments. Market design to allow higher scarcity 

prices will help cost recovery as well as help incentivize demand response and other 

flexibilities to cope with both surplus and scarcity situations and wind power cost 

recovery. 

6.5.1 Challenges and solutions for electricity markets with high shares of 
variable generation 

In addition to very high shares of wind and solar (and low shares of conventional 

dispatchable generation), the market design will need to adopt to adding flexibility 

from distributed resources, such as the demand side, as well as smart energy sector 

coupling. There will be more complexity from the large number of resources from 

the distribution side as well (EU-SysFlex D3.2, 2020). 

Key market challenges for Europe include (1) the merit order effect and missing 

money problem; (2) the integration of new smaller and variable assets to energy 

and ancillary services markets; (3) the design of an effective carbon emissions mar-

ket; (4) capturing of full value of (distributed) flexibility resources; and (5) geographic 

integration of different market segments, including the development of the harmo-

nization of the pan-European markets and the coordination of emerging local energy 

markets (Strbac et al., 2021; https://traderes.eu/). 

Prioritization of challenges and research opportunities for market design from the 

U.S. independent system operators (ISOs)/regional transmission organizations 

(RTOs) resulted in: 

1. Incentivizing reliability services and operational flexibility 

2. Integrating new and emerging technologies in wholesale market operations 

3. Resource adequacy and system resilience 

4. Energy price formation 

5. Transmission–distribution coordination and wholesale–retail interactions  

https://traderes.eu/
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6. Transmission expansion planning and financial transmission rights. 

Relevant items for wind deployment are capacity credit methods, minimum offer 

price rules, and operating reserve rules (Sun et al., 2021). 

Markets are gradually adapting to facilitate the wide-scale integration of variable 

renewables by: 

• Adapting fast co-optimized energy and ancillary services markets with 

dynamic reserve setting (Riesz et al., 2018): When high volumes of flexi-

bility reserve are required, with much uncertainty surrounding their deploy-

ment, rolling optimization is valuable, whereby updated dispatches are gen-

erated based on the current status of the plant and current system needs. 

• Incentivizing flexibility: In Denmark, the system operator Energinet lists a 

number of actions to give incentives for flexibility by market-based solutions: 

(1) a flexible settlement (which requires rolled-out electricity meter delivering 

hourly data); (2) the implementation of aggregator role in the market; (3) de-

mand flexibility; (4) an increased price cap; and (5) markets coupling of re-

serve markets. 

• Reflecting transmission capacity allocation in the market design to 

avoid a split between the reality of grid management and its perception by 

market players. System operators use power flow control devices, redis-

patch, and even some topology control for congestion management, ensur-

ing the security of the grid in near real time. Their integration in the electricity 

market framework remains incomplete due to the increased mathematical 

complexity they induce on the market algorithms. In France, the system op-

erator RTE highlights the benefits of these tools as the inherent system var-

iability increases, not only from a security perspective but also economically. 

Flex-in-market design is a proposal by Elia (2019) for European market cou-

pling to enable more efficient use of the grid at a European level by integrat-

ing redispatch actions into the market coupling and thus allowing the market 

to have better control of the flows in line with physical constraints. 

• Introducing faster responding reserves and other new services: This 

was implemented in 2016 in Ireland, in 2020 in Texas in the United States 

(ERCOT FFR product response time 0.25 second), in Italy (fast reserve 

demonstration bidirectional service within 1 second after activation), and in 

the Nordic power system (FFR response within 1 second). In Ireland, ramp-

ing margin services (RM1, RM3, and RM8) over various time horizons out to 

16 hours have been launched. The dynamic reactive response and fast post-

fault active power recovery services to provide responses to voltage disturb-

ances have been introduced but not yet procured. In Ireland, product scalars 

are incorporated to define the need, for example, based on temporal scarcity 

during times of strong system need, for performance, continuous response, 

faster response, enhanced delivery, and for location. The U.K. National Grid 

Electricity System Operator has introduced a process of pathways to future 

markets and services. The stability pathfinder is for the immediate needs of 
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national inertia and the local short-circuit level needs in Scotland, and the 

constraint management pathfinder is for resolving network constraint issues 

and reducing balancing costs. https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-of-

energy/projects/pathfinders  

• Treating wind and solar resources more like traditional generators, 

specifically in how these resources bid into the market, which can impact 

price outcomes. In the United States, market areas are increasingly looking 

for ways to improve market efficiency. One example is the SPP market re-

gion, which is considering a requirement for wind and solar to offer at a spe-

cific level of their forecasted generation in the day-ahead market to enable 

more accurate and economic operations of the overall fleet. SPP is also in-

vestigating mitigation measures to override unduly negative wind offers, 

which are increasing congestion and negative prices in certain areas 

(https://spp.org/documents/60323/hitt%20report.pdf). 

Paradigm shift of distribution grids impacting the market design efficiency: 

The role of distribution grids has very often been neglected by market designers, 

but it is beginning to have a fundamental impact on the efficiency of market design. 

Developments of different experiments enabling local flexibility show examples of 

the paradigm shift: 

• Distribution and transmission grid markets that are fully separate (e.g., Piclo 

Flex in the United Kingdom) 

• Markets where only DSOs and TSOs can buy (e.g., EN-ERA in Germany) 

• A common platform between DSOs and TSOs with locational bids (e.g., GO-

PACS in the Netherlands) 

• Markets open to DSOs, TSOs, producers, and consumers, with links to ex-

isting markets (e.g., NODES from Nordpool). 

6.5.2 Market design to enable wind power integration 

Market rule development toward faster markets covering larger areas with possibil-

ities to bid in small amounts of power and cost-reflective imbalance payments ena-

ble wind and solar to get the most value for their variable generation. Also, the sub-

sidy schemes for variable generation need to be developed to reflect the market 

operation (Market4RES, 2016). 

There are some ways to increase the value of wind energy in the market setting 

by reducing the imbalance costs: shorter times between bids (gate closure) and 

delivery and aggregating wind turbines/power plants and forecast bidding strategies 

using probabilistic forecasts. Also, bidding balancing products could bring extra in-

come during certain hours. 

Allowing wind and solar to bid balancing services, frequency control, and other 

essential reliability services (which is a more fit terminology for ancillary services) 

requires market design changes: using shorter gate closure times for the services 

(such as 1 hour ahead in Europe); smaller-sized bids; and the possibility to bid 

down-regulation separately (instead of symmetrical up-/down-regulation bids). 

https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-of-energy/projects/pathfinders
https://www.nationalgrideso.com/future-of-energy/projects/pathfinders
https://spp.org/documents/60323/hitt%20report.pdf
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There are ongoing discussions in which grid support services are mandatory re-

quirements and which are remunerated, and the trend is toward market-based 

measures. This is good for the wind industry, given the costs that it would imply to 

upgrade WPPs with the capabilities to provide ancillary services. It is important to 

ensure market continuity for these services and to adapt product design specifica-

tions and procurement rules to allow for the provision of services in a competitive 

and nondiscriminatory fashion from new market players (renewable energy produc-

ers, storage provides, demand-side response) (Figure 67). 

 

Figure 67. Top 10 market design recommendations to enable more competitive and 
effective balancing markets (Source: WindEurope, 2016). 

An example for market operation of a wind power producer in Portugal shows how 

market income for wind approaches a hypothetic “perfect forecast” as these 

measures are taken (Algarvio & Knorr, 2017). This will reduce the need for incen-

tives for investing in wind power; see Figure 68. 
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Figure 68. Increasing wind energy value to the market using different approaches: 
strategic bidding based on probabilistic forecast (SB), aggregation (Agg.), shorter 
gate closure, and balancing products (Source: Algarvio & Knorr, 2017). 

6.5.3 How to increase market value for wind energy 

The value of wind energy from selling the generation in (day-ahead) electricity mar-

kets will be impacted by not only how much wind is available at higher demand and 

prices but also by how much flexibility there is during surplus generation to avoid 

price drops when a lot of wind is available. Cost recovery from energy-only markets 

for future wind- and solar-dominated systems is still subject to research—changes 

in the market setting will impact future income to wind producers and will reflect the 

value that wind energy has for the power systems. 

Adding a zero marginal cost generation such as wind and solar to the electricity 

markets will suppress the market prices during the hours they are available in abun-

dance (the merit order effect). This will reduce the market prices for all, but more for 

wind and solar because their generation is more concentrated in the same hours 

(the “cannibalization effect”). In Europe, the impacts of wind on prices have been 

reported from several countries, including Denmark, Germany, Portugal, and Spain 

(Strbac et al., 2021); however, overcapacity is another reason for low prices in mar-

kets. In the United States, low natural gas prices have been driving coal and nuclear 

out of the markets even more than wind power (Mills et al., 2020). 

Figure 69 shows an example of a European-wide market value factor for different 

shares of variable renewables (wind and solar, VRE) in the power system (EU-Sys-

Flex D2.5, 2020). The market value factor drops sharply with increasing shares, in 

particular for solar. The solar market value factor drops from 93% at a VRE share 

of 23% to 36% at a VRE share of 55%. This is because solar production is concen-

trated in the middle of the day and leads to a drop in system marginal costs. Wind 

generation is more spread out during the day, and the market value for land-based 

(offshore) wind drops only from 97% (98%) at a VRE share of 23% to 76% (81%) at 

a VRE share of 55%. Even if a part of the electrification demand flexibility is already 
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considered in the Renewable Ambition scenario, additional demand flexibility might 

change the value of wind and solar and the total cost of the system (EU-SysFlex 

D2.6, 2021). 

 

Figure 69. Average value in €/MWh (right) and market value as a percentage of 
average market price (left) for solar, land-based wind, and offshore wind depending 
on the share of VRE in the European power system (According to the Renewable 
Ambition scenario with 66% share of VRE, Source: EU-SysFlex D2.5, 2020) 

In Denmark, the Danish TSO Energinet carried out a study of the importance of 

flexibility measures for the large-scale integration of VRE in the Danish power sys-

tem. The measures explicitly investigated were the flexibility of thermal power plants 

(coal and gas) and the number and capacity of market-dispatched flexible intercon-

nectors to neighboring countries (DEA, 2018). The study was based on simulations 

with a detailed model for the power system. The results show how flexible power 

plants and interconnectors contribute to: 

• Reduced CO2 emissions 

• Reduced generation from thermal power plants 

• Reduced curtailment of wind and PV 

• Higher prices in the spot market for VRE (wind and solar) and for the flexible 

power plants 

• Improved contribution margins (revenues minus costs) for VRE and power 

plants 

• Overall economic surplus for the society at large even though the consumers 

pay a moderately higher spot price. 

The study demonstrated that without the developments in power plant flexibility and 

transmission capacity with neighboring countries, it would be extremely challenging 
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to integrate VRE to the level Denmark has today. Without flexible power plants (Sce-

nario 2), with reduced interconnector capacity (Scenario 3), and with combined flex-

ibility reductions (Scenario 4 = Scenario 2 + Scenario 3), the market prices obtained 

by stakeholders would have been reduced compared to the present flexible sys-

tem—e.g., market prices obtained by wind would decrease by 30% and 34% in sce-

narios 3 and 4, respectively (Figure 70). 

 

Figure 70. Changes in market prices in the case of the non-flexible system in Den-
mark. 

Adding more flexible demand (such as electrification as well as smart system cou-

pling from the thermal, transport, and industry sectors) will drastically change this 

picture—if the new demand will be flexible enough to efficiently use the surplus en-

ergy available. An example of how this can impact future electricity market prices is 

shown from Denmark in Figure 71. 

 

Figure 71. Example from the price area of Denmark West (DKW) on how future 
Power to X electrolyzers can improve the low prices during surplus hours (Source: 
Energinet). 
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6.5.4 Increasing revenue sufficiency from energy-only markets 

In energy-only markets, the revenue sufficiency of power plants depends solely on 

their income from selling energy (with some additions from selling ancillary ser-

vices). If prices are suppressed—as we have seen through adding zero-marginal-

cost wind and solar—the revenue sufficiency of the power producers could drop to 

a level where they will retire from the market. This could happen even though their 

contribution would still be needed during some critical hours in the year, which 

makes this issue relevant for resource adequacy as well. 

Although variable generation is likely to suppress wholesale electricity prices in 

the short term, the prices would rebound if the generation portfolio readjusts over 

the longer term with less baseload generation and more peak load generation. Un-

surprisingly, there would be more hours with both low and high prices. This means 

that occasional high prices are a feature and not a bug. Without this price signal, 

some cost-effective demand response might not be considered. 

For an ideal short-term electricity market based on marginal cost and scarcity 

pricing, it was shown that all units—including VRE and electrical energy storage 

(EES)— recover their costs and maximize their profits in the system optimum 

(Korpås & Botterud 2020). This was shown for all studied combinations of technol-

ogies and operational strategies. An analytic approach was used where generation 

capacity portfolio planning is formulated as a least-cost optimization problem, and 

analytic expressions are derived for the optimality conditions for dispatchable gen-

eration, VRE, and EES using a generalized net load duration curve approach. The 

results indicate that the net load duration curve models can be a useful supplement 

to more detailed simulation studies of markets with high shares of VRE and EES to 

better understand the underlying factors that determine the optimal capacity mix 

and profitability of each technology in energy-only electricity markets. 

CO2 prices can be used to keep the electricity price levels higher. They were 

shown to strongly influence average prices even in a power system with little re-

maining fossil-fueled generation but ample reservoir hydropower generation, as 

shown in Figure 72 (Helistö et al., 2017). 
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Figure 72. Estimated energy-only market prices for year 2030 with considerable 
overcapacity and for 2050 with a tight capacity margin—the impact of increasing 
CO2 prices and an increased share of variable generation (wind and solar). (Data 
source: Helistö et al., 2017). 

Scarcity pricing. In ERCOT, a dynamic operating reserve demand curve was im-

plemented in 2014 that provides a price adder to the energy price that is based on 

the LOLP throughout the day. The use of an operating reserve demand curve 

(ORDC) values all available operating reserve capacity in the short-run time horizon 

based on the value of the lost load and the LOLP. When operating reserves drop to 

2,000 MW or less, the ORDC will automatically adjust energy prices to the estab-

lished value of the lost load, which is set at $9,000 per megawatt-hour (MWh), as 

illustrated in Figure 73. As long as reserves exceed the 2,000-MW trigger, the im-

pact to energy prices will be less because an outage is less likely. The intent here 

is that when reserves fall below the minimum contingency reserve, the ORDC sets 

the price for marginal capacity at the maximum. Another important aspect of the 

ORDC and how it differentiates from shortage pricing in other markets is that the 

demand curve extends (albeit at very low price) well beyond the normal reserve 

requirements such that there is always some adder to the energy price. 
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Figure 73. Providing scarcity signal to balancing resources—operating reserve de-
mand curve used by system operator ERCOT in Texas, United States (Source: 
Surendran et al., 2016).  

The ORDC price adder resulted in the maximum $9000/MWh real-time price in 

some hours in August 2019. Additional wind deployment and cooler summer tem-

peratures in 2020 avoided any scarcity pricing events and reduced the annual av-

erage energy price from $38/MWh in 2019 to $22/MWh in 2020 

(https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=46396). 

Ensuring more demand flexibility for scarcity hours: In the longer run, the 

massive availability of low-price energy should foster electrification (the switch from 

existing industrial consumption to electricity and the development of new electricity 

uses). Provided these new loads are flexible enough, a power system can be en-

visaged in which price formation would be based mainly on demand flexibility in the 

face of a largely non-dispatchable power supply. This phenomenon would contrib-

ute to reducing price spikes, as well as zero-price periods, and hence the financial 

risk for investors. Power-to-gas units (electrolyzers) are a good example for such 

installations. For example, developing the production and storage of low-carbon hy-

drogen could provide an additional flexibility solution to the power system, which is 

particularly interesting in power mixes with high shares of VRE (RTE, 2020). 

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=46396
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6.6 Flexibility 

Flexibility in power systems is the enabler to wind integration and will be crucial in 

increasing the value of wind energy in future systems. This section presents results 

from adding flexibility from the storage, transmission, demand response, and heat 

sectors as well as results from studies comparing the value of different flexibilities. 

There are many studies on the capability and value of storage and demand re-

sponse providing grid support services; here, studies with a link to increasing levels 

of wind and solar are included. In addition, the methods to assess the adequacy of 

flexibility are described. 

6.6.1 Adequacy of flexibility in future power systems 

The adequacy of flexibility is an emerging topic for system operators in both plan-

ning and operational timescales. In power systems, flexibility can be defined as the 

ability to cope with variability and uncertainty in generation and demand. 

In the United States, the flexibility assessment tool InFLEXion assists planners in 

determining the needs of the system for flexibility (EPRI, 2019). Methods to deter-

mine flexibility requirements are based on the ramping of the net load. Ensuring that 

flexibility resources are sufficient to meet such requirements is based on a detailed 

simulation of power system operations. Flexibility metrics calculated include “peri-

ods of flexibility deficit” (the number of periods when ramping is less than required 

based on statistical analysis) and “expected unserved ramp” (total amount of ramp-

ing (MW) that could not be met). In addition to calculations of the metrics and ramp-

ing needs by hour of day or time of year, this section provides discussions of how 

planners should interpret results from flexibility studies. 

In Portugal, the system operator REN includes flexibility assessment in the long-

term adequacy assessment of the generating system. The PS-MORA model is 

based on sequential Monte Carlo simulation and includes energy and reserve 

scheduling with limited net transfer capacities. In addition to estimating the perfor-

mance indices for the capacity of the generation fleet within interconnected areas 

to meet the forecasted demand, such as the loss-of-load expectation and the ex-

pected energy not served, it assesses whether the technologies available can offer 

enough flexibility to cope with unplanned outages of the units committed for opera-

tion or short-term fluctuations of the renewable power production and demand. The 

flexibility is especially important to assess in systems with a large share of hydro-

power with storage capabilities, and it can embed up to 40 years of historical hydro-

logical series encompassing a variety of hydrologic conditions, along with series for 

other renewable production, such as wind and solar power. The tool can include 

models for limiting the weekly/monthly hydro generation used and models for sched-

uling pumped-hydro storage to minimize the renewable energy spilled. This tool is 

currently being upgraded to include demand response, the representation of outage 

events in the transmission network equipment, and to enable fast computations 

through parallel processing. 
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The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) FlexTool analyzes the 

flexibility of the given power system using an optimization model to show when the 

system would have insufficient capabilities to meet the demand. The input data have 

been kept simple with a focus on ease of use. The tool can be used to find cost-

effective mitigation for the lack of flexibility through an investment mode. It can also 

consider transmission limits, other energy sectors, as well as flexibility from demand 

response and energy storages. After running multiple scenarios in parallel, it creates 

a summary of results and several sheets and figures representing the detailed re-

sults (https://www.irena.org/energytransition/Energy-System-Models-and-

Data/IRENA-FlexTool). 

The EU project OSMOSE aims for a two-step process to consider real market 

operation in the flexibility assessment. First, an optimal mix of flexibility can be stud-

ied using a “perfect competition” balance by considering all relevant technical con-

straints and associated costs (technology, potentials, “natural” loads … ) and max-

imizing the social welfare of the considered zone. This assessment will show the 

highest gain possible, which will be used as a reference. A second step would be 

the introduction of forecast uncertainty, market players (and their strategies), market 

rules, etc. These imperfections will yield outcomes with lower social welfare than 

that of the perfect competition approach, but being able to compare this reference 

enables the system and market designer to determine the main fields of improve-

ment. At this stage, the way the added value is shared will also come into play, 

which is an essential criterion to identify individual stakes and efficiently promote 

the needed adaptations of rules (OSMOSE D2.2, 2019). 

The ongoing energy transition is affecting how much flexibility is required but also 

who should provide it: Some existing solutions are being phased out, whereas new 

solutions’ entire business models are based on providing flexibility (e.g., storage or 

demand response). Heggarty et al. (2019 and 2020) propose a pair of novel tools 

to quantify who is providing flexibility: the flexibility solution modulation stack and 

the flexibility solution contribution distribution. These frequency spectrum analysis-

based tools separately quantify the flexibility provision on the annual, weekly, and 

daily timescales (Figure 74 and Figure 75). The tools are applied to both historical 

and prospective power systems in several geographic locations with contrasting 

characteristics. The proposed tools are of particular value to capacity expansion 

planners, allowing them to quantify changes in flexibility provision as new solutions 

are introduced or as carbon taxes, generation, and interconnector capacities evolve. 

https://www.irena.org/energytransition/Energy-System-Models-and-Data/IRENA-FlexTool
https://www.irena.org/energytransition/Energy-System-Models-and-Data/IRENA-FlexTool
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Figure 74. Who currently provides flexibility? Annual (left) and daily (right) flexibility 
solution modulation stacks on the power system in France in 2018. Flexible gener-
ation modulations express to what extent a technology generates more or less than 
on average: If a flexibility source’s ribbon is above that of the previous flexibility 
source ribbon, this generator’s output is above its average annual value. Con-
versely, if it is under, its output is below its average annual value (Source: Heggarty 
et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 75. How do solutions currently contribute to flexibility? Flexibility solution con-
tribution distributions on annual, weekly, and daily timescales on the power system 
in France in 2018 (Source: Heggarty et al., 2019) 

In Denmark, the system operator Energinet aims for the market to contribute to offer 

solutions to increase flexibility for longer-term flexibility needs because more situa-

tions with challenged system adequacy and related increased electricity prices are 
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expected after 2025 (Energinet, 2020). Energinet distinguishes between two kinds 

of flexibility (Orths & Hansen, 2019): 

• Operational flexibility measures across sectors must be in place because 

renewable energy source and consumption are variable but the energy sys-

tems need some degree of stability. This means that the flexibility needs of 

one sector might be provided by another sector. Regulatory and market de-

signs must support this. 

• Resource flexibility is needed, meaning that a dynamic change between fuel 

types and resources of different sectors must be possible, depending on 

prices, which entails that relevant market signals must be created. 

6.6.2 Flexibility from hydropower with storage 

Reservoir hydropower and pumped storage hydropower offer great balancing ca-

pabilities, but they are naturally limited by geographic and topological conditions. 

The large hydro reservoirs in the Nordic area provide an interesting flexibility re-

source in a European context: using them as “green batteries” for variable wind and 

solar power. Several studies have been carried out based on power market simula-

tions to study the use of Norwegian hydropower as a balancing resource for Europe 

using the potential capacity increase as the basis. The main technical barrier for 

using Norwegian hydropower as a green battery lies in the limited power capacity 

of the cables and generators, not the reservoir storage capacity itself (Jaehnert et 

al., 2015; Graabak et al., 2017). Figure 76 shows the small variations in hydro res-

ervoir levels with increased hydropower capacity. 

 

Figure 76. Aggregated simulated weekly reservoir levels for Norwegian hydropower 
for 2020 (left) and 2030 (right). In the 2030 simulation, an additional 11 GW of gen-
erator capacity and 5 GW of pumping capacity + North Sea interconnectors are 
added to the system to provide balancing capability for the European variable re-
newable energy sources. Source: Jaehnert, Korpås, Doorman (SINTEF/NTNU). 
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It is important to have models that reflect the balancing possibilities in a realistic 

way. For example, in Sweden and Norway, there are more than 600 hydropower 

plants, and the flexibility for balancing is very high because the Nordic power system 

has a storage capacity of approximately 120 TWh. But there are also limitations in 

how the hydro resource is used, with several power plants along the same river not 

all having a large reservoir for storing the water. Hydropower plants per price/bal-

ancing area are often aggregated to simplify the models for simulating larger areas. 

With a more volatile use of this resource, more detailed models for hydropower are 

needed to capture the limitations of flexibility (Blom et al., 2020). In Norway, a model 

with higher hydro detail and better representation of short-term variations and flexi-

bility shows a clear impact on the hydropower pumping usage in scenarios with high 

shares of wind and solar (Graabak et al., 2019); see Figure 77. 

 

Figure 77. Aggregated simulated hydropower production and pumping using the 
traditional power market model EMPS (left) and the new optimization model FANSI 
with better representation of short-term stochasticity and flexibility utilization (right). 
Both figures are from the simulation of a 2050 scenario with renewable energy 
source share in Europe and increased interconnection capacity to Norway (Source: 
I. Graabak et al., 2019, http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2638897). 

NARIS quantified the benefits of hydropower flexibility (Table 2). The results are 

based on a comparison of the 5-minute dispatch model runs from the low-cost var-

iable generation scenario with runs from an identical scenario with all hydropower 

flexibility disabled (i.e., dispatchable hydropower generators are assumed to have 

flat output levels for each month). U.S. and Canadian hydropower was included in 

the sensitivity, so results presented are aggregated for the continent (Brinkman et 

al., 2021). 

http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2638897
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Table 2. Benefits of hydropower flexibility as modelled for low VRE cost scenario of 
NARIS for year, 2050 (Source: Brinkman et al., 2021, Table 10, p.81). 

Metric Impact 

Cost Today’s level of hydropower flexibility reduces annual operating costs by 
$2.3 billion, which represents 3.0% of the system production costs.  

Curtailment The flexibility of hydropower to turn down in periods of curtailment and 
generate more in periods of need reduces curtailment from 9.9% to 9.2%.a 

Generation  The reduction in curtailment leads to a reduction in generation from fossil-
fueled units of 22 TWh (1.6%); this includes an increase in coal generation 

of 4 TWh and a decrease in gas of 26 TWh.b 

Emissions Increased flexibility reduces emissions in this scenario by 1.3%. 

These values are based on a comparison of the 5-minute dispatch model runs from 

the Low-Cost VG scenario with runs from an identical scenario with all hydropower 
flexibility disabled (i.e., dispatchable hydropower generators are assumed to have 
flat output levels for each month). U.S. and Canadian hydropower was included in 

the sensitivity, so results presented are aggregated for the continent. 

a Curtailment reported here is a U.S. and Canada average, because the sensitivity 
was done for all U.S. and Canada hydropower. 

b Because the dispatch of generators is a cost optimization, increased flexibility will 
lead to selecting lower-cost resources (in this case, coal because of fuel costs) 

Increasing pumped hydro capacity has been identified as an important flexibility 

measure in Italy, Spain, and Portugal. In Italy, there are currently 22 pumped stor-

age hydropower plants (Figure 78), with a maximum generating capacity of 7.6 GW 

and a maximum absorbing (pumping) capacity of 6.5 GW. There are plans for year 

2030 to install +3 GW of new storage capacity. Installations in southern areas for 

pumped storage hydropower would give the best increase to flexibility in Italy 

(Terna, 2018). 
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Figure 78. Existing pumped storage hydropower plants in Italy (Source: Terna). 

In Japan, a method for scheduling pumped storage hydro in smaller power systems 

with a high share of renewables is proposed to solve large net load ramping issues. 

The maximum upward/downward net load ramps are minimized with pumped stor-

age hydro operation based on duration curve models of net load ramps regarding 

operational reserve requirements. The concept is numerically verified with the typi-

cal power supply and demand-balance problem with a high share of VRE. The pro-

posed method can be a framework that allows storage resource scheduling. Be-

cause the proposed algorithm is based on dynamic programming, the pumped stor-

age hydro schedule and other dynamic constraints can be considered accurately 

(Tanabe & Yokoyama, 2019). 
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6.6.3 Flexibility from thermal power plants and power and heat sector 
coupling 

In China, an improvement in the flexibility from thermal power plants has been con-

ducted in the last 5 years. More than 200 GW of thermal power plants were planned 

to be retrofitted from 2015–2020, including condensing and combined heat-and-

power plants. Most of these power plants are located in the western and northern 

regions and have large share of renewables. Especially when coordinated with the 

market mechanism, it has improved renewable accommodation, such as decreas-

ing curtailments in the northeast power grid. Even the power plants in the eastern 

regions have carried out retrofits because of the increase in renewables. 

In Finland, the potential role of biomass in providing flexibility was evaluated by 

Lindroos et al. (2021). Backbone model simulations co-optimized the biomass sup-

ply chain together with the rest of the energy system. Four biomass technology op-

tions were compared: combined heat and power, heat-only boilers, a biorefinery, 

and a biorefinery together with hydrogen boosting. All options reduced system-level 

CO2 emissions, but a biorefinery without hydrogen boosting did not provide flexibility 

(Figure 79). Heat-only boilers had good performance and the least risk because 

their investment cost is relatively low. 

 

Figure 79. Full-load hours of different biomass technologies. A biorefinery without 
hydrogen boosting does not provide flexibility because it runs all the time. FLH: full 
load hours, H2: hydrogen, CHP: combined heat and power, HOB: heat only boiler. 
(Source: Lindroos et al., 2021) 

The long‐term impact of wind and solar energy as well as demand response on 

thermal power generation was studied by Helistö et al. (2018), who explored flexi-

bility provision changes through ramping intensity and ramping frequency (Figure 

80). Demand response affects what kind of thermal power plants are built—in prin-

ciple, the increased flexibility could support more baseload power plants; however, 

demand response also supports wind and solar in the system, and that was more 
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important, resulting in decreasing baseload power plant capacity. Overall, thermal 

power plants were used more for larger ramps and longer-term flexibility, and de-

mand response was used for the smaller ramps and short-term flexibility. 

 

Figure 80. Ramping of conventional power plants in the northern European scenar-
ios. Windy and sunny scenarios include more VRE (60%–67% share) than tradi-
tional (40%–43% share), and the All+EV scenarios include more demand-side flex-
ibility than the HeatFlex scenarios (Source: http://flexefinalre-
port.fi/files/The%20need%20and%20value%20of%20flexibi-
lity%20in%20North%20European%20power%20system%202050.pdf). 

6.6.4 Flexibility through use of transmission and interconnectors to 
neighboring area 

Sharing the increased balancing task with neighboring areas has shown to be an 

effective way of adding flexibility to power systems and helping to manage increased 

variability and uncertainty (see examples in Figure 36 and Figure 70). 

In China, there are several regional balancing areas consisting of several provin-

cial power grids and interconnected by cross-regional transmission lines. There is 

potential for these interconnected grids to share their flexibility by dispatching the 

transmission lines more flexibly. In 2020, the northwest power grids, which have 

high shares of wind and solar, had organized more than 30,000 times of power 

regulation among 5 provinces. This made a great contribution to mitigating wind 

curtailments to less than 5% in 2019–2020.  

By interconnecting wind resources located in different wind regimes, the capacity 

value of the resource can be increased by taking advantage of diversity and moving 

generation across time zones, which decreases the cost of additional generation 

that is otherwise needed to meet resource adequacy requirements (see Section 4). 

In addition to extending and reinforcing the transmission grid by conventional AC 

transmission, HVAC and HVDC systems can provide significant economic and reli-

ability benefits. HVDC also provides advantages that are not available from an AC 

system. With the voltage source converter (VSC) technology available today, an 

HVDC line can provide its own reactive power requirement, eliminating the need for 
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external reactive power compensation at the line terminals. When the DC line inter-

connects two or more synchronous zones, the fast power controls of the DC termi-

nals can also provide system stability augmentation in the event of a large AC dis-

turbance in any of the synchronous zones. The VSC technology can also allow for 

the black-start of the grid after a major outage. 

Macro grids (large-scale HVAC and HVDC transmission networks) can result in 

small increases in transmission investments but large decreases in wind/PV/storage 

investments as well as operating costs. For example, in ZeroByFifty (Vibrant En-

ergy, 2020), which studies pathways to reach 100% clean energy by 2050, $350 

billion of transmission infrastructure including an HVDC macro grid, save $1000 bil-

lion in overall system costs (fixed and variable generation, transmission, hydrogen, 

and distribution). In the United States, nationally optimized and coordinated trans-

mission demonstrates great savings over locally planned transmission. Brown & 

Botterud (2020) examine increasing levels of optimization and coordination of trans-

mission planning from a state-by-state approach, to regional approaches, to a na-

tional approach. As the geographic size of the optimization and coordination in-

creases, the overall system costs decline. The system cost of energy for the national 

approach is 46% cheaper than the state-by-state approach. Despite small increases 

in transmission costs, transmission investments remain less than 10% of bulk power 

system costs both in ZeroByFifty (Brown & Botterud, 2020) and in the Seams study 

(NREL, 2020). 

6.6.5 Flexibility from demand-side measures 

In China, demand response and electric vehicles are seen as important new flexi-

bilities to use, and they are considered in system expansion planning for scenarios 

with high shares of wind and solar. Jiangsu province has already established a ca-

pacity of demand-side response of more than a GW. 

The response by residential or small-office customers to market price signals has 

not resulted in any larger-scale demand response so far. In France, the system op-

erator RTE found that a large part of the demand response value of residential load 

can be captured by well-designed “static” peak/off-peak tariffs sent to households 

by smart meters (such as the ones already in effect in the country). So far, the in-

stallation of “energy boxes” driven by real-time signals is worth its price for only a 

few hundred thousand power-hungry homes in France (RTE, 2017). 

Further digitalization enabling active consumers and prosumers could change the 

picture. Demand response has a large potential to add to the flexibility of power 

systems. Aggregators are emerging and offering services by aggregating a large 

number of smaller loads (Perroy et al. 2020). Retail service companies could offer 

differentiated services based on distinct levels of guaranteed reliability (Chao, 

2012). 

Electrolyzers’ ability to vary their level of power consumption in a matter of sec-

onds paves the way for them to play an increasing role in the balancing and ancillary 

services markets in the future. They can also provide long-term flexibility (RTE, 

2020). When installed in an area in need of voltage control or congestion 
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management, electrolyzers could also be deployed for these purposes. Electrolyz-

ers can also improve network congestion, local voltage stability, and rotor angle 

stability (as observed in simulations of a weaker test system) (TSO2020, 2020). 

In the EU RealValue project (2018), smart electric thermal storage space and 

water-heating appliances were installed in 750 properties across Ireland, Germany, 

and Latvia. The impact of controllable electrical heating to provide demand shaping 

and demand-side management on the low-voltage network was studied with the 

combination of appliances acting as a virtual power plant. The main objectives were 

to schedule heating loads (time shifting) to cope with increasing feeder-level (and 

system-level) loading conditions, to reduce peak demand requirements, and to offer 

flexibility (frequency response) services to the power system while not impacting 

user comfort levels or increasing (heating storage) charging costs. System-level 

studies, with the technology rolled out at scale, showed that coordinated scheduling 

and control of the heating loads could reduce renewables (wind) curtailment and 

power plant cycling, particularly for Ireland and Germany, where renewable gener-

ation capacity was comparatively high and pumped/reservoir hydropower and inter-

connector capacity were comparatively low. 

Power-to-ammonia offers a cost-effective form of long-term energy storage that 

will be highly beneficial for a power system relying heavily on variable power gen-

eration. Ikäheimo et al. (2018) analyzed the impact of power-to-ammonia on cost-

effective decarbonization. With the CO2 price at 80 €/t, the system had remaining 

fossil fuels in the least-cost solution. At a higher level (250 €/t), fossil fuels were fully 

replaced while the impact on the total system costs was not large. The production 

cost of ammonia (NH3) was not significantly higher than world market prices that 

have been encountered in recent years; thus, renewable NH3 could be a viable al-

ternative for the fertilizer sector, enabling further decarbonization within the indus-

trial sector. 

For Germany, the effect of high demand-side electrification rates on the trans-

mission grid and the electricity supply side was assessed. An increase in the elec-

tricity demand from approximately 500 TWh to approximately 760 TWh leads to 

heightened stress for the transmission grid and therefore more curtailment. For the 

scenario with a 61% share of renewables, the integration of 19 TWh of flexible 

power-to-heat in district heating networks reduces the market-driven curtailment of 

renewable feed-in, highlighting the value of flexible electrical loads for the integra-

tion of VRE sources (Guminski et al., 2018) 

6.6.6 Flexibility from storage 

Large-scale energy storage represents one potential flexibility source that can pro-

vide flexibility and a range of ancillary (system) services across multiple timescales. 

The cost of other than hydropower storage has been too high for power system 

applications; however, the costs are continually decreasing, and as the share of 

variable renewables increases, the value of flexibility is also increasing. 

The marginal value of energy storage falls as installed (storage) capacities in-

crease because the balancing provided by previously installed storage plant 
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reduces opportunities for further cost savings. As the share of variable renewables 

increases, system flexibility increases in importance, so market mechanisms must 

incentivize and allow the full value of each resource’s flexibility to be accessed. In 

general, the greater the number of services provided by a storage plant, the greater 

its value to the system; however, depending on the wind and solar share, alternative 

strategies might be viable, particularly when imperfect dispatches that reflect wind 

and load uncertainty and inefficient market signals are considered (O’Dwyer et al., 

2017). For example, the provision of contingency reserve is particularly valuable at 

low to moderate wind shares, whereas at higher wind shares, providing flexibility 

reserve becomes essential (both in terms of profitability and system costs) because 

the requirement for such reserve increases and the number of conventional plants 

typically online and available for reserve provision decreases. 

Inefficient market structures and renewable generation uncertainty, etc., can re-

sult in suboptimal storage plant operation, which has subsequent impacts on long-

term plant profitability. To improve the efficiency of storage plant dispatches at high 

variable renewable shares, changes in operational practices are essential. Storage 

dispatch algorithms need to evolve to handle such uncertainty, as well as the in-

creased volatility of energy and ancillary services prices. Look-ahead periods are 

required, with typical end-of-day storage-level targets inadequate at high wind 

shares. Ideally, the storage plant operating mode (charging, motoring4, discharging) 

should be optimized closer to real time, and the storage plant should be adequately 

rewarded for providing subhourly (in addition to hourly) flexibility. For a storage plant 

to generate efficient schedules, access to relevant information that could influence 

prices is essential, including wind and load forecasts and the status of larger plants. 

To achieve profit maximization, algorithms must capture price uncertainty in both 

energy and reserve products as well as reserve deployment volumes. Methodolo-

gies are also required that can forecast the real-time use of committed reserves 

because this can impact not only storage levels but also profitability because par-

ticipants in reserve markets can be paid both for reserve availability and deploy-

ment. 

A case study of the European power system in 2050 by Korpås & Botterud (2020) 

shows that EES can trigger substantial new VRE investments in the market equilib-

rium and thus have an important role in reducing CO2 emissions from power sys-

tems operated under a competitive market regime. On the other hand, the results 

also indicate that EES makes very little impact on average electricity prices in the 

long term. How a marginal economic system benefit will impact the willingness to 

invest in merchant EES in electricity markets dominated by VRE is an important 

topic for further analyses. 

The system operator is responsible for real-time balancing, and hence they can 

make informed decisions about real-time usage while also considering future sys-

tem needs without severely constraining the capacity of a storage plant to meet 

those real-time balancing requirements; however, there is an ongoing debate 

 
4 In motoring mode, the plant is online and able to quickly respond. 
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surrounding the ownership of storage plant assets (IEA-RETD, 2016), notably in 

relation to deferring network investments, which can lead to future conflicts of inter-

est for a system operator when attempting to balance requirements for traditional 

reserve and (new) flexibility ramping products. 

In Italy, storage has been tested to provide frequency support by the system op-

erator Terna on the islands of Sicily and Sardinia. A 40-MW “power-intensive” stor-

age system installation program (e.g., energy/power ratio between 0,5 and 4 hours 

using SoNick (sodium-nickel) and Li-ion (lithium-ion) technology batteries) is exploit-

ing the potential offered by the rapid response times of storage systems to increase 

the operating security margins of high-voltage grids. Congestion relief and active 

power balancing service are used to set a specific active power profile to Electro-

chemical Energy Storage Systems EESS (either a single device or equivalent ag-

gregated) through an XML file or via a manual set point. As long as this service is 

activated, other activated power regulations (frequency support services, such as 

FCR, and FRR frequency restoration reserve) shall perform following this active 

power profile. 

Hydrogen as a storage medium for renewable energy has received increased 

interest in recent years as more attention is given to balancing and flexibility chal-

lenges while moving toward 2050. In addition to being used as electric energy stor-

age, hydrogen can be a viable energy carrier for transport applications and other 

uses. In Norway, several electricity-hydrogen integration studies were conducted 

with the aim to increase renewable energy penetration in power systems while 

providing clean hydrogen fuel for transport (https://www.sintef.no/projectweb/hy-

per/). Flexible hydrogen production could increase the amount of wind power in-

stalled in northern Norway and reduce the need for grid reinforcements (Bødal & 

Korpås, 2017). By adding a large-scale hydrogen production and liquification facility, 

as shown in Figure 81, optimal wind power capacity in the region increased from 

300 MW to 650 MW. This corresponds to increasing the wind power penetration 

from approximately 85% to 185% of the original maximum load. Extending the anal-

ysis to include the co-optimisation of hydrogen and hydro storage enabled increas-

ing wind penetration even further and reducing the feedstock cost of hydrogen to 

less than 2 €/kg in the Nordpool NO4 market area (Bødal & Korpås, 2020). 

https://www.sintef.no/projectweb/hyper/
https://www.sintef.no/projectweb/hyper/
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Figure 81. Illustration of a regional power system with production of hydrogen from 
wind and hydropower in a constrained transmission grid (red lines). CCS: carbon 
capture and storage, H2: hydrogen, LH2: liquid hydrogen (Source: Bødal & Korpås, 
2017). 

In the United Kingdom, the role of electrolysers in facilitating higher penetrations of 

wind was also shown (Strbac & Pudjianto, 2021). Even when assuming that the 

costs of hydrogen production from renewables via electrolysers (green hydrogen) 

will remain higher than the hydrogen production cost from methane-reforming pro-

cesses with carbon capture and storage, there would be significant benefits for hav-

ing electrolysers in the hydrogen production portfolio to enable more wind genera-

tion to be integrated at lower costs. Hydrogen demand could significantly reduce 

curtailment and increase the amount of wind generation deployed. 

Long-duration energy storage could also enhance the security of the system to 

deal with extreme weather events (see Section 4.2.1). The storage capacity be-

comes an important factor to deal with prolonged low or high wind periods, and this 

should be optimized alongside the storage power rating to maximize its system 

value. Hydropower with reservoirs or pumped hydro are used as longer-term stor-

age. Hydrogen storage could also be an alternative (Pudjianto et al., 2021). The 

amount of hydrogen that needs to be stored is calculated as a function of the num-

ber of weeks with low wind output - time series analysis for wind only in the Great 

Britain system. The range (min–max) of wind energy that needs to be compensated 

if such event (prolonged low wind output) occurs for 241 TWh/a wind is shown in 

Figure 82 (Strbac et al., 2018; Strbac et al., 2020). 
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Figure 82. Long-duration storage needed to cover longer wind calms for 241 TWh/a 
wind energy in Great Britain (Source: Strbac et al., 2018). 

6.6.7 Comparing flexibility options 

For the northern European power system, a 2030 scenario with approximately 40% 

renewable energy penetration with different flexibility options showed that pumped 

hydro and batteries complements each other by taking different roles: Batteries pro-

vide short-term balancing over 1 to some hours, whereas pumped hydro counter-

acts the longer periods with prevailing low or high net load. This is because the cost 

of batteries is mainly driven by the kWh capacity, whereas the hydro storage costs 

are driven by the kW costs (cables + reversible pumps). Batteries would reduce the 

need for peaker power plants (open-cycle gas turbines), whereas pumped hydro 

reduces the need for combined-cycle gas turbines (Askeland et al., 2016). 

In the United States, a comparison of costs for transmission and storage for the 

MISO RIIA shows an optimum at 0.5 GW of storage plus transmission for 40% wind 

and solar penetration in the Eastern Interconnection (Figure 83). Interestingly, the 

transmission-only solution is only marginally more expensive. The storage-only so-

lution, on the other hand, is far more expensive and builds 16 GW of storage to 

ensure that the system can balance during the entire year. 
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Figure 83. Comparison of transmission-only solutions, storage-only solutions, and 
combined transmission-and-storage solutions for 40% wind and solar penetration in 
the Eastern Interconnection of the United States (Source: MISO, 2021). 

Brown and Botterud (2021) find that to meet 100% clean electricity, the battery stor-

age capacity necessary in the national approach is 23% of that in the state-by-state 

approach. The national approach enables a macro grid to take advantage of the 

diversity of wind, solar, load, and storage resources to reduce the amount of battery 

storage necessary. 

Strategic investment planning under uncertainty and comparing transmission and 

storage assets by considering the risk of stranded assets would give another picture 

because storage holds option value, allowing for deferring or displacing network 

reinforcement. This uncertainty is around timing (When will the connections hap-

pen?), location (At which countries?), and magnitude (How much will the growth 

be?), and renders network planning particularly challenging. A case study (Most et 

al., 2020; Plan4res) models the electric power system operation and investment 

across 33 countries in Europe over a 40-year long horizon, from 2020 until 2060, 

for the optimal investment decisions under uncertainty. In this optimization, there 

are many locations in Europe where storage sees a cost-benefit. The timing, loca-

tion, and magnitude of investments in energy storage and in conventional reinforce-

ment show the value of flexibility (option value) of investing in electric energy stor-

age and is associated with the economic net benefit that this technology brings to 

the system planning under uncertainty. 

The comparison of flexibility options for the northern European system showed 

that the power-to-heat options and increasing transmission capacity provide the 

best value for shares of approximately 40% wind-dominated variable generation, 

Figure 84 (Kiviluoma et al. 2017). 
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Figure 84. Case of northern Europe with 40%–50% wind. Power system operational 
costs for 1 year, difference between with/without flexibility option. The model detail 
makes a difference in capturing the value of flexibility (red: investment model only, 
striped: investment model and operational model using linear programming LP, 
grey: investment model and operational model using mixed integer programming 
MIP) (Source: Kiviluoma et al., 2017). 
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7. Pushing the limits: Toward 100% shares of 
renewables 

A power system operating at 100% non-synchronous generation has not yet been 

seen nor proved to work. There are solutions to make it work technically, and this is 

an evolving research topic, with interesting experience emerging from smaller island 

systems. 

Exploring possible operational practices with high VIBRES shares, including 

power system stability, has only started (MIGRATE project https://www.h2020-mi-

grate.eu/). A 100% VIBRES power system would differ significantly from a traditional 

power system in both design and operation. Due to the high investment costs and 

long lifetimes of electric power equipment, for most systems, the transition to a 

(nearly) 100% VIBRES system is expected to happen gradually during the next cou-

ple of decades. A system split as a result of some disturbance, however, could result 

in a large region of an existing system potentially operating with an ultrahigh VI-

BRES share for an extended period of time (hours) today. Further, even at today’s 

modest annual energy shares of VIBRES, the variable nature of renewable sources 

implies periods of high VIBRES power shares for hours or days, when 50% of de-

mand is supplied with VIBRES (as shown in the introduction; see Figure 4) (Hodge 

et al., 2020). 

Simulation model tools also need to be developed to study the future system 

operation in detail and to determine the resilience needed for system operators to 

fully trust non-synchronous sources for stability support. 

The energy transition to low-carbon and zero-carbon energy systems will involve 

smart sector coupling. Future power to X options—including electrifying heat, 

transport, and industrial processes—all offer potential solutions for supporting sta-

bility and offer longer-term flexibility to support resource adequacy. 

7.1 Experience of near 100% inverter-based power systems 

One utility that has achieved success with very high instantaneous shares of IBRs 

and regularly runs at 100% renewable energy is the Kauai Island Utility Cooperative 

(KIUC), the utility for the Island of Kauai in Hawaii, United States. Although KIUC 

regularly operates using 100% renewable energy resources during the day, it has 

achieved almost 9 straight hours of 100% renewables operation. It often operates 

at up to 80%–85% PV penetration. On an annual average basis, approximately 65% 

of the energy comes from renewables. 

KIUC is a small cooperative utility with a peak demand of approximately 80 MW 

and a minimum demand of approximately 35 MW. It has zero interconnections to 

other islands. Due to endangered seabirds and a low wind resource, the utility has 

focused on a PV-dominant system in its plans to reach 100% renewables by 2045. 

It has ample quick-start diesel reciprocating engines to provide fast reserves, but 

although these can start up in minutes, they are not fast enough to mitigate cloud 

events (on the order of seconds) on this small island; therefore, the utility decided 

https://www.h2020-migrate.eu/
https://www.h2020-migrate.eu/
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to back up the PV plants with battery storage. In 2017, it pioneered the first power 

purchase agreements for PV/battery hybrids, and today it has the following systems: 

13 MW of PV with 4 hours of battery storage (52 MWh); 20 MW of PV with 5 hours 

of battery storage (100 MWh); and 14 MW of PV with 5 hours of battery storage (70 

MWh). For their spinning contingency reserves for these hybrid plants, the battery 

storage in the hybrids is sufficient. The stand-alone PV plants hold 50% of the real-

time output as spinning contingency reserve. 

To manage the high instantaneous penetrations of IBRs, the utility retrofitted an 

aeroderivative gas turbine to be able to operate in synchronous condenser mode 

so that it does not provide energy, only inertia and system strength. 

 

Figure 85. KIUC system dispatch on March 14, 2020 with 8 hours of 100% renew-
ables operation. Purple shows PV/battery hybrid output (Source: Brad Rockwell, 
KIUC). 

In Denmark, system operation without large power plants online has become more 

frequent since the first event in 2015 (reported in Holttinen et al., 2019). The Danish 

power system consists of two parts, each of which is a part of a larger synchronous 

system. When all large power plants are offline, the essential reliability services are 

sourced from HVDC links and smaller power plants. 

7.2 Challenges for near 100% renewables system operation 

Assessing the technical feasibility of scenarios in which the power system would be 

based on very high shares of renewables, IEA-RTE (2021) found four sets of strict 

conditions that would need to be met in a large power system such as that of France: 
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• There is general scientific consensus that technological solutions to maintain 

power system strength—and hence system stability—without conventional 

generation exist in several cases. Specific difficulties are expected in the 

case of a system with a significant share of distributed solar PV. Further as-

sessments of the impacts of distributed PV on the distribution network are 

needed as well as on their implications for electricity security. 

• System adequacy—i.e., the ability of a power system to cope with load at all 

times—can be ensured even in a system mainly based on variable renewa-

bles such as wind and solar PV when substantial sources of flexibility are 

available, including demand response, large-scale storage, peak generation 

units, and well-developed transmission networks and interconnections. The 

maturity, availability, and cost of these flexibility sources need to be consid-

ered. 

• The sizing of operational reserves and the regulatory framework for balanc-

ing responsibilities and procurements would need to be substantially revised, 

and the forecasting methods for variable renewables would need to be con-

tinually improved. 

• Substantial grid development efforts would be necessary beyond 2030 at 

both the transmission and distribution levels. This requires strong proactive 

steps and public engagement in long-term planning, assessing costs, and 

working with citizens on social acceptance. These efforts can nonetheless 

be partly integrated in renewals of ageing network assets. 

ENTSO-E et al (2020) list challenges that need more R&D and demonstrations, 

regarding use of new grid forming technology in the power system. Where and when 

will the grid forming services need to be available? If installed deeply embedded 

(medium and low voltages), would grid forming be effective for all the challenges? 

Does a mix of synchronous condensers (SCs) and IBRs prove an economic solution 

to adding system strength? Should these be large central units or smaller decen-

tralised units? How economic and practical is the use of large decommissioned gen-

erators as SCs? 

IBR-dominated systems are fundamentally different in many ways, and the dif-

ferences need to be reflected in the design, analysis, operations, and planning of 

systems. There is a vast difference between a 75% penetration of VRE supported 

by some synchronous generators and synchronous compensators and a 100% VRE 

all-IBR system. There is a need for fundamental research to establish an evidence 

base for the best way forward. The changes are so profound that a fundamental 

rethinking of power systems is required. Incremental tweaking and artificially forcing 

IBRs to look like synchronous machines is a short-term strategy that is limited and 

does not leverage the true potential of IBRs. IBRs can be highly flexible and con-

trollable, with independent control over real and reactive current, and they have an 

ability to shape the equipment’s response to various grid conditions. Because of 

this, there could be opportunities to make IBRs behave better than synchronous 

machines in some respects; however, the control algorithms that dictate the 
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response of IBRs to grid conditions are not heterogeneous across various inverter 

designs and manufacturers, and these can interact at both a local and system-wide 

level and with other elements in the power system, such as HVDC transmission 

terminals. This dramatically complicates the analysis of IBRs in the power system 

and could lead to stability challenges. Also, the challenges are compounded be-

cause currently most inverters do not provide certain services such as inertia re-

sponse and high fault current, both of which contribute to maintaining stability 

(ESIG, 2019; G-PST, 2021). 

One of the biggest challenges is how to manage the bulk power system when it 

is at times dominated by IBRs and at other times (only hours apart) dominated by 

synchronous machines—and all other possible combinations in between, both spa-

tially and temporarily. 

This has implications for tools and methods, including control room tools. This 

also means that the definition of needed system services will change; the provision 

of those services must come from a broad spectrum of resources. 

Another challenge is assessing resource adequacy for weather-dominated, en-

ergy-constrained resources in a cost-efficient way (ESIG, 2021b). 

7.3 Study methodologies for near 100% renewables system 
operation 

There is need for the further development of the models and methods of study, and 

some key issues and recommendations can be identified across the challenges for 

planning, operation, and system stability (Holttinen et al., 2020): 

• Modelling complexity: There will be an increased computational burden be-

cause more VIBRES details need to be captured—and more data are 

needed to capture higher resolutions (both time resolution and distributed 

resources) and larger areas, with extended time series to capture weather-

dependent events. 

• Larger areas: The entire synchronous system is relevant for stability studies. 

Sharing resources for balancing and adequacy purposes with neighboring 

regions will be more beneficial. 

• New technologies: All tools need to be modified to enable new types of (flex-

ible) demand and storage while facilitating further links through energy sys-

tem coupling. 

• Modelling integration: There will be increased importance in integrated plan-

ning and operation methodologies, tools, and data. Operational and planning 

timescales/models need greater overlap. Flexibility needs and plant capabil-

ities must be incorporated into adequacy methods, and stability concerns 

must be considered for network expansion planning and operating future 

grids. 
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• Cost versus risk: The reliability interface needs to be revisited, with the evo-

lution of flexibility and price-responsive loads to ensure that high-cost in-

creases are not imposed when modified reliability targets could yield ac-

ceptable results. 

Looking forward, new paradigms for 100% IBR-dominated, asynchronous power 

system operation can be found. This would profoundly impact the tools and methods 

used, especially for stability. 

7.3.1 Operational models: Unit commitment and Economic Dispatch 

The introduction of subhourly unit commitment and economic dispatch ap-

proaches can be helpful in certain regions, given that it can capture the increase in 

short-term ramping requirements; however, this will be achieved at an increased 

computational cost, which is clearly not desirable. Whether the benefits outweigh 

the disadvantages will depend on the size of the system, and the composition and 

dispersion of the renewable energy resources, whether they are predominantly wind 

and/or solar based. Comparisons have been made between the all-island system 

of Ireland and a combined Germany-Austria system (Danti et al., 2018). As ex-

pected, hourly resolution modelling underestimates the subhourly (15-minute) 

ramping requirements, although this effect was greater in Ireland, presumably due 

to the greater smoothing effect resulting from the greater geographic dispersion in 

the Germany-Austria case. It tends to follow that smaller and less geographically 

diverse power systems benefit more from subhourly operation than larger, more 

diverse systems. Further, systems with higher levels of interconnection or other 

sources of short-term flexibility, such as demand response or energy storage, can 

more easily accommodate short-term variability without resorting to (renewables) 

curtailment or redispatch, compared to systems with limited interconnection, which 

reinforces the value of subhourly modelling in smaller systems with limited intercon-

nection. The benefits of subhourly scheduling were seen to be similar for wind-dom-

inated and solar-dominated systems in terms of identifying significant ramp events, 

although such conclusions can be sensitive to the definition of a significant ramp 

event, e.g., based on absolute size and duration of ramp or measured relative to 

the instantaneous system demand. Additionally, variable renewable uncertainty as 

well as variability can contribute to a system’s hourly and subhourly flexibility re-

quirements. 

To address the low-inertia problem, a commitment-and-dispatch ROCOF (fu-

ture) constraint within a unit commitment algorithm has been proposed, which ex-

plicitly considers the commitment status and power output of synchronous re-

sources as well as the (generator) contingency set (Daly et al., 2019). Comparison 

is made with an inertial floor (current) approach based on the worst-case conditions. 

The future (ROCOF) approach tends to reduce the number of online (large) gener-

ating units compared to the current (inertia floor) approach, as shown in Figure 86 

for a future Ireland and Northern Ireland system, with consequent reductions in op-

erational cost and CO2 emissions also achieved. 
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Figure 86. Simulation results from the island system of Ireland, showing how a future 
operational scenario catching the RoCoF constraint will result in less synchronous 
units online (Source: Daly et al., 2019). 

7.3.2 Planning timescale: capacity expansion 

Modelling investment timescales with variable generation and sector integration 

is computationally challenging. It is important to know which details need to be in-

cluded because there are several temporal and technical details that potentially 

have a high impact on the optimal investments seen by the model. A review of var-

iable generation integration studies (Helistö et al., 2019) showed that the temporal 

resolution and coverage needs to be high enough to determine the optimal genera-

tion portfolio—for example, using only few representative days is not sufficient. Con-

sidering system stability aspects and power plant operational limits, such as startup 

and shutdown characteristics, also proved to be important to get a more optimal 

generation portfolio and a more realistic estimation of system costs; however, they 

appeared to be less significant than the temporal representation. 

Comparing representative day selections (Helistö et al., 2020) showed that 

even 3 representative weeks is not necessarily enough in a multi-region generation 

expansion planning model. Four weeks gave more reliable results, and after 7 

weeks, the total cost results started to steadily converge. Several methods exist for 

selecting the representative weeks from time series, and random sampling with 

enough iterations proved to be easy to implement, fast to solve, and lead to good 

generation expansion planning results. The results also highlighted the importance 

of including a peak net load situation in the model, as well as estimating its position 

in the original time series and its weight in relation to other model time steps. This 

is challenging because the position can change when the model invests in more 

variable generation, the position is not necessarily the same in all regions, and the 

weight should be based on probabilistic assumptions about its frequency in the long 

term. 

Temporal and operational representations can have different benefits and 

weaknesses in different systems (Helistö et al., 2021). For example, some strate-

gies can better capture long-term storage needs, and some are more suitable for 
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short-term storage modelling. Likewise, solar-dominated and wind-dominated sys-

tems have different temporal characteristics and consequently also different meth-

odological requirements. The interactions between energy sectors and the opera-

tional limits of the technologies for sector coupling should also be correctly modelled 

because they significantly impact the value of different technologies and their flexi-

bility. Testing machinery will be useful for determining the most suitable model struc-

ture for each system and purpose. 

7.3.3 Dynamics: Stability 

Dynamic stability problems resulting from control interactions among inverter-based 

resources (IBRs) are a major concern toward maintaining the reliability of a power 

system in transition to high shares of renewable generation, reaching up to 100% 

(Shah et al., 2021a). Most stability events involving IBRs over the past decade were 

local in nature (see Section 5.2.1), however, dynamic stability events involving wider 

network and numerous IBRs are becoming more common because of ever increas-

ing levels of IBRs and reduction in the grid stiffness due to the displacement of 

synchronous generators. Recent electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation stud-

ies further demonstrate increased risks of dynamic stability problems in power sys-

tems with 100% IBRs (Electranix, 2021); these problems manifest as system-wide 

under-damped or sustained oscillations that might lead to disruptions and equip-

ment damage. One important question that arises whenever system-wide oscilla-

tions involving tens to hundreds of IBRs are observed in the field or in EMT simula-

tions is what is the role and participation of different IBRs in the observed oscillation 

modes, or to put it simply, “which IBRs are causing oscillations?”. The answer to 

this question is important for designing mitigation methods including curtailment or 

removal of IBRs that contribute negatively to system damping, tuning of IBR control 

parameters, selection of IBR control modes such as reactive power control versus 

voltage control, and the use of grid-forming inverters for system stability. Existing 

stability analysis tools for bulk power systems, however, are not capable of answer-

ing this question because they depend on publicly available equation-based models 

of generators; such models are not available for IBRs because vendors do not dis-

close internal details of IBRs so as to not disclose business sensitive information on 

control architecture and methods. NREL has developed an impedance scan tool to 

address this challenge and identify the role of different IBRs in oscillation modes 

observed in field or EMT simulations (Shah et al., 2021b; Shah et al., 2021c), Figure 

87. 
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Figure 87. NREL's impedance scan tool for stability analysis of 100% IBR grids. 

The dynamic equivalent of a distribution grid has been developed in the frame-

work of EU-SysFlex. This tool provides a set of parameters and model architecture 

to the TSO, enabling the representation of distribution grid-connected assets for 

transient stability studies. The provision of these equivalent models is based on 

standardized model representation, and it does not provide parameters, distribution 

grid layouts, or any sensitive data/information between the DSO and TSO, Figure 

88. 
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Figure 88. Dynamic equivalent model for active distribution network representation 
(EU-SysFlex D6.3, 2019.) 

A real-time smart digital twin concept is proposed by CRIEPI the Central Re-

search Institute of Electric Power Industry in Japan. It is a real-time digital reproduc-

tion of the physical situation of the power system, based on synchronized wide-area 

monitoring, control, and data acquisition (SCADA) to provide more real-time situa-

tional awareness to ensure the safety, reliability, and efficiency of power systems. 

The goal is to maintain and improve the stability of the power system and increase 

its resilience for early recovery from power outages by effectively using the control 

capabilities of renewable energy, demand response, and virtual power plants. 

Future IBR-dominated power systems: The underlying nature of the power 

system is changing from one based largely on a synchronous paradigm to one 

based on a non-synchronous paradigm. These changes will both limit the applica-

bility of some existing tools and methods as well as dictate the development of new 

tools and methods to ensure the reliability, security, and stability of the power sys-

tem. Further, an increasingly variable, distributed, and IBR-based power system will 

also compound existing challenges to analyzing and interpreting results from exist-

ing power system models; therefore, analytic tools that help evaluate the operation 

of a power system with a large number of IBRs must be developed—specifically, 

tools to capture the interactions and impact of IBR control algorithms that can be 

detrimental or beneficial to the power system’s stability and performance (G-PST, 

2021). 
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7.4 Studies for 100% renewable power systems 

Some techno-economic studies have examined how hourly energy balance could 

be maintained in a 100% renewable power system. Some of these studies use unit 

commitment and economic dispatch to capture wind/solar energy variability/uncer-

tainty and to investigate system and market behavior (Heard et al., 2017; Brown et 

al., 2018). Several studies have coupled other energy sectors, e.g., the heat sector 

(Ringkjøb et al., 2018; Ikäheimo et al., 2018). Often, these studies optimize invest-

ments in conversion, transmission, and the storage of energy, although the opera-

tional detail can vary greatly depending on the applied methodology (Helistö et al., 

2019); however, power system stability is often overlooked as part of 100% (energy-

balancing) studies, where the main focus is on hourly consumption-generation 

matching. No study comprehensively addresses both the long-term and short-term 

challenges (Holttinen et al., 2020). 

Recent studies in the United States address a renewable power system (and 

some address a net-zero carbon, decarbonized future energy system (see the fol-

lowing section). A MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) study used a co-

optimized capacity planning and dispatch model over 7 years of hourly operation 

and showed that interstate coordination and transmission expansion reduce the 

system cost of electricity in a 100% renewable U.S. power system by 46% com-

pared with a state-by-state approach, from 135 $/MWh to 73 $/MWh. Sensitivity 

analyses show that reductions in the cost of solar PV, wind, and lithium-ion batteries 

lead to the lowest electricity costs for systems in which transmission expansion is 

allowed, whereas cost reductions for nuclear power or long-duration energy storage 

lead to greater electricity cost reductions for isolated systems. The results suggest 

that a zero-carbon electricity system for the United States based on VRE and stor-

age is feasible at 1-hour resolution over many years of operation, accounting for the 

costs and constraints of transmission and land availability, using technologies cur-

rently being deployed at the gigawatt scale. Although decarbonization of the elec-

tricity system is feasible at the level of individual states and regions, it can be ac-

complished at a significantly lower cost when implemented at the national level 

(Brown & Botterud, 2021). 

In Sweden, the TSO Svenska Kraftnät has studied a future scenario with an in-

creased electrification demand from 140 TWh/year to 179 TWh/year and where the 

current nuclear power is assumed to be replaced with renewable power. In the 

“2040-high” case, there is an assumption of 106 TWh of wind energy and 7 TWh of 

solar energy. The remaining power is hydro and biofuels. Significantly more trans-

mission both within Sweden and to neighboring countries are assumed (+16 GW) 

as well as, e.g., flexible electric vehicles. No specific new power plants were as-

sumed to cover peaks. An adequacy calculation included Monte Carlo simulations 

of 31 weather years and resulted in a need for more capacity during 0.7 hour/year 

as a mean value (SvK, 2018). 
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7.5 Toward carbon-neutral energy systems 

The energy sector coupling with future power to X options electrifying heat, 

transport, and industrial processes all offer potential solutions for the short- and 

long-term flexibility needs of VRE-dominated power system operation. Decarboni-

zation of the energy system implies modifying all energy sectors. Regarding the 

power sector, the reduction of direct CO2 emissions by adding only VRE is tapering 

off when the power system is already low carbon (Figure 89); however, decarbon-

izing other energy sectors means that CO2 emissions are reduced from heat, 

transport, and industry. 

 

Figure 89. Direct CO2 emissions per kWh depending on the VRE share in the Eu-
ropean system (Source: EU-SysFlex D2.5, 2020) 

As the ambitious targets toward net-zero carbon energy systems are announced 

globally, many scenarios are made for how to reach the future energy systems, both 

for individual jurisdictions and globally (IEA, 2021). As with 100% renewable power 

system studies, power system stability is overlooked, and the main focus is on 

hourly consumption-generation matching. 

Deep decarbonization through electrification means high increases in electricity 

demand—approximately doubling the demand with new electrification loads despite 

energy-efficiency measures to reduce the current loads. In Europe, the project eX-

tremOS made a detailed assessment to confirm that sufficient VRE potential in Eu-

rope exists to cover a drastic increase in European electricity demand. On a national 

level, this is also true for most countries. Only in smaller countries with areas that 

have less VRE potential, such as Belgium or Luxembourg, did electricity demand 

exceed rated VRE potential (eXtremOS, 2021). 
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The EU has committed to cut greenhouse gas emission by 55% compared to 

1990 by 2030, a key milestone in reaching climate neutrality in 2050. The European 

Commission’s analysis shows that direct electrification, complemented with the in-

direct electrification of hard-to-abate sectors, is the most cost-effective and energy 

efficient way to cut energy sector emissions to net-zero by 2050. The respective EC 

scenarios show that more than three quarters of the final energy demand will be 

electrified. Electricity will directly cover 57% of final energy uses while providing 

another 18% indirectly through hydrogen and its derivatives. This will require the 

electricity system to grow to 6,800 TWh from less than 3,000 TWh today and it will 

require wind energy to be 50% of the EU’s electricity mix with renewables repre-

senting 81%. Wind energy will become the no. 1 source of electricity in Europe 

shortly after 2025 and by 2030 it will provide 25% of the EU’s electricity needs. The 

(ETIPWind, 2021) report finds that deep decarbonisation of the economy is possible 

and it will cost no more as a share of GDP than our energy system costs today. The 

energy system cost relative to GDP will be similar to 2015 levels - 10.6% of GDP. 

Reaching net-zero emissions in industry will require the substitution of fossil-fuel 

feedstocks with renewable hydrogen and derivatives in steel, cement, chemicals, 

and refineries. The passenger vehicles market will be fully electric by 2050. Short-

distance maritime transport can technically be electrified, but investments in ports 

is still needed to provide robust infrastructure. For deep-sea transport, renewable-

based ammonia appears one of the most promising technology along with renewa-

ble hydrogen. Heat pumps will drive the decarbonisation of heating and cooling in 

buildings, by almost tripling electrification rates in residential buildings. Grid invest-

ments need to double from the current €40bn a year by 2025 at the latest. By 2030 

Europe needs an additional 85 GW of interconnector capacity on top of today’s 50 

GW. The EU will need to deploy an optimised offshore grid to deliver on its objective 

of 300 GW of offshore wind by 2050. Sea basin planning, speeding up permitting, 

and new market arrangements ensuring offshore hybrid projects are pre-conditions 

to having an optimised offshore grid (ETIPWind, 2021). 

In the United Kingdom, the system-level value of deploying flexibility across the 

heat, transport, industry, and power sectors across different decarbonization sce-

narios shows that the coordinated operation and planning of hydrogen, gas, 

transport, heat, and electrify infrastructures will become increasingly important to 

deliver a secure energy system while meeting the carbon targets at minimum costs. 

The value of flexibility to the energy system as a whole is many times its value to 

the electricity sector alone because it allows for interactions at all levels in an inte-

grated system, between the energy vectors, and at the different timescales, from 

seconds to seasons, that are required to maintain a secure system (Strbac et al., 

2020; Strbac & Pudjianto, 2021). 

In Denmark, the main target is to be carbon neutral in 2050, with ambitious green-

house gas reduction target already in 2030. This requires actions across all sectors 

and comprises the implementation of existing measures and the development of 

innovative solutions (Energinet, 2018, Energinet, 2020). The measures solving flex-

ibility and adequacy issues should also contribute to greenhouse gas reduction tar-

get by 2030, which is expected to trigger additional challenges via electrification, 
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the phase-out of thermal plants, and power-to-gas usage. The overall transition is 

causing high uncertainty that has been investigated in studies of potential pathways. 

One pathway identifies a number of potential developments: significant increases in 

the direct electrification of the heating sector, the transport sector, and industry, in-

cluding the production of more renewable energy source fuels from, e.g. P2X which 

can replace fossil fuels. These lead to a significant increase in electricity demand 

from the initially expected 50 TWh in 2030 by an extra 12–20 TWh to a level of 62–

70 TWh electricity demand in 2030. Offshore wind, including the energy islands, are 

expected to provide most of the new renewable energy needed. The results are 

based on detailed models of the energy system, are embedded in a representation 

of surrounding countries, and have been built to investigate further decarbonization 

and applying sector coupling (Figure 90), where cross-sectoral flexibility options can 

also be identified. These models represent different types of “energy plants” and are 

spread across the country. Energy plants can be understood as extended combined 

heat-and-power units with additional functionalities. These additional functionalities 

can be, e.g., the production of hydrogen, CO2 (for some industrial processes), high-

temperature heat, bio- or electro-fuels (e.g. biogas, methane), and fertilizers (e.g. 

ammonia), which are post-processing products from these energy plants made of 

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, etc. These modelled energy plants link various sectors 

and act depending on power prices. At low electricity prices (e.g., during periods of 

excess wind/solar power), they use electricity and biomass to produce chemical 

products and heat; whereas at high electricity prices, they use biomass/ biogas to 

produce electricity heat and a smaller amount of biofuels. 
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Figure 90. Energy flow in the Danish energy system for 2035 (source: Orths & Han-
sen, 2019). 

In France, several electricity scenarios to reach carbon neutrality in 2050 are stud-

ied, either by replacing some decommissioned nuclear reactors with new ones and 

complementing this with higher shares of renewables to obtain a full decarbonized 

electricity mix or by replacing decommissioned reactors with renewables only. If the 

latter option is chosen, the share of renewables would reach approximately 85%–

90% by 2050 and 100% by 2060. 

In the United States, the Net-Zero America report outlines five distinct technolog-

ical pathways for the United States to decarbonize its entire economy. It concludes 

that with a massive, nationwide effort, the United States could reach net-zero emis-

sions of greenhouse gases by 2050 using existing technology and at costs aligned 

with historical spending on energy. The study’s five scenarios describe—in a highly 

detailed, state-by-state level—the scale and pace of technology and capital mobili-

zation needed across the country, and they highlight the implications for land use, 

incumbent energy industries, employment, and health. The scenarios that the new 

research details include a high electrification, or E+ scenario, which involves ag-

gressively electrifying buildings and transportation, so that 100% of cars are electric 

by 2050. The less high electrification, or E- scenario, electrifies at a slower rate and 

uses more liquid and gaseous fuels for longer. Another scenario, noted as E- B+, 

allows much more biomass to be used in the energy system, which, unlike the other 

four scenarios, would require converting some land currently used for food 
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agriculture to grow energy crops. The E+ RE+ pathway is an all-renewables sce-

nario and is also the most technologically restrictive. It assumes no new nuclear 

plants would be built, disallows belowground storage of CO2, and eliminates all fos-

sil fuel use by 2050. It relies instead on the massive and rapid deployment of wind 

and solar and greater production of hydrogen to meet carbon goals. The E+ RE- 

scenario, in comparison, relies on limited renewables, constraining the annual con-

struction of wind turbines and solar power plants to be no faster than the fastest 

rates achieved by the country in the past, but it removes other restrictions. This 

scenario depends more heavily on the expansion of power plants with carbon cap-

ture and nuclear power (Princeton University, 2020). 

Another study, ZeroByFifty, co-optimized generation, transmission, and storage 

in a combined capacity expansion and production simulation model, which allowed 

for the expansion of an HVDC macro grid across the United States. It also co-opti-

mized across the distribution interface to build distributed generation and storage. 

The study examined the role of transmission in the decarbonization of the U.S. 

economy by 2050. More than twice today’s transmission capacity gets added to 

today’s existing network to decarbonize the entire economy by 2050. ZeroByFifty 

finds that an HVDC macro grid reduces the cost of full decarbonization by $1 trillion 

(Vibrant Energy, 2021). 

In full decarbonization of the energy systems, the cost-effective pathway seems 

to include the electrification of most fossil fuel-based energy consumption; however, 

some liquid fuel consumption will inevitably remain for aviation, long-distance ship-

ping, some industrial applications, and possibly as a backup energy source for the 

heating sector. It is therefore important to compare different pathways to produce 

the needed fuel without carbon emissions. Ikäheimo et al. (2019) show that biomass 

can be a cost-effective pathway compared to synthetic natural gas if there is a viable 

biomass resource. In another article, Ikäheimo et al. (2018) explore the potential of 

the power-to-ammonia pathway. Ammonia is already used in large quantities in the 

fertilizer industry, and it could be used as an energy vector as well. The article 

demonstrated that power-to-ammonia can already be competitive with ammonia 

produced from fossil fuels in the right circumstances and that ammonia can be a 

great source of temporal and spatial flexibility to the power system. 

7.6 Stability of 100% variable renewable grid 

The 100% renewable studies covering larger areas, several years, and energy sec-

tors other than electricity do not include detail of the power system to assess the 

feasibility of future operation including stability issues. Work is emerging to show 

how future IBR-dominated grids could operate. In power systems where renewables 

would consist mainly of wind and solar, new paradigms for asynchronous operation 

could also be the way forward (ESIG, 2019). 

The EU project MIGRATE investigated new options for existing system services 

and the need for new system services in power systems based on 100% generation 

with converter interface (inverter-based resources IBRs) and therefore near-zero 
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natural inertia (MIGRATE D3.3 and D3.4, 2019). The main issue was to solve fre-

quency stability problems due to very low inertia. 

Operational rules that might be associated with a 100% converter-based grid 

were investigated in terms of ensuring robustness against likely disturbances. New 

system-level control schemes and optimization methods were studied to implement 

grid-forming capabilities on inverter-based devices. Grid-forming allows the power 

system to overcome the very first milliseconds after an outage, before reserves and 

balancing can go into action. Several case studies were used to verify the perfor-

mance of the grid-forming system-level controls in a wide range of operating condi-

tions. These different control strategies have shown satisfactory and similar behav-

iour and appeared to be compatible with each other. In addition, it was observed 

that the robustness of the system was not only dependent on the amount of electri-

cal inertia used but also strongly dependent on the location of the devices—in con-

trast to conventional ancillary services, where location does not matter. As a practi-

cal follow-up to MIGRATE, the work package 3 of OSMOSE is testing in situ a full-

scale grid-forming unit for the synchronization of large power systems by multi-ser-

vice hybrid storage (OSMOSE D3.1, 2019; OSMOSE D3.2, 2019). 

Study on the effectiveness of emerging control methods, working under grid-fol-

lowing or grid-forming principles, was conducted for the Great Britain test system 

and for several benchmark systems. The results showed that modified and tuned 

grid-following control can allow a system to reach an approximate 65% share of 

inverter-based generation in the studied test systems while maintaining frequency, 

rotor angle, and voltage stability. Further, it was found that combining grid-following 

and grid-forming controls allows the system to further push the stability limit—to a 

theoretical 100% (MIGRATE D1.6, 2019). The ratio of inverter-based units with grid-

following control or grid-forming control is system dependent (e.g., in the studied 

systems, it was 30%–40% of power electronic-interfaced units with grid-forming 

control). The proposed control methods for fast active power injection and supple-

mentary damping control should be further studied in inverter-based units with grid-

forming control (Perilla et al., 2020). 

The Ireland power system test case of the EU MIGRATE assumed that existing 

fossil-fired generation is replaced by (large) converters of equivalent capacity, such 

that traditional power system security issues remained largely resolved, even with 

a 100% inverter-based system (Zhao & Flynn, 2021). To identify a lower bound on 

the grid-forming requirements (relative to grid-following converters) for such a sys-

tem, various disturbances were applied at all network nodes for a range of converter 

configurations, and the ability of the system to satisfactorily survive such disturb-

ances was observed (Figure 91). It was seen that a minimum grid-forming share of 

35%–40% was required, based on the total online converter capacity (MVA). The 

stability boundary was shown to be ultimately dependent on the phase-locked loop 

performance of the grid-following converters. If, instead of assuming that the con-

verters are large in size and located in traditional (fossil-fueled power station) net-

work locations, they are assumed to be much smaller in size and somewhat une-

venly distributed around a power system (depending on wind/solar plant sites, for 

example), then it was also shown that the previous grid-forming requirement could 
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be reduced by 8%–10%, measured as a system-wide average, although interre-

gional differences in the grid-forming share would likely to require maintaining an 

adequate stability margin (Zhao & Flynn, 2021). 

 

Figure 91. Ireland power system simulations for MIGRATE project: an "urban" dis-
tribution for the grid-forming and grid-following converters on the left and a "remote" 
distribution on the right (Source: Zhao & Flynn, 2021). 

The project also studied new forms of subsynchronous controller interactions 

(SSCI). This motivated the proposal of mitigation measures—for instance, by opti-

mal tuning of wind generators’ converter controllers as well as by introducing auxil-

iary controllers in the converters. The project also developed a method to design, 

evaluate, and validate different mitigation solutions to tackle SSCI. Finally, a new 

approach based on artificial intelligence was proposed to manage SSCI risks during 

real-time operation (MIGRATE D1.6, 2019). 
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8. Conclusions 

The design and operation of power and energy systems is an evolving field. As the 

ambitious targets toward net-zero carbon energy systems are announced globally, 

many scenarios are being made regarding how to reach the future energy systems, 

most of them involving large amounts of variable renewables, including wind and 

solar energy. Power systems are increasingly complex. The impact of both in-

creased amounts of variable renewables and new electrification loads together with 

increased distribution system resources that require more coordination with trans-

mission and distribution systems will mean somewhat different challenges to tackle 

for different systems. 

Tools and methods to study future power and energy systems also need to 

evolve, and both short-term operational aspects (such as power system stability) 

and long-term aspects (such as resource adequacy) will probably see new para-

digms of operation and design. The experience of operating and planning systems 

with large amounts of variable generation is accumulating, and research to tackle 

challenges of inverter-based, non-synchronous generation is on the way. Energy 

transitions and digitalization also bring new flexibility opportunities, both short and 

long term. 

This report brings together experience and study results from 17 countries work-

ing in the international collaboration within the IEA Wind TCP Task 25. Main findings 

are reported on: 

• How to incorporate wind and solar generation and forecasts within system 

operation and simulations (Section 2) 

• How to plan for long-term adequacy of transmission grids and generation 

capacity (sections 3 and 4) 

• How to manage the operation of power systems, including stability aspects 

(Section 5) 

• How to increase the value of wind in future power and energy systems, 

avoiding unnecessary curtailments, providing system support from WPPs, 

and improving operational practices and flexibility (Section 6) 

• Pushing the limits toward 100% renewable systems, highlighting challenges 

and evolving methodologies needed for the assessments (Section 7). 

Variability and uncertainty of power system-wide wind energy: More data on 

large-scale measured wind power production are available, and they show strong 

smoothing impacts. In Europe, the aggregated wind generation drops to less than 

5% of installed capacity only for 1 hour per year, and longer durations of less than 

10% of installed capacity are rare (the max in a year is between 30 and 40 consec-

utive hours). Ramps during storms of 25% of capacity in an hour can hit a single 

country, but for larger countries even extreme ramping is closer to 10% of installed 

capacity. The storm events also bring about the largest forecast errors. Simulated 

time series have previously experienced challenges to capture the smoothing 
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impact, but the latest meteorological data sets, such as ERA5 in Europe, have 

shown good performance in representing future wind power fleets. There is good 

complementarity between wind and solar energy, reducing the combined variability. 

Short-term forecasts are still improving, and ways to simulate the forecast errors for 

power system studies are evolving.  

Transmission planning: New transmission is required with high shares of wind 

generation. The benefits of transmission over the costs of infrastructure build-out 

are increasing at higher wind and solar shares. Regional transmission planning 

shows good experience in Europe, and special HVDC overlays augmented by 

HVAC links for the U.S. grid have shown a good benefit-to-cost ratio. A trend toward 

larger installations at sea, offshore grids, and hybrids such as energy islands are 

appearing in many countries and power systems, and they will add to the grid plan-

ning challenge.  

Ensuring long-term reliability and security of supply: In most countries, wind 

energy has not, as yet, been considered when assessing long-term (strategic) re-

serve or capacity payments. Adequacy analyses should adapt to reflect wind power 

capacity value in both studied and neighboring areas (considering real import pos-

sibilities). The capacity value of wind will be higher for larger areas, while its de-

creasing trend with increased wind energy will not be as pronounced. For higher 

wind and solar shares, it is important to ensure that sufficient data are considered 

to capture extreme events and that multi-area methods are applied to account for 

neighboring areas when assessing the generation adequacy and the capacity value 

of wind. For future wind- and solar power-dominated systems, new metrics and tools 

are needed to capture the storage and demand-side flexibility in adequacy anal-

yses.  

Ensuring short-term system reliability: Wind integration studies have shown 

that for 30%–40% shares of wind in electricity demand, the possibility to balance 

wind and solar across a larger area reduced the balancing challenges, more trans-

mission reduced the curtailment challenges, while additional storage for system-

level demand-generation balancing was not necessary. Estimating the increase in 

operating reserve due to increased variability and uncertainty has evolved toward 

dynamic reserve setting. Experience shows that changing operational practices 

could offset increases due to increasing wind and solar capacity. System dynamics 

have become more important for assessments with higher wind shares. Ways to 

mitigate low inertia are already used in small- and medium-size systems such as 

Ireland, Texas, Great Britain, and the Nordic power systems, as well as peripherical 

parts of synchronous system such as Italy. Also, other dynamic stability issues due 

to a weak grid are becoming relevant when studying high shares of wind and solar, 

where new control techniques (such as deploying grid-forming inverter technology) 

can reduce the need for additional synchronous condensers and transmission lines.  

Maximizing the value of wind power in operations: A more flexible power sys-

tem can use variable energy sources at higher value. Hence, the main enablers in 

maximizing the value of wind power are outside wind power itself. However, wind 

power can also increase its value by providing system services—services for bal-

ancing and frequency control are already state of the art in some power systems, 
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with voltage control also emerging. New capabilities can be offered for stability sup-

port, and capabilities from grid-forming inverters have been demonstrated. Experi-

ence in curtailments in China shows how the grid reinforcements and increased 

power plant flexibility can help avoid the need to curtail wind energy. In Europe, 

curtailments are gradually increasing with increasing shares of wind and solar. Re-

inforcing the grid is seen as the major solution to manage this in the future. Also, 

operational practices to fully utilize the existing grid are important: using near-real-

time information to determine security margins, as well as active power manage-

ment (phase-shifting transformers, dynamic line rating, power flow controllers), and 

reactive power management (reactors/capacitors, synchronous compensators, 

STATCOM). Congestion management is evolving, and new ways to capture flexi-

bility from distribution system connected resources are developing. One way to 

change operational practices is through markets. Market design to enable and in-

centivize flexibility from a range of sources and operation close to delivery will en-

hance the growth of wind and solar capacity. Enabling system services from wind 

and solar power plants provides not only a system-level benefit but adds a potential 

new revenue stream for wind and solar power in market environments. Benefits 

from flexibility from transmission, hydro and thermal power plants, storage, and the 

demand side are shown across a range of studies.  

Pushing the limits: Some techno-economic studies have examined how hourly 

energy balances could be maintained in a 100% renewable power system and a 

net-zero energy system decarbonizing energy sectors beyond electricity. However, 

power system stability has often been overlooked as part of 100% (energy-balanc-

ing) studies, where the main focus is on hourly consumption-generation matching. 

No study comprehensively addresses both the long-term and short-term chal-

lenges so far. The first studies on stability of 100% IBR-connected systems have 

been made, showing promising results. IBRs can be highly flexible and controllable, 

with independent control over real and reactive current, and with an ability to shape 

the equipment’s response to various grid conditions. Consequently, there could be 

opportunities to make IBRs behave in a more supportive manner than synchronous 

machines in some respects. However, the changes are so profound that a funda-

mental rethinking of power systems is required, including the definition of needed 

system services.  

Wind and solar energy will certainly make a large contribution to future power 

systems and provide the added renewable energy needed for ambitious increases 

in electrification demand—150%–300% of current electricity demand. They also 

have the potential to form the backbone of future power systems when the full range 

of inverter capabilities are used. This is still a work in progress, where new para-

digms of asynchronous power system operation and long-term resource ade-

quacy are developed, with a suite of new tools and methods being implemented for 

system operators.  
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Appendix A: Ongoing projects 

 

Country/ 

Organization 
Name/Description Years Link 

EU project TradeRES: New Markets Design & Mod-
els for 100% Renewable Power Sys-
tems. New designs for markets with very 
high shares of non-dispatchable genera-

tion as well as new models and simula-
tion tools for assessing their perfor-

mance. 

2020–2024 https://traderes.eu/  

EU project Spine: Building a workflow and data 
management platform for modelling as 
well as a Julia-based energy systems 
model, a modelling platform and a case 

study for planning with operational con-

straints. 

2017–2021 http://www.spine-

model.org/  

EU project OSMOSE: Optimal System Mix of flexi-

bility Solutions for European electricity 

2018–2021 https://www.osmose-

h2020.eu/  

EU project openENTRANCE: open ENergy TRan-
sistion ANalyses for a low-Carbon Econ-
omy. Open modelling platform for anal-

yses of decarbonization of the energy 

system in Europe 

–2023 https://openentrance.eu/  

EU project Smart4RES: (WP5) Advanced ap-
proaches for use cases with high renew-

able energy source penetration (i.e., for 
congestion management, management 
of geographic island systems, coordina-

tion of renewable energy source with 

storage) 

2019–2023 https://www.smart4res.eu/  

EU project ERIGrid 2.0: Smart grid research, tech-
nology development, validation, and 

rollout 

2020–2024 https://erigrid2.eu/  

EU project InnoDC: Innovative Tools for Offshore 

Wind and DC Grids 
2018– https://innodc.org/  

EU project WinGrid (Wind Farm – Grid Interactions: 
Exploration and Development): Network 
grid assessment of hydrostatic transmis-
sion-based wind farms, coordination of 

system-wide fast frequency response 

from wind turbines (farms) 

2019–2023 https://www.wingrid.org/  

EU project SysFlex: Pan-European system with an 
efficient coordinated use of flexibilities 

for the integration of a large share of re-
newable energy sources to come up with 
new types of services that will meet the 

needs of the system with more than 50% 

of renewable energy sources 

2017–2022 https://eu-sysflex.com/  

https://traderes.eu/
http://www.spine-model.org/
http://www.spine-model.org/
https://www.osmose-h2020.eu/
https://www.osmose-h2020.eu/
https://openentrance.eu/
https://www.smart4res.eu/
https://erigrid2.eu/
https://innodc.org/
https://www.wingrid.org/
https://eu-sysflex.com/
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Country/ 

Organization 

Name/Description Years Link 

Denmark Planning Energy Islands 2030: Two is-
lands with 3 GW (Northsea) or 2 GW 

(Baltic Sea) including potential connec-
tions to neighbours, potential cross-sec-

tor elements  

 https://en.ener-
ginet.dk/Green-Transi-

tion/Energy-Islands  

ENTSO-E Regional transmission planning method-
ology development for the identification 
of system needs and CBA, also for off-
shore hybrid projects (that are connected 

to multiple markets and sector coupling)  

 

https://tyndp.entsoe.eu/  

Energy Sys-
tem Integra-
tion Group 

(ESIG) 

Task force on Macrogrid Transmission 

Overlay  

Task force on Redefining Resource Ade-

quacy  

2020- https://www.esig.en-
ergy/system-planning-

working-group/  

Finland FlexiB: Flexibility from heating and cool-
ing buildings, assessing the value of flex-

ibility from new heating and cooling con-

cepts 

2020–2024 https://www.re-
searchgate.net/pro-

ject/FlexiB-Integration-of-
building-flexibility-into-fu-

ture-energy-systems  

Finland HOPE: Developing tools and solutions 
for the multi-objective optimization of en-
ergy systems, creating reference sys-

tems 

2020–2022 https://clicinnovation.fi/pro-

ject/hope/  

France Learning to Run a Power Network Chal-
lenge 2021 (RTE, Electric Power Re-
search Institute): Potential of artificial in-

telligence to address variations in de-
mand and generation profiles with in-
creasing shares of RES to help human 

operators operating the grid in real time; 
2020 open contest run on academic data 
sets, will be tested on real data in 2021; 

open to worldwide participation 

2020- https://www.epri.com/l2rpn  

Germany SIROP- On the way to scenario interop-

erability 

2021-2024 https://www.iee.fraunho-
fer.de/de/pro-
jekte/suche/2021/SI-

ROP.html  

Germany Gridcast - Increased network security 
through flexible weather and power fore-
cast models based on stochastic and 

physical hybrid methods 

2017-2022 http://gridcast.iee.fraunho-

fer.de/  

Germany WindRamp - Observer-supported predic-
tion of grid congestions and possible 
feed-in of offshore wind energy for oper-

ational grid management and trading 

processes 

2020-2023 https://www.energyme-
teo.com/customers/re-
search_projects/win-

dramp.php  

Germany WAFB4.0 - Increasing transmission ca-
pacities in the power grid through 

weather-dependent dynamic line rating 
using data-driven and fibre optical meth-

ods 

2021-2024 https://www.iee.fraunho-
fer.de/en/research_pro-

jects.html 

https://en.energinet.dk/Green-Transition/Energy-Islands
https://en.energinet.dk/Green-Transition/Energy-Islands
https://en.energinet.dk/Green-Transition/Energy-Islands
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Country/ 

Organization 

Name/Description Years Link 

Germany eXtremOS: European deep decarboniza-
tion scenario—decarbonization path-

ways for all energy end use sectors (in-
cluding sector-coupling measures) and 
the resulting effect on the energy supply 

and transport infrastructure (European 

transmission and gas network analyses) 

2018–2021 https://extremos.ffe.de  

G-PST Global Power System Transformation 

Consortium 
2020– https://globalpst.org/re-

sources/  

Ireland Energy storage and demand-side flexibil-
ity within future electricity markets: De-
ployment of active measures to improve 
network utilization to avoid transmission 

and distribution network expansion, in-

cluding dynamic line ratings 

2017–2022 https://energyinsti-

tute.ucd.ie/research/  

Ireland The Energy Systems Integration Partner-
ship Programme (ESIPP) aims to ad-

dress operational, planning, and techno-
logical innovations in the evolving inte-
grated energy system, and to identify 

end use energy solutions in electricity, 
gas, heat and water that can deliver flex-
ibility, sustainability, security of supply 

and competitiveness 

2015-2021 https://esipp.ie/  

Ireland The EMPowER (Emissions and Fuel 
Mix, Markets and Costs, Power Flows 
and Networks, and End Use & Rates of 

Uptake) programme investigates the 
technical challenges of achieving a de-
carbonisation vision, considering renew-

ables variability, role of markets and in-
terconnection, unpredictability of con-
sumer behaviour, impacts of new system 

loads and performance of legacy distri-

bution networks 

2019-2023 https://energyinsti-
tute.ucd.ie/work-with-us/in-
dustry-affiliates-pro-

gramme-iap/  

International 
Renewable 
Energy 
Agency 

(IRENA) 

FlexTool 3.0: Developing the third ver-
sion of the energy systems optimization 

tool geared for ease of use 

2021–2022 https://www.irena.org/en-
ergytransition/Energy-Sys-
tem-Models-and-

Data/IRENA-FlexTool  

NSWPH Technical and economic studies on 

North Sea Wind Power Hubs 

 

https://northseawindpow-

erhub.eu/knowledge  

Nordic project BaltHub: Interconnecting the Baltic Sea 

countries via offshore energy hubs 
2021–2022 https://feee.ktu.edu/pro-

jects/interconnecting-bal-

tic-sea-countries-via-off-
shore-energy-hubs-bal-

thub/  

Nordic project FasTen: Decarbonization of Baltic coun-

tries 

2020–2021 https://cris.vtt.fi/en/pro-
jects/fast-flexible-and-se-
cure-decarbonisation-of-

the-baltic-states-pos  

https://extremos.ffe.de/
https://globalpst.org/resources/
https://globalpst.org/resources/
https://energyinstitute.ucd.ie/research/
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Country/ 

Organization 

Name/Description Years Link 

Nordic project Amber: Decarbonization of Baltic coun-

tries 
2021–2022 https://cris.vtt.fi/en/pro-

jects/impacts-of-ambitious-

energy-policy-pathways  

Norway NTRANS: Norwegian Centre for Energy 
Transition Strategies. Use case regard-
ing large-scale deployment of floating 

offshore wind power in Norway, system 
modelling activities, expansion planning 
models for low-carbon scenario in Eu-

rope 2050 

–2028 https://www.ntnu.no/ntrans  

Norway FME CINELDI: Norwegian Research 
Centre for Intelligent Electricity Distribu-

tion 

2016–2024 https://www.sintef.no/pro-

jectweb/cineldi/  

Norway FME NorthWind: Norwegian Research 
Centre on Wind Energy. Power system-
related work, for example, Ph.d. on opti-
mization of multi-energy carrier options 

for wind power in the North Sea 

2021–2029 https://www.northwin-

dresearch.no/  

Norway  HydroConnect: Impacts of connecting 
Norwegian hydropower to continental 
Europe and the United Kingdom. Utiliza-

tion of large-scale hydropower for bal-

ancing variable renewable energy 

2021–2025 https://www.sin-
tef.no/en/projects/2021/hy-

droconnect/  

Portugal OPTIGRID Methodology-for-the-dy-
namic-line-rating-analysis-and-optimal-

management-of-power-networks  

 

OptiRES Advanced-Models-for-Optimal-

Grid-Operation-with-High-Variable-Re-

newable-Energy-Penetration 

  

2018–2021  https://optigrid.lneg.pt/  

 

https://www.re-
searchgate.net/pro-
ject/OptiRES-Advanced-

Models-for-Optimal-Grid-
Operation-with-High-Varia-
ble-Renewable-Energy-

Penetration  

Spain FLEXENER: Flexible Energy System for 
the Efficient Integration of New Decar-

bonisation Technologies 

2021–2023  

 

United States Atmosphere to electrons to grid (A2E2G)  https://www.en-
ergy.gov/eere/wind/renew-

able-systems-integration  

United States Grid modernization initiative GMLC 

 

https://www.en-
ergy.gov/gmi/grid-modern-

ization-lab-consortium  
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